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Abstract: Little is known about how to generate plausible new scientific ideas. So it is noteworthy that 12 years of self-experimentation led to the discovery of several surprising cause-effect relationships and suggested a new theory of weight control, an unusually high rate of new ideas. The cause-effect relationships were: (1) Seeing faces in the morning on television decreased mood in the evening (>10 hrs later) and improved mood the next day (>24 hrs later), yet had no detectable effect before that (0–10 hrs later). The effect was strongest if the faces were life-sized and at a conversational distance. Travel across time zones reduced the effect for a few weeks. (2) Standing 8 hours per day reduced early awakening and made sleep more restorative, even though more standing was associated with less sleep. (3) Morning light (1 hr/day) reduced early awakening and made sleep more restorative. (4) Breakfast increased early awakening. (5) Standing and morning light together eliminated colds (upper respiratory tract infections) for more than 5 years. (6) Drinking lots of water, eating low-glycemic-index foods, and eating sushi each caused a modest weight loss. (7) Drinking unflavored fructose water caused a large weight loss that has lasted more than 1 year. While losing weight, hunger was much less than usual. Unflavored sucrose water had a similar effect. The new theory of weight control, which helped discover this effect, assumes that flavors associated with calories raise the body-fat set point: The stronger the association, the greater the increase. Between meals the set point declines. Self-experimentation lasting months or years seems to be a good way to generate plausible new ideas.
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Mollie: There has to be a beginning for everything, hasn't there?— The Mousetrap, Agatha Christie (1978)

1. Introduction

1.1. Missing methods

Scientists sometimes forget about idea generation. “How odd it is that anyone should not see that all observation must be for or against some view if it is to be of any service,” wrote Charles Darwin to a friend (Medawar 1969, p. 11). But where did the first views come from, if not observation? According to a diagram in the excellent textbook Statistics for Experimenters (Box et al. 1978), the components of “data generation and data analysis in scientific investigation” (p. 4) are “deduction,” “design,” “new data,” and so on. Scientific investigation, the diagram seems to say, begins when the scientist has a hypothesis worth testing. The book says nothing about how to obtain such a hypothesis.

It is not easy to come up with new ideas worth testing, nor is it clear how to do so. Table 1 classifies scientific methods by goal (generate ideas or test them) and time of application (before and during data collection or afterwards). The amount written about idea generation is a small fraction of the amount written about what to do afterwards — so the empty cell in Table 1, on how to collect data that generate ideas, is no surprise. Although scientific creativity has been extensively studied (e.g., Klahr & Simon 1999; Simonton 1999), this research has not yet suggested new tools or methods. Even McGuire, who listed 49 “heuristics” (p. 1) for hypothesis generation, had little to say about data gathering.

Hyman (1964) believed that “we really do not know enough about getting ideas even to speculate wisely about how to encourage fruitful research” (p. 28), but 40 years later this is not entirely true. Exploratory data analysis (Tukey 1977) helps reveal unexpected structure in data, and such discoveries often suggest new ideas worth studying. Table 1 includes only those methods useful in many areas of science, omitting methods with limited applicability.
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7. Blood glucose self-monitoring by diabetics, now com-
mon, originated with Richard Bernstein, an American en-
gineer with insulin-dependent diabetes (Bernstein 1997). 
Four years of trial and error led him to insulin and diet 
regimes that kept his blood glucose level much more con-
stant than the standard advice.

The present work resembles these precursors in several 
ways, including the use of long-term records (Santorio, Hal-
berg et al.), unusual diets (Herbert, R. Bernstein), mea-
urement of biological rhythms (Siffre, Halberg et al.), and 
practicality (Herbert, Halberg et al., R. Bernstein). Unlike 
any of them, the present work relied heavily on anecdotes 
and accidents (unexpected outcomes) as starting points for 
research. Accidents have often been the starting point for 
conventional research, of course (e.g., Beveridge 1957; 

In spite of Ebbinghaus, psychologists currently have a 
mild taboo against self-experimentation (e.g., Baer 1998). 
One reason is concern that expectations may influence re-
results (Baer 1998; Rosenthal 1966). The use of accidents as 
starting points is helpful here because, by their nature, ac-
cidents cannot be due to expectations. Tests to confirm an 
accident may be influenced by expectations, however, so 
the problem is not entirely solved. In any case, the taboo 
against self-experimentation makes it harder to learn what 
it is good for. I argue here that a great strength of self-
experimentation – its ability to generate plausible new ideas 
– has been overlooked.

1.3. Background and overview

I began self-experimentation in graduate school to learn 
how to do experiments (Peden & Keniston 1990; Roberts 
2001). Unexpectedly, some of what I did was useful, help-
ing to reduce my acne (Roberts 2001; Roberts & Neuringer 
1998). After that, I thought of self-experimentation as ad-
vanced trial and error that might solve everyday problems. 
I spent years testing changes that I thought might reduce 
how often I woke up too early. The results (almost all neg-
active) seemed unlikely to interest anyone else. But then I 
found that breakfast, morning faces, and standing (see Ex-
amples 1–3) had surprising effects on sleep and mood, and 
I realized that the rate of idea generation was remarkably 
high. More thought-provoking results followed (Examples 
4–10). I seemed to have stumbled on a way to gather data 
to generate plausible new ideas.

In addition to generating new ideas, self-experimenta-
tion also pushed them toward plausibility. The general pat-
tern was that self-experimentation and self-observation, 
lastings years, now and then produced a surprise that sug-
gested a new idea. Brief self-experiments tested the new 
idea – for instance, by determining what controlled the size 
of an effect. The added detail helped show how the new 
idea made sense in terms of older, well-accepted ideas, fur-
ther increasing its plausibility.

The 10 examples are divided into two sections: “Stone 
Age life suits us” (Examples 1–5), about the damage done 
by differences between modern life and Stone Age life; and 
“Pavlovian weight control” (Examples 6–10), about how 
food controls weight. Each example has the same structure: 
introduction, birth of the idea, test or tests (except that Ex-
ample 5 has no tests), related results, and discussion.
2. Stone-Age life suits us

2.1. Introduction

Around 1980, I began to wake up too early. I sometimes awoke at 4 a.m., still tired but unable to fall back asleep. Only after a few dreary hours would I manage to fall back asleep. This happened several times per week. The usual name for this is early awakening; but the trouble was not when I awoke but how tired I felt at the time and how long it took to fall back asleep. Had I awakened feeling rested or fallen back asleep quickly, waking up early would not have bothered me.

Conventional treatments for early awakening included improving “sleep hygiene” (Vgontzas & Kales 1999, p. 390; e.g., don’t drink too much alcohol), psychotherapy; and drugs (Vgontzas & Kales). But my sleep hygiene was already good; psychotherapy seemed irrelevant (I was not depressed); and drugs were dangerous. None of the treatments, as far as I could tell, was based on convincing evidence about cause.

Maybe self-experimentation would help. The problem was easy to measure. Some days I awoke so tired that I fell back asleep a few hours later; on other days I awoke more rested and did not fall asleep until the afternoon, when I often took a nap. Because I left home late in the morning, I could always fall back asleep if I wanted to. If I did not fall back asleep within a few hours after waking, I almost never fell back asleep before noon. So a good measure of the severity of the problem was how often I fell back asleep within a few hours of waking up.

Examples 1–5 describe how self-experimentation did help, though not in an obvious way. This section is titled “Stone-Age life suits us” because in each case something resembling Stone-Age living conditions was beneficial.

2.2. Example 1: Breakfast → Early awakening

2.2.1. Background. My early awakening had started close to the beginning of my use of full-spectrum fluorescent lamps near my bed. To mimic sunrise, timers turned these lamps on one by one, producing a step-by-step rise in illumination early in the morning. The goal was to wake up earlier, and the light did indeed leave this effect (Roberts 1994). Because my early awakening and my use of the lamps started at about the same time, I suspected that the lamps caused the early awakening.

That something as natural as sunrise could impair sleep seemed unlikely. So I focused on a difference between the bedroom light and sunrise: The lamps went from zero to full brightness in three steps, whereas the intensity of sunlight increases gradually. Maybe the square-wave onsets increased the amplitude of a light-sensitive ultradian rhythm, and this caused early awakening. Some of my data suggested that an oscillator with a cycle length near 90 minutes (e.g., Klein 1979; Orr et al. 1974) influenced when I woke up and fell back asleep.

To test this idea, I randomly varied the onset time of the lights to eliminate any consistent phase relation between light onset and a 90-minute oscillator. To my surprise, this did not eliminate early awakening. Puzzled, I tested the assumption on which my speculation about a 90-minute oscillator had been based: that the bedroom fluorescent light caused early awakening. I had not previously tested this idea because I had been so sure of it. It too turned out to be wrong: Early awakening increased when I eliminated the fluorescent light (see Example 4 for details). This was baffling. I had tested other possible solutions, such as exercise and diet (e.g., more calcium). None had worked. With all my ideas about causation proved wrong, I could think of nothing else to do. I was in exactly the situation that conventional books about scientific method (such as Box et al. 1978) do not address: I had no hypotheses to test.

2.2.2. Birth of the idea. While recording early awakening, I also wrote down other information about my sleep, including when I fell asleep and got up (see the Appendix for details). In 1990, I got a home computer, which made analysis of this data much easier. In 1993, I looked at a graph of sleep duration over time (the upper panel of Fig. 1 is an updated version). It showed that several months earlier my sleep duration had decreased about 40 minutes per day—a change I hadn’t noticed.

The decrease had happened at the same time that I had lost about 5 kg by eating less highly-processed food. That is, I ate food that was closer to its natural state (e.g., more fruit, oranges instead of orange juice, rice instead of pasta, vegetables instead of bread, other baked goods, and delicatessen food). Letting Day 1 be the first day of the dietary change, comparison of Days –500–0 to Days 51–550 shows that the decrease in sleep duration was highly reliable, t(880) = 6.89, p < 0.001. The lower panel of Figure 1 shows the weight change. The weight measurements ended because the scale broke. I never regained the lost weight.

I showed a graph similar to the upper panel of Figure 1 to my introductory psychology class. It inspired a student to tell me that he had reduced how long he slept by eating food high in water content (Michael Lee, personal communication, March 1993). In practice, this meant eating lots of fruit. I tried eating four pieces of fruit each day. My sleep duration did not change. When I told Michael the results, he said, “I eat six pieces of fruit.” So I started eating six pieces of fruit each day. To increase my fruit intake, I replaced my usual breakfast (a bowl of oatmeal) with two pieces of fruit, often a banana and an apple or a pear and an apple.

Again, my sleep duration stayed roughly the same. But the change of breakfast had a clear effect: Early awakening increased. During the three weeks before I started eating fruit breakfasts, the sequence had been 010010000101101011000, where 1 means early awakening and 0 means a day without early awakening. (By early awakening I mean falling back asleep within 6 hours after getting up, a limit that avoided inclusion of afternoon naps.) When fruit breakfasts began (on Sunday), the sequence of early awakening became 01111111111 (the sequence begins on Monday, the morning after the first fruit breakfast). Because I was recording sleep and breakfast on the same piece of paper, the breakfast/early awakening correlation was easy to notice. I switched back to oatmeal for four days: 0010. I tried fruit again for four days: 1111. Apparently a fruit breakfast increased early awakening.

The breakfast/early awakening connection surprised me because I was not hungry when I awoke too early. But it was not mysterious. Food-anticipatory activity is a well-established effect in animals (see sect. 2.2.4, below) and the details of the effect corresponded roughly to what I observed.

The fruit effect was in the wrong direction: I wanted to decrease early awakening. Oatmeal and fruit are both high...
in carbohydrate and low in fat, but oatmeal has much more protein than fruit. If less protein was worse, more might be better. I tried several high-protein breakfasts (including shrimp, low-fat yogurt, and hot dogs). None eliminated early awakening, or even seemed to reduce it.

Around this time, I learned of rat experiments that showed that each source of calories (carbohydrate, protein, and fat) can by itself cause anticipatory activity (Mistlberger et al. 1990). This meant I should consider more than protein in my search for a better breakfast.

Food varies on many dimensions (calories, fat, cholesterol, sugar, etc.). I had no idea which mattered. My little experiments had compared something (fruit, high-protein breakfasts) to something else (oatmeal). Perhaps the results would be easier to interpret if I compared something to nothing (no breakfast). So I stopped eating breakfast — had nothing to eat or drink before 11 a.m. — to provide a no-breakfast baseline. To my great surprise, early awakening disappeared. (Or so it seemed at the time. In fact, it just became much rarer.)

Figure 2 shows what happened. During the first no-breakfast phase (Days 1–112 in Fig. 2), the rate of early awakening was (a) reliably lower than during the preceding phase of various breakfasts (Days 75–0), \( \chi^2[1] = 36.69 \), two-tailed \( p < 0.001 \), and (b) reliably lower than during the last 100 days of oatmeal breakfasts (Days 175 to 276), \( \chi^2[1] = 9.91, p < 0.002 \).

2.2.3. Test. To confirm that skipping breakfast reduced early awakening, I started eating breakfast again (one piece of fruit between 7 and 8 a.m.). Early awakening increased. Comparing the fruit phase (Days 113–153 in Fig. 2) to the first no-breakfast phase, \( \chi^2[1] = 44.80, p < 0.001 \). I stopped eating breakfast again. Again, early awakening became rare. Comparing the second no-breakfast phase (Days 154–219) to the fruit phase, \( \chi^2[1] = 41.00, p < 0.001 \). Eliminating breakfast clearly reduced early awakening.

2.2.4. Related results. Several studies have linked body fat and sleep duration. After anorexics gained weight, they slept more (Crisp & Stonehill 1971; Lacey et al. 1975). A cross-sectional study found that anorexic women slept less than both normal-weight women and normal-weight women with bulimia, whose sleep durations did not differ (Walsh et al. 1985). After obese patients lost weight, they slept less (Crisp et al. 1973; Ho et al. 1978). After a college student cut her caloric intake in half, she slept less (Neuringer 1981). Crisp and Stonehill (1973) found that psychiatric patients who lost weight slept less than those who gained weight. A survey of Canadian adults found a positive correlation between body fat and hours spent in bed (Shepard et al. 1969).

Food-anticipatory activity is a well-established effect in animals (Bolles & Stokes 1965; Boulos & Terman 1980). Mammals, birds, and fish become more active a few hours before feeding time (Boulos & Terman); as far as I know, no effect present in mammals, birds, and fish has ever been absent in humans. Because activity requires wakefulness, food should produce anticipatory wakefulness as well. Details of what I observed resemble details of the anticipatory-activity effect: (a) Timing. Animals become more active a few hours before feeding time (Boulos & Terman). I often ate breakfast around 7 a.m. and often woke up around 4 a.m. (b) Time course of disappearance. When I stopped eating breakfast, early awakening went away gradually during the first week of no breakfast. Rat experiments have found that when food stops, anticipatory activity gradually disappears over the next 5 to 10 days (Boulos et al. 1980). (c) Sufficient foods. As mentioned earlier, carbohydrate alone and protein alone can produce the effect (Mistlberger et al. 1990). I had found that early awakening could be produced by a high-carbohydrate meal (fruit), a variety of high-protein meals (e.g., shrimp), and a meal with substantial amounts of both carbohydrate and protein (oatmeal).

2.2.5. Discussion. Were the results due to expectations? Surely not. The initial discovery (the effect of replacing oatmeal with fruit) was unexpected, and so were later results. In some cases (the change from oatmeal to fruit, and the change from some breakfast to no breakfast), a change I had expected to have no effect had a large effect. In other cases (the prior failures, the high-protein breakfasts), changes I
had expected to reduce early awakening did not do so. Moreover, the anticipatory-activity results with animals could not be due to expectations.

The main conclusion – skipping breakfast reduces early awakening – was (and is) a new idea in sleep research (Vgontzas & Kales 1999). That it had seemed to come from nowhere was impressive. To test or demonstrate an idea derived from other sources had been a familiar use of self-experimentation (e.g., Marshall drinking *Helicobacter pylori* bacteria, as described in Monmaney 1993). To generate an idea – in this case, an idea that passed two tests and was supported by other research – had not.

Self-experimentation helped generate the idea in several ways. It made it much easier to collect a long record of sleep duration and early awakening, to notice that the shift in breakfast from oatmeal to fruit coincided with an increase in early awakening, and to eat a wide range of breakfasts.

### 2.3. Example 2: Morning faces → Better mood

#### 2.3.1. Background.

Skipping breakfast did not eliminate early awakening. During the two no-breakfast periods of Figure 2 (October 1993–May 1994), I awoke too early on about 10% of mornings. Over the next few months the rate increased, even though I never ate breakfast (that is, never before 10 a.m.). From July to September 1994, I woke up too early on about 60% of mornings. The increase surprised me; I had assumed a cause was the cause.

What else might cause early awakening? The breakfast effect made me think along new lines. Every tool requires certain inputs, certain surroundings, to work properly. I doubted that our Stone Age ancestors ate breakfast. Before agriculture, I assumed, food was rarely stored. If these assumptions were correct, it made some sense that breakfast interfered with sleep – our brains had been shaped by a world without breakfast.

This sort of reasoning was not new. *Diseases of civilization* (also called *diseases of affluence*) are health problems, such as heart disease and diabetes, with age-adjusted rates higher in rich countries than in poor ones (Donnison 1937; Trowell & Burkitt 1981). The usual explanation is that wealth brings with it a way of life different from the way of life that shaped our genes (Boyden 1970; Cohen 1989; Eaton & Eaton 1999; Neel 1994). For example, “there is now little room for argument with the proposal that health . . . would be substantially improved by a diet and exercise schedule more like that under which we humans evolved” (Neel 1994, p. 355). Such ideas are called mismatch theories.

Mismatch theories, however hard to argue with, have serious limitations. First, the speed of evolution is uncertain. The mismatch is between now and when? The answer is often taken to be the late Stone Age, 50,000 to 10,000 years ago (e.g., Eaton & Eaton 1999), but Strassman and Dunbar (1999) argued for both earlier and later dates. Based on rates of diabetes among Nauru Islanders, Diamond (1992) concluded that human genes can change noticeably in one generation. Second, long-ago living conditions are often unclear. For instance, Cordain et al. (2000) tried to estimate the optimal plant/animal dietary mix by looking at the diets of recent hunter-gatherers, but recent hunter-gatherer diets vary widely (Milton 2000). Third, any prehistoric lifestyle differs from any modern lifestyle in countless ways. Fourth, it is unlikely that long-ago living conditions were ideal. That the average Stone-Age diet contained enough Vitamin C to prevent scurvy seems likely; that it contained the optimum amount of Vitamin C seems unlikely. That it always provided the best number of calories is even less likely. This means that a change away from Stone-Age conditions might improve health.

Before I made the observations described in Example 1, I rarely thought about mismatch ideas. When I did, I considered them inevitably post hoc – used to explain results already obtained – and too vague to be helpful. Example 1 made me reconsider. Self-experimentation was so easy that one could test strange ideas and ideas likely to be wrong. Making my life slightly more Stone-Age was often possible.

#### 2.3.2. Birth of the idea.

What mismatch might cause early awakening? Based on observations of people living in temporal isolation, Weyer (1979) concluded that contact with other people has a powerful effect on when we sleep and theorized that a circadian oscillator responds to human contact so as to make us awake at the same time as those around us. I believe that events that affect the phase of a rhythm usually affect its amplitude, so Weyer’s conclusion, if true, suggested that human contact probably influences the amplitude of an oscillator that controls sleep. Early awakening could be due to too-shallow sleep. Anthropological field work suggested that Stone-Age people had plenty of social contact in the morning – for example, gossiping and joking and discussing plans for the day (e.g., Chagnon 1983, pp. 116–17). I lived alone and often worked alone all morning. Maybe the sleep oscillator needs a “push” each morning to have enough amplitude. If so, maybe lack of human contact in the morning caused early awakening.

My interest in a weight/sleep connection (Example 1) had led me, via Webb (1985), to a survey of thousands of adults in 12 countries about the timing of daily activities (Szalai 1972). Two of its 15 data sets (three countries had two data sets) were from urban areas in the United States; the rest were from urban areas in other industrialized countries (e.g., Belgium, Germany, Poland). Looking at the results, I noticed that Americans were much more often awake around midnight than persons in any other country (upper left panel of Fig. 3). The data in Figure 3 are from employed men on weekdays, but other subsets of the data showed the same thing. Only one other activity so clearly distinguished the United States from the other countries: watching television at midnight (upper right panel). Americans watched late-night television far more than did people in any other country. Americans did not eat unusually late (lower left panel). Americans worked later than people in other countries (lower right panel) but the difference seemed too small to explain the difference in wakefulness. The researchers concluded “it is not unlikely that television has something to do with [the] later retiing . . . times [of Americans]” (Szalai 1972, p. 123). TV watching resembles human contact in many ways. Perhaps late-night TV viewing affected Weyer’s person-sensitive oscillator.

If watching television can substitute for human contact in the control of sleep, it was easy to test the idea that my residual early awakening was due to lack of human contact in the morning. One morning in 1985, I got up at 4:50 a.m. and a few minutes later turned on the TV. During the period 1964–1966, which is when the multicountry time-use survey was conducted, the most popular TV program in
To try to understand and reduce the variation, in July 1995 I started to measure and record my mood each day. I tried using the Profile of Mood States, a standard measure of mood, but even the short version (Shacham 1983) was too time-consuming. So I made my own scales, designed to be quick and sensitive to the obvious effects of morning TV viewing – namely, that I felt happier, less irritable, and more eager to do things. To record my mood, I wrote down three numbers. The first was a rating on the dimension unhappy/happy; with 5 = extremely unhappy, 10 = very unhappy, 20 = quite unhappy, 25 = unhappy, 30 = somewhat unhappy, 40 = barely unhappy, 50 = neither unhappy nor happy, 60 = barely happy, 70 = somewhat happy, 75 = happy, 80 = quite happy, 90 = very happy, and 95 = extremely happy. Ratings between these numbers (e.g., 46, 79) were permitted. The second number measured the dimension irritable/serene, with the same modifiers: 5 = extremely irritable, 10 = very irritable, 20 = quite irritable, and so on, up to 90 = very serene, and 95 = extremely serene. The third number measured the dimension reluctant/eager, with 5 = extremely reluctant, 10 = very reluctant, and so on, up to 95 = extremely eager. The three numbers were very highly correlated.

I continued to watch my favorite television programs for an hour or more – almost always several different programs. Viewing documentaries or The Real World (with the camera style of a documentary) was less effective in increasing my mood than other programs; stand-up comedy was more effective. Was humor the crucial ingredient? Probably not, because The Simpsons (very funny) seemed to have no effect. Another feature distinguishing stand-up comedy and documentaries was the proportion of time the viewer sees a large face looking at the camera: high for stand-up comedy, low for documentaries. This would explain why The Simpsons was ineffective: no large faces looking at the camera. Stand-up comedy also showed more faces and was more effective in producing a better mood than were the sitcoms and dramas I usually watched; documentaries showed fewer faces and were less effective than what I usually watched. These observations suggested that faces were necessary. The O. J. Simpson trial, full of faces in profile, had little effect, so apparently the faces had to be looking at the camera. Playing racquetball in the early morning, an activity in which I saw my opponent's face only in profile, had little effect, so apparently the faces had to be facing the camera. How much of the effect was produced by the face? Stand-up comedy also showed more faces than were the sitcoms and dramas I usually watched; documentaries showed fewer faces and were less effective than what I usually watched. These observations suggested that faces were necessary. The O. J. Simpson trial, full of faces in profile, had little effect; apparently the faces had to be looking at the camera. Playing racquetball in the early morning, an activity in which I saw my opponent's face only in profile, had little effect. This strengthened my conclusion that full-face views were necessary.

Were faces sufficient? If so, the duration of the nonface portion of any program should have no effect. I used results from December 1995 through June 1996, the first period for which the analysis could be done, to see if this was true. During this period, several experiments showed that face duration was important: 0 and 20 minutes of faces produced a lower mood the next day than did 30 minutes or 40 minutes of faces, which had roughly the same effect (Roberts & Neuringer 1998). It was possible to assess the effect of nonface TV viewing because what I watched varied considerably in face density (face duration/total duration). The programs I watched fell into two categories: those I enjoyed – such as Friends (face density 20–40%), ER (30–40%), and Murder One (40–60%) – and those with a high face density, mostly Charles Grodin (70–90%), Charlie Rose (60–80%), and Rivera Live (50–70%). (See the Appendix for more details.) Each morning I usually watched programs in both categories, but the proportion of

Figure 3. Probability of engaging in various activities as a function of time of day. The data are from employed men on weekdays. The thick lines show the two United States samples; the thin lines show the 13 samples from the other 11 countries. From Szalai (1972, pp. 746, 764, 766, 769).
each varied a lot from day to day. I watched until I accumulated whatever face duration I was aiming for (usually 30 min). Thus, although the total time I spent watching television varied substantially, the duration of faces I saw was relatively constant.

More nonface TV viewing did not raise next-day mood — if anything, it lowered it (Fig. 4). The changes in nonface duration were not confounded with changes in face duration. When nonface duration was less than 40 minutes, median face duration was 30.2 minutes; when nonface duration was 40 minutes or more, median face duration was 30.1 minutes. The slight mood decrease at longer durations suggested that greater face density (watching less television but keeping total face duration constant) might raise mood. Indeed, an experiment that deliberately varied face density found this result (Roberts & Neuringer 1998).

Time course. I slowly realized that morning TV was not only raising my mood the next day (24 hrs later) but also lowering my mood that evening (12 hrs later). In 1999, I did an experiment with an ABABA design to map the time course of the effect. The A (faces) and B (no faces) conditions were the same except that during B the upper two-thirds of the TV screen was covered.

The TV had a 27-inch (68-cm) screen (measured diagonally). During all phases of the experiment I started watching at about 6:00 a.m. (median 6:04 a.m., range 6:01–6:15 a.m.) and continued watching until I had watched a total of 60 minutes of “big faces” — faces that were roughly life-size with both eyes visible. To qualify, the shoulder width of the person being viewed had to fill 60% to 80% of the screen width. I kept track of the accumulated face duration using a stopwatch. Viewing stopped at a median time of 7:31 a.m. (range 7:17–7:45 a.m.). About half of the time was spent watching Booknotes and Washington Journal; the other half was spent watching Charlie Rose, The Larry King Show, The O'Reilly Factor, The Today Show, and the talking-heads segments of The Newshour with Jim Lehrer. With the exception of The Today Show and some of Washington Journal, all of this was taped, and I usually skipped portions without useful faces. My eyes were about 1 meter from the screen. In the evenings after watching television in the morning, I avoided seeing faces after 7:00 p.m. (One evening this was unavoidable, and data from the next day were excluded.)

I recorded my mood on the rating scales at about 7:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., and 4:00 p.m. for Days 2–18; I also recorded it every hour after 4:00 p.m. until I fell asleep. The upper panel of Figure 5 shows mood at 4:00 p.m. day by day. Lower panel: Time course of the effect. In both panels each point is an average of three ratings, one for each scale. The three scales measure the dimensions unhappy/happy, irritable/serene, and reluctant/eager (scale range: 5 = extremely negative, 95 = extremely positive, with 50 = neither negative nor positive). Each line is a separate series of measurements. The data start about 12 hours after the treatment because that is when the treatment began to have an effect.

Figure 6 emphasizes when the face-viewing effect started and stopped. Both panels show when it started. Both show that whether or not I watched faces in the morning made no difference until about 6 p.m. that evening. The lower panel shows when the effect stopped. When I had seen faces the previous morning (Sunday morning), the lower panel shows that their effect stopped at about 6 p.m. the next day (Monday evening) in the sense that the oscil-
In 1996, I noticed several times that social contact during the evening (e.g., from a dinner) was followed by lower-than-usual mood the next day. The first few instances were surprising but they were followed by dozens of confirmatory instances. Eventually I did an experiment. The lower panel of Figure 8 shows the design and results. Between baseline phases (50 min of faces starting at 4:30 a.m., no evening TV viewing), I added 10 minutes of faces starting at various evening times (10:00 p.m., 8:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m.) to the baseline level of viewing. Watching television at 10 p.m. reduced mood, t(18) = 15.64, p < 0.001. In addition, watching at 8 p.m. reduced mood, t(18) = 9.82, p < 0.001. The results also suggested (again) that distance mattered. With a 20-in. TV screen, mood was lower when the screen was viewed from a distance of 1 m than when it was viewed from 0.75 m, t(15) = 3.55, two-tailed p < 0.006 – although the decline over days in the baseline condition (27-in. screen at 1 m) makes this difference hard to interpret. With a 32-in. screen, mood was higher when the screen was viewed from a distance of 1 m than when it was viewed from 1.5 m, t(15) = 8.29, p < 0.001, a change opposite to the downward baseline trend.

To give an idea of the size of the faces I watched, the face length from the bottom of the chin to the top of the head (not counting hair) was usually about 50% of the vertical length of the screen. A 27-in. screen made these faces closer to life-size than did 20-in. and 32-in. screens. The distance and face-size results showed that the most potent stimulus resembles what is seen during a conversation: a life-sized face about 1 m away.

Time of day. A one-hour change in time of day of viewing made an easily detectable difference (Roberts & Neuringer 1998). The upper panel of Figure 8 shows a repetition of this result. Viewing television beginning at 6 a.m. produced a lower mood the next day than viewing beginning at 7 a.m., t(27) = 11.08, p < 0.001. In addition, watching at 8 p.m. reduced mood, t(18) = 9.82, p < 0.001.

Conclusions. A one-hour change in time of day of viewing made an easily detectable difference (Roberts & Neuringer 1998). Viewing a 20-in. screen (B) produced a lower mood than did viewing a 27-in. screen (A), t(35) = 7.69, p < 0.001, and viewing a 32-in. screen (C) produced a lower mood than did viewing a 27-in. screen (A), t(40) = 10.64, p < 0.001.

Visual features. Distance mattered. Faces on television had substantially less effect when I viewed them 2 m from the screen than when I was 1 m away (Roberts & Neuringer 1998).

Comparison of 20-, 27-, and 32-in. (51-, 69-, and 82-cm) TV screens (Fig. 7) showed that face size matters and that the 27-in. screen was best. I began with 8 days of viewing a 20-in. TV screen from a distance of 1 m (for 30 min). On the following 5 days I viewed a 27-in. screen, also from a distance of 1 m and for 30 minutes. My mood increased, t(11) = 4.16, p = 0.002, after the change to the larger screen. Then I increased face time to 50 min/day and made more comparisons. An ABCDA series of treatments (Days 26–104), with A = 27-in. screen viewed from a distance of 1 m and B = 20-in. screen viewed from a distance of 0.75 m (instead of 1 m, to roughly equate retinal size), C = 32-in. screen at 1 m, and D = 32-in. screen at 1.5 m, found that mood was lower with the 20-in. than with the 27-in. screen (B vs. both A’s combined), t(27) = 2.35, p = 0.03, and lower with the 32-in. screen than with the 27-in. screen (C vs. both A’s combined), t(31) = 8.53, p < 0.001. Viewing the 32-in. screen from farther away reduced mood (t(15) = 8.29, p < 0.001) rather than increasing it. So it was not retinal size that mattered.

An ABCA series (Days 77–170) done to check these conclusions found the same results. Viewing a 20-in. screen (B) produced a lower mood than did viewing a 27-in. screen (A), t(35) = 7.69, p < 0.001, and viewing a 32-in. screen (C) produced a lower mood than did viewing a 27-in. screen (A), t(40) = 10.64, p < 0.001.

Figure 6. When the face effect started (upper panel) and stopped (lower panel). Both panels: Mood as a function of time of day and whether faces were viewed that morning. Upper panel: From days when no faces were viewed the previous day. Lower panel: From days when faces were viewed the previous day. Each point is an average of three ratings, one for each scale. The three scales measure the dimensions unhappy/happy, irritable/serene, and reluctant/eager (scale range: 5 = extremely positive, with 50 = neither negative nor positive).

Figure 7. Effect on mood of TV size and distance. The vertical line separates results the day after viewing 30 minutes of faces from results the day after viewing 50 minutes of faces. Day 1 = November 17, 1996. Average mood = mood at 4 p.m. (average of three ratings on three scales measuring different dimensions of mood).
To my surprise, watching at 6 p.m. also reduced mood, \( t(18) = 4.07, p < 0.001 \). The four baseline phases did not differ, \( F(3, 13) = 1.81, p = 0.20 \).

Time-of-day effects (Fig. 8) suggest the existence of an internal circadian clock that varies sensitivity to faces over the course of the day. Such a clock must be “set” by the outside world, with sunlight the likely candidate to perform that function. This seemingly obvious conclusion eluded me, however, and I was quite surprised when I returned home from Europe one day in 1997 (my first long trip after discovery of the effect) to find that the effect had vanished: Morning TV viewing did not raise my mood. During the months before the trip, the effect had been completely reliable, reappearing immediately after a day without morning TV watching (e.g., upper panel of Fig. 5). Over the next three weeks, the effect gradually returned. In contrast, irregular sleep and sleep difficulties went away after a few days.

Figure 8. Effect on mood of time of day that faces are seen. Upper panel: Effect of the time that faces are watched on television in the morning; 6 a.m. and 7 a.m. are the starting times. Day 1 = May 11, 1997. Lower panel: Effect of watching faces on television in the evening; 6 p.m., 8 p.m., and 10 p.m. are the starting times. Day 1 = October 6, 2000. Average mood = mood at 4 p.m., average of three ratings on three scales measuring different dimensions of mood.

0.001. To my surprise, watching at 6 p.m. also reduced mood, \( t(18) = 4.07, p < 0.001 \). The four baseline phases did not differ, \( F(3, 13) = 1.81, p = 0.20 \).

Time-of-day effects (Fig. 8) suggest the existence of an internal circadian clock that varies sensitivity to faces over the course of the day. Such a clock must be “set” by the outside world, with sunlight the likely candidate to perform that function. This seemingly obvious conclusion eluded me, however, and I was quite surprised when I returned home from Europe one day in 1997 (my first long trip after discovery of the effect) to find that the effect had vanished: Morning TV viewing did not raise my mood. During the months before the trip, the effect had been completely reliable, reappearing immediately after a day without morning TV watching (e.g., upper panel of Fig. 5). Over the next three weeks, the effect gradually returned. In contrast, irregular sleep and sleep difficulties went away after a few days.

Figure 8. Effect on mood of time of day that faces are seen. Upper panel: Effect of the time that faces are watched on television in the morning; 6 a.m. and 7 a.m. are the starting times. Day 1 = May 11, 1997. Lower panel: Effect of watching faces on television in the evening; 6 p.m., 8 p.m., and 10 p.m. are the starting times. Day 1 = October 6, 2000. Average mood = mood at 4 p.m., average of three ratings on three scales measuring different dimensions of mood.

Another observation that a long trip caused the effect to disappear. But most of them were ruled out by the later results (no effect of North-South travel, quick reappearance after delayed resumption). All of the results are consistent with the explanation that the changes in the timing of light produced by east-west trips disrupted the oscillations of a light-sensitive circadian oscillator.

2.3.4. Related results. In several ways, the results make sense in terms of prior knowledge.

(a) Symptoms of depression. The obvious effects of morning faces on my mood – I felt happier, more serene, and more eager to do anything – involved the same dimensions that change (in the opposite direction) during depression. A DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 1994) diagnosis of major depression requires lack of happiness (“depressed mood,” p. 327) and lack of eagerness (“markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities,” p. 327). Irritability is common. For example,

[Reluctance:] Everything was too much of an effort. She sat and stared, and did not want to be bothered with anything. . . . [Irritability:] She became very harsh with the children and shouted at them and hit them (most unusual for her). (Brown & Harris 1978, p. 308)

See “Causes of depression” in section 2.3.5 for more about the similarity.

(b) Bipolar disorder. Bipolar disorder is distinguished by the presence of both mania and depression (DSM-IV 1994). Mania may include irritability, but in other ways corresponds to being high on the dimensions unhappy/happy and reluctant/eager (DSM-IV 1994). In some cases, the pa-
tient goes back and forth between mania and depression at roughly equal intervals, which has often been taken to imply that an oscillator controls mood (e.g., Checkley 1989; Georgi 1947; Halberg 1968; Kripke 1984). Pettigrew and Miller (1998) found that persons with bipolar disorder had a slower rate of switching between percepts in a binocular rivalry task than did normal controls, which likewise suggests that an oscillator controls mood.

(c) Connections between depression and circadian rhythms (Checkley 1989; Hallonquist et al. 1986; Wehr & Goodwin 1983). Depression is strongly correlated with circadian abnormalities, especially insomnia (Bixler et al. 2002; Breslau et al. 1996; Chang et al. 1997; Ford & Kamerow 1989; Ohayon 2002). Compared with other psychiatric patients, patients with affective disorders (mostly depression) had the most disturbed sleep (Benca et al. 1992). In addition, circadian-rhythm manipulations, such as sleep deprivation, sometimes alleviate depression (Bunney & Bunney 2000). Finally, depression often shows a large circadian rhythm: worse in the morning, better as the day wears on (Haug & Fähndrich 1990; Morfit et al. 1994).

(d) Connections between mood and circadian rhythms. Many studies have observed a circadian rhythm in mood in normal subjects (e.g., Boivin et al. 1997; Stone 1996). Totterdell et al. (1994) found that, within subjects, earlier sleep onset predicted better mood the next day and “was a better predictor [of mood] than sleep duration” (p. 466). The better mood included higher ratings of cheerfulness, which corresponds to what I called unhappiness/happiness, and better ratings of “social interaction experience,” which may correspond to irritability/serenity. Totterdell et al. (1994) reviewed other findings that suggest connections between a circadian mechanism and mood.

(e) Social entrainment of circadian rhythms. The tendency for humans or animals living together to become synchronized has been well-established in animals (Rajaratnam & Redman 1999). The most persuasive human evidence comes from Wever (1979), who studied 12 groups of two subjects living in temporal isolation. Vernikos-Danellis and Winget (1979) and Apfelbaum et al. (1969) found similar results studying slightly larger groups.

(f) Correlation between isolation and depression. Persons who live alone or who are socially isolated are more likely to have symptoms of depression (Kaplan et al. 1987; Kennedy et al. 1989; O’Hara et al. 1985; Swenson et al. 2000).

2.3.5. Discussion. The effects on mood of viewing faces cannot be due to expectations, of course. The first good mood was a surprise. A 12-hour gap between cause and effect (Fig. 6) is unprecedented in the study of mood. Even after the effect of morning faces became expected, surprises continued (the effect of travel, Fig. 9; the effect of 6 p.m. TV viewing in Fig. 8).

2.3.5.1. Mechanistic explanation. The broad outlines of an underlying mechanism are shown in Figure 10. A light-sensitive circadian oscillator (Fig. 9) determines “sensitive” times of day (Fig. 8) during which the sight of faces (Fig. 4) will cause a down-up oscillation in mood (Fig. 5) that begins about 12 hours later and lasts about 24 hours (Fig. 6). Faces viewed at night also affect the face-sensitive oscillator, tending to cancel the effect of morning viewing (Fig. 8). That faces viewed at night should affect the oscillator is only to be expected, given that its function is to synchronize sleep and moods (discussed below). I measured the effect of night faces only on amplitude; but presumably they changed the phase of the mood oscillation as well.

Travel across time zones reduces the effect because it flattens (reduces the amplitude of) the light-sensitive rhythm. As the light-sensitive oscillator adjusts to the new time zone, the amplitude recovers. This creates a problem for replication attempts because it means that morning and evening exposures to sunlight need to have been roughly constant for a few weeks to observe a large effect of face viewing. Suppose a person is usually indoors until 9 a.m. If he happens to leave home at 7 a.m. and is outside for several hours, the light-sensitive oscillator may change as much as if the person had traveled across two time zones. Fluorescent light at ordinary indoor intensities can affect a light-sensitive circadian oscillator (e.g., Boivin et al. 1996; Waterhouse et al. 1998; Zeitler et al. 2000, studies which all used cool white fluorescent lamps), so this too must be controlled. Incandescent light, however, is unlikely to cause problems. It is much redder than cool-white fluorescent light, and the circadian oscillator that controls activity is much more sensitive to blue-green light than to reddish light (Morita & Tokura 1998; Takahashi et al. 1984).

2.3.5.2. Evolutionary explanation. The effects studied here imply a mechanism that tends to produce synchronized mood cycles in persons living together, assuming that they chat in the morning. Sight of a face (both eyes) is a shared event: When I see your face, you see my face. Other forms of contact (voice, sight of other body parts) are less reciprocal. I can hear your voice without you hearing mine, for example. Touch is reciprocal but not at all restricted to social contact. This suggests why seeing a face is the crucial event.

Synchronized mood cycles were beneficial, it can be argued, because they solved problems associated with group living and group work.

A rhythm of serenity/irritability protects sleep by keeping others quiet while you are sleeping. Group living makes it inevitable that some will be asleep while nearby persons are awake. Irritability at night, while sleeping, means that if someone wakes you up you will snap at him, making him...
less likely to do it again. Such experiences teach awake persons to be quiet while others are sleeping. A rhythm of irritability (high at night, low during the day) is necessary because high irritability during the day would make cooperation more difficult.

A rhythm of eagerness/relinquishment synchronizes sleep. The more reluctant you are, the less active you are. To fall asleep requires inactivity; you stop moving, lie down, and soon fall asleep. So making everyone inactive at the same time tends to synchronize sleep as well. Synchronized sleep promotes working together (because cooperation usually requires that co-workers be awake at the same time) and reduces noise during sleep. Less noise makes it easier to sleep, of course, and allows sleepers to adopt a lower threshold for waking up due to sound, sound that would probably be caused by an intruder.

Finally, a rhythm of happiness/unhappiness also promotes working together. This argument rests on two assumptions: that happiness reduces complaints and that complaints make group work more difficult. Happy people complain less than unhappy people; the correlation between happiness and absence of complaints is so clear that the meanings overlap (Are you happy? often means Are you complaint-free?). That happy people complain less than unhappy people can be explained if we assume that unpleasant internal states (heat, thirst, hunger, boredom) reduce the level of happiness, but only when the level goes below neutral (you become unhappy, not just less happy) will you try hard to fix the problem (perhaps by complaining). Happy people have a buffer – a “reserve” of happiness – that unhappy people do not. Suppose, for example, that a certain level of thirst reduces your level of happiness by 10 points on a scale where 50 is neutral. If you start at 70, this amount of thirst moves you to 60. Still above 50, you do not complain. But if you start at 50, this level of thirst moves you to 40, and you complain and/or stop working until your thirst is satisfied. The assumption that complaints make group work more difficult derives from the belief that if several people are working together and one of them complains about something, work may have to stop while the complaint is dealt with. Happiness in the late morning and afternoon facilitates group work during those times by reducing complaints during them. The rest of the day remains for solving the problems (indicated by hunger, thirst, and so on) that midday happiness kept hidden.

2.3.5.3. Causes of depression. The self experimentation work described here did not directly involve depression (i.e., I was not depressed), but for several reasons seems likely to help us understand it.

First, there is the similarity of the dimensions affected (mentioned earlier). Viewing faces made me unhappy, irritable, and reluctant and then later happy, serene, and eager (lower panel of Fig. 5). The core symptoms of depression are unhappiness and reluctance, and irritability is common. The similarity of dimensions is impressive because (a) I was not depressed and (b) the combination of changes is counterintuitive. Simultaneous unhappiness and reluctance is counterintuitive because unhappiness is close to dissatisfaction, which implies greater chance of action than usual (to improve things), whereas reluctance implies less chance of action. Similarly, simultaneous irritability and reluctance is counterintuitive because irritability implies greater chance of action (in response to unpleasant things). No theory of depression, as far as I know, explains why these symptoms are found together (Schwartz & Schwartz 1993).

Second, a simple theory based on the results readily explains some basic facts about depression. Let us assume that the timing of sleep is controlled by two oscillators: the light-sensitive oscillator revealed by thousands of circadian-rhythm experiments and the face-sensitive oscillator revealed here (Fig. 11). Wakefulness (called energy in Fig. 11) depends on something like the sum of the two rhythms. The system is designed to work well when both have high amplitude and are nearly in phase, as illustrated in the top panel of Figure 11.

The face-sensitive oscillator, which controls mood as well as sleep, can, like any oscillator, malfunction in two ways: wrong phase or low amplitude. Wrong phase (illustrated in the middle panel of Fig. 11) may be caused by exposure to faces at night (via TV viewing or via socializing). Faces at night would shift the peak of the mood rhythm toward later times, delaying sleep. But because the face oscillator has only partial control of sleep, sleep times would shift less than the mood rhythm. For instance, a 6-hour mood-rhythm shift might delay sleep times only 2 hours. The incomplete displacement of sleep times causes the low part of the mood cycle to be “uncovered” so that mood is low upon awakening. Mood improves while awake. The two predictions of this pattern are (1) later-than-usual sleep times, and (2) mood should be lowest in the morning and improve throughout the day.

Indeed, depression has been strongly associated with
staying up late (Regestein & Monk 1995) and with insomnia (see the references cited above). Morning-to-evening improvement is common (e.g., Haug & Fähndrich 1990; Moffoot et al. 1994) and hard to explain. “The various psychological, cognitive and biological hypotheses of depressive illness tend to avoid the issue,” noted Moffoot et al. (1994, p. 258).

Even more puzzling has been that depression, unlike any other common disorder, can be dramatically reduced by treatments that would seem likely to cause nothing but harm – namely, electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) and sleep deprivation. The phase-shift theory of Figure 11 offers an explanation for the effectiveness of these treatments because, as I discovered after east-west trips (Fig. 9), the face/mood effect requires something fragile: the light-sensitive rhythm that gates the effect of faces (Fig. 10). If this rhythm is flattened, the effect of faces – positive (as in my research) or negative (as, I hypothesize, in many cases of depression) – is eliminated. Obviously ECT could flatten this rhythm. Sleep deprivation could flatten this rhythm because the subject is exposed to fluorescent light (in the lab) all night. Travel across time zones should be equally effective. Solomon (2001), whose depression showed morning-evening improvement (pp. 54, 63), traveled to Turkey (from New York, apparently) and found that “in the perfect Turkish sunshine the depression evaporated” (p. 78).

Low amplitude of the oscillator (illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 11) may be caused by fluorescent light at night (if irregular and strong enough), by too little exposure to morning faces, or by too much exposure to evening faces (canceling the effect of morning faces). A low-amplitude mood oscillation does not by itself cause depression; but it leaves a person vulnerable to mood-lowering events, such as divorce or death of a spouse. The event that pushes you from 80 (quite happy) to 50 (neither happy nor sad) when your mood oscillator is working properly will push you from 50 (neutral) to 20 (quite unhappy) when it is not. Indeed, a large fraction of cases of depression seem to be triggered by a serious mood-lowering event, such as a major loss (e.g., Brown 1998; Kessler 1997; Stueve et al. 1998). If mood-lowering events cause unhappiness and reluctance but not irritability, this would explain why many depressed persons are not irritable.

The difference between a depression that is triggered by difficulties, and one that is not (see the bottom and middle panels, respectively, of Fig. 11), is the same as the difference between reactive and endogenous depression, and the evidence for such a distinction is “substantial” (Nelson & Charney 1981, p. 2). Research about this distinction has asked whether the presence or absence of diurnal variation (another difference between the two types of depression in Fig. 11) predicts anything important. Many studies have found that it does (Carpenter et al. 1986; Haug & Wirz-Justice 1993). For example, “sleep deprivation responders manifest a higher percentage of diurnal variation than nonresponders, with a pattern of improved mood in the evening” (Haug 1992, p. 271).

Third, the theory of Figure 11 can easily explain, in addition, some of the most important epidemiology. Studies of depression have found three very large risk ratios (10 or more):

1. **Amish versus America.** Over a five-year period, only 41 cases of unipolar depression were identified among 12,500 Pennsylvania Amish, which is a one-year rate of about 0.1 percent (Egeland & Hostetler 1983). In contrast, a national survey found that the one-year rate of major depressive episodes in the United States was 10 percent (Kessler et al. 1994) – 100 times greater. Because the two surveys used different diagnostic criteria the rates are not exactly comparable, but the difference is so large that it is hard to avoid concluding that the Amish lifestyle has a very strong protective effect.

**Explanation:** The Amish do everything right. Amish workdays begin “between four and five o’clock in the morning... Breakfast [eaten communally] may be served at five-thirty during the busy season of the year... Bedtime comes at nine o’clock or a little later” (Hostetler 1980, p. 136). The communal breakfast means lots of conversational exposure to faces in the morning; the early bedtime means no exposure to faces late at night. Amish houses and other buildings do not have fluorescent lights, thus there is no exposure to fluorescent light at night (Kraybill 1989). The average American has much less exposure to faces in the morning; much more exposure to faces (including televised faces) after 9 p.m., and much more exposure to fluorescent light at night.

2. **Chronic insomnia versus no insomnia.** In a community survey, Ford and Kamerow (1989) found that persons who reported severe insomnia at two interviews a year apart had a 40-fold increase in their likelihood of developing major depression between the interviews, compared to persons who reported severe insomnia at neither interview (Ford & Kamerow).

**Explanation:** The theory of Figure 11 assumes that the mood oscillator influences sleep. If this oscillator malfunctions, both mood and sleep will be affected. Whether the mood oscillator has the wrong phase (Fig. 11, middle panel) or low amplitude (bottom panel), there will be less pressure to sleep than when the system is working properly (top panel). Not enough pressure to sleep can cause difficulty falling asleep, difficulty staying asleep, and waking up too early, three types of insomnia.

3. **Now versus 100 years ago.** Depression rates apparently increased about 10-fold during the 1900s (e.g., Klerman & Weissman 1989; Lewinsohn et al. 1993).

**Explanation:** Several changes during the 1900s made it harder to benefit from morning faces. Electric lighting became common, making it easier to stay up late; and movies, television, telephone, and radio became widespread, providing more reason to stay up late. As people stayed up later, they saw more faces at night and woke up later, leaving less time for face-to-face contact before leaving for work, and face-to-face contact at work went down as jobs became more mechanical and electrical. The introduction of fluorescent lighting allowed exposure to fluorescent light at night, of course.

No well-known theory of depression easily explains any of these three risk ratios, as far as I can tell, although proponents of those theories might disagree.

2.3.5.4. **Value of self-experimentation.** Ehlers et al. (1988) proposed that depression is sometimes due to disruption of social rhythms. Healy and colleagues made similar proposals (Healy & Williams 1985; 1989; Healy & Waterhouse 1990; 1995). But as far as I know no one has managed, using only conventional research, to go from these ideas to something more specific. To connect circadian rhythms and mood makes considerable sense given the strong correla-
tion between depression and insomnia. However, the specific cause-effect linkage studied here was at first quite implausible because of the many hours between cause (seeing faces) and effect (mood change). It is hard to see how conventional research could have discovered it.

Even after the initial discovery, research with other subjects would have been very difficult. To study the effect using other subjects requires consistent repetition of the effect. The self-experimentation that followed the initial observation showed that the effect depended on many factors (TV size, viewing distance, and time of day, exposure to evening faces, exposure to sunlight, and, probably, fluorescent light) that can easily vary a lot from person to person. Before those factors were discovered and controlled, it would have been hard to consistently repeat the effect.

2.4.3. Tests. How long I stood varied by several hours from day to day, mostly because of variations in events that required sitting (meetings, meals, travel). At first, I believed that any substantial amount of standing (e.g., 6 hrs) would reduce early awakening. In October 1996, however, I analyzed the data in preparation for a talk. The results of this analysis, shown in the lower panel of Figure 12, surprised me. Standing 5.0 to 8.0 hours had little effect on early awakening; and standing for 8.8 hours or more eliminated it – an unusual dose-response function. After that, I tried to stand at least 9 hours every day. This solved the problem. If I managed to stand at least 8.8 hours, I almost never awoke too early.

The upper panel of Figure 12 shows that the probability of early awakening decreased as I intentionally stood more. The overall likelihood of early awakening decreased from baseline to Phase 1, Fisher’s test, two-tailed p < 0.001; and from Phase 1 to Phase 2, Fisher’s test, two-tailed p < 0.001. The lower panel of Figure 12 shows the standing/sleep correlation within phases. As mentioned above, it was the discovery of this relation during Phase 1 that led to Phase 2. During Phase 1, the likelihood of early awakening de-
creased as standing increased from the shortest (5.0–8.0 hrs) to the longest (8.5–11.0 hrs) durations, Fisher's test, two-tailed $p = 0.04$. Phase 2 showed the same correlation, Fisher's test, two-tailed $p < 0.001$.

To make it easier to stand 9 hours per day, I bought two treadmills (office and home) so I could walk during computer use. (It is easier to walk for an hour than to stand still for an hour.) With their help, I often managed to stand 10 hours or more, and this led to another surprise: On several occasions, after standing that much, I awoke the next morning feeling completely rested. It was such a rare feeling that it reminded me of camping trips taken many years earlier. (“What does it feel like?” a friend asked. “Scrubbed clean of tiredness,” I said.) It might seem obvious that a change that improves sleep in one way (less early awakening) may improve sleep in other ways (more rested when you awake). Nevertheless, it had not occurred to me. My experiences seemed to imply that the effect of 10 hours of standing was easily distinguished from the effect of 9 hours of standing. This was another surprise. I had often stood 9 hours without noticing that I felt unusually refreshed the next morning, only when I managed to stand 10 hours did I notice this. Yet 9 hours and 10 hours of standing differ by only 10%. I knew of no psychology experiment in which a 10% change in duration had an easily noticed effect.

To find out if my impressions were correct, I began to rate how rested I felt when I awoke each morning. I used a 0–4 scale where 0 = completely tired, not rested at all, and 4 = completely rested, not tired at all. A rating of 2 meant halfway between 0 and 4, a rating of 3 halfway between 2 and 4, and so forth. I made judgments to the nearest tenth (e.g., 3.2). I did not control how much I stood, except that I sometimes stood.

Figure 13 shows results from the first six weeks of ratings. They confirmed my impressions: Rested ratings increased substantially as standing increased from 8 hours to 10 hours (upper left panel). The correlation (0.82) was reliable, $t(39) = 8.93$, $p < 0.001$. The ratings did not vary systematically with three other sleep parameters (the other three panels). None of the three corresponding correlations was reliable: time to bed and rested, 0.16, $t(39) = 1.03$; time out of bed and rested, $-0.02$, $t(39) = 0.11$; sleep duration and rested, $-0.12$, $t(39) = 0.74$.

To reduce the possible influence of expectations, I made a longer series of measurements, lasting 9 months, during which I tried to be as “blind” (ignorant of the treatment) as possible. Experiments could not be blind, so I continued to rely on outside forces to vary how much I stood each day. As mentioned earlier, I used the stopwatch on my wristwatch to measure how long I stood. I wrote down the accumulated duration many times during the day, zeroing the stopwatch each time, but I did not add up the collection of 10 or so durations at the end of the day. As a result, each evening I had only a vague idea of how long I had stood that day. I summed the durations for each day only after the study was finished. The results (Fig. 14, top left panel) – a correlation of 0.52, $t(192) = 8.52$, $p < 0.001$ – were essentially the same as the earlier results (Fig. 13, upper left panel), suggesting that exact knowledge of how long one has been standing has little effect.

Did something correlated with standing caused the change in rested ratings? The remaining five panels of Figure 14 help answer that question. If standing itself changed the ratings, the correlation would be “one-directional”: hours of standing (e.g., on Monday) would correlate with a later rating (Tuesday morning) but not an earlier one (Monday morning). But if the correlation between standing and ratings was not due to causality, it could go both forward and backward in time. For example, if something caused both standing and rested ratings to be high during some weeks but not others, this would produce correlations in both directions; that is, standing would correlate with both earlier and later ratings. The top right panel of Figure 14 shows that there was no reliable correlation between rested ratings and standing the same day (e.g., rested ratings Monday morning and standing on Monday), $r = -0.06$, $t(189) = -0.87$.

The lack of correlation between rested ratings and same-day standing suggests that the search for important confounding variables should be restricted to the day before the rating (e.g., Monday, if the rating is Tuesday morning), the same period of time that standing is measured. Three measures of behavior during that period reliably correlated with standing: time spent sitting ($-0.58$, $t(188) = 9.68$, $p < 0.001$), time spent walking ($0.56$, $t(201) = 9.48$, $p < 0.001$), and total time awake ($0.48$, $t(188) = 7.48$, $p < 0.001$). (The middle left panel of Figure 14 shows the sitting/rested correlation.) All three correlated with rested ratings, but the sizes of the correlations ($-0.26$, 0.35, and 0.29, respectively) were less than the size of the standing/rested correlation (0.52). The absolute values of residuals from a loess fit of rested-standing (rested predicted from standing) were reliably less than the absolute values of residuals from a loess fit of (a) rested-seeing (paired comparison $t(185) = 4.48$, $p < 0.001$), (b) rested-walking (paired comparison $t(194) = 4.33$, $p < 0.001$), and (c) rested-time awake (paired comparison $t(185) = 4.04$, $p < 0.001$). (Degrees of freedom vary because of missing data.) In other words, the rested rating on Monday morning was better predicted by the duration of standing on Sunday than by the duration of sitting, walking, or time awake on Sunday. Figure 14 also shows the lack of correlation between the rested ratings and
time to bed (middle right panel), time out of bed (bottom left panel), and sleep duration (bottom right panel).

Another possible explanation of the standing/sleep correlation begins with the idea that the longer you are awake, the more tired you will be at bedtime; the more tired you are the bet-
time you sleep. Indeed, I found that standing many hours 

made me feel asleep more quickly. As described in the Appendix, a measure of sleep latency was how many times I pressed a button (indicating I was still awake) in response to a beep that occurred 5 minutes after I started trying to go to sleep, and which occurred every 5 minutes so long as I kept pressing the button. Assuming that a failure to press the button during the 4 minutes after a beep meant I was asleep, a count of zero indicated a sleep latency of 0–5 min; a count of one, 5–10 min; a count of two, 10–15 min; and so forth. To determine how standing affected the count, which was usually zero, I divided standing duration into tertiles (lowest third, middle third, highest third) and computed the average count for each tertile (Fig. 16, upper panel). Standing had no detectable effect on sleep latency, according to a one-way ANOVA, $F(2, 232) = 0.67, p = 0.5$. This was meaningful because a similar measure was affected by standing. The same device also counted how many times I pressed the button after falling asleep, a measure of how often I awoke during the night. The number of awakenings was influenced by standing tertile, $F(2, 232) = 6.09, p = 0.003$. When I stood at least 8.4 hours, I woke up less often than when I stood less than 8.4 hours (Fig. 16, upper panel).

If standing more than usual made me more tired than usual, it should have made me sleep more than usual. Contrary to this prediction, there was a reliable negative correlation ($-0.18$) between standing and sleep duration, $t(237) = 2.75, p = 0.006$. As standing increased from 8 hours to 10 hours, sleep duration decreased from about 8.0 hours to 7.5 hours (Fig. 16, lower panel).

2.4.4. Related results. No prior sleep research hints at the importance of standing unless one considers it meaningful that astronauts have slept badly (e.g., Gundel et al. 1997). However, two observations suggest that our bodies are designed to stand much more than Americans typically do. The first is the high rate of osteoporosis (low bone density). About 20% of American women over 50 suffer from osteoporosis and many more suffer from osteopenia, a milder

Figure 15. Effect of standing on rested ratings (0 = completely tired, not rested at all; 4 = completely rested, not tired at all) and standing, conditional on time awake and sleep duration. The data were split according to whether time awake and sleep duration were above or below their medians (4 categories). The arrow in the upper left panel indicates the position on the abscissa of a datum (rested rating = 1) outside the range of the ordinate. Data are from April 29, 1997 through January 22, 1998. Lines are based on loess.

Figure 14. Relation between rested ratings (0 = completely tired, not rested at all; 4 = completely rested, not tired at all) and other measurements. Top left: Correlation with duration of standing the previous day. Top right: Correlation with duration of standing the next day. Middle left: Correlation with duration of sitting the previous day. Middle right: Correlation with time to bed (time of lights off). Bottom left: Correlation with time of getting out of bed. Bottom right: Correlation with sleep duration. Data are from April 29, 1997 through January 22, 1998. Lines are based on loess. The arrow in each panel indicates the position on the abscissa of a datum (rested rating = 1) outside the range of the ordinate.
form of low bone density (Looker et al. 1997). Regular weight-bearing exercise is a standard treatment for osteoporosis and correlates with increased bone density (Smith 1985). The exercise need not be strenuous; modest amounts of walking increase bone density throughout the body (Krall & Dawson-Hughes 1994). The second is the distribution of muscle fiber types. Muscles consist of bundles of two types of muscle fibers: slow-twitch and fast-twitch. Slow-twitch fibers are capable of much longer use without rest than are fast-twitch fibers. Almost all muscles have about 40% slow-twitch fibers (Johnson et al. 1973). However, the proportion of slow-twitch fibers in the soleus (calf muscle) is about 90%, the highest in the body; the only other muscle with a similarly high proportion is a thumb muscle used for grasping.

2.4.5. Discussion. Sleep researchers take for granted that sleep varies in depth (e.g., the four stages of non-rapid-eye-movement sleep). It is assumed that the deeper the sleep, the more restorative it is and the harder it is to awaken the sleeper. More standing and deeper sleep (in this sense) were linked seven times in my experiments: (a) the reduction in early awakening from Baseline to Phase 1 (Fig. 12, upper panel); (b) the within-phase correlation between standing and rate of early awakening during Phase 1 (Fig. 12, lower panel); (c) the reduction in early awakening from Phase 1 to Phase 2 (Fig. 12, upper panel); (d) the within-phase correlation between standing and rate of early awakening during Phase 2 (Fig. 12, lower panel); (e) the first correlational effect (during Phase 1) was unexpected. The effect of standing on rested ratings (Figs. 13 and 14) was also surprising, at least at first. Although some of the instances are correlational (with the possible explanations that that opens up), some were experimental—that is, the change in standing was deliberate (the between-phase differences; upper panel of Fig. 12). Some of the correlational effects (Figs. 13 and 14, upper left panels) cannot be explained by correlations between standing and other sleep parameters (Figs. 13–15). That the rested ratings correlated with the previous day’s standing (Fig. 14, top left panel) but not with same-day standing (Fig. 14, top right panel) is inconsistent with many noncausal explanations. Although duration of standing is almost inevitably correlated with the duration of other activities (e.g., time awake), in three cases (duration sitting, duration walking, and time awake) the correlated measure predicted the rested ratings more poorly than duration standing. With time awake controlled, the relation between standing and rested ratings remained (Fig. 15).

The longer we go without sleep, the more tired we become. Theories of sleep assume that this is due to something (often called Factor S) that increases during wakefulness and decreases during sleep (e.g., Borbely & Achermann 1992; Folkard & Akerstedt 1989; Gillberg 1997). The more Factor S, the more tired you feel. To understand two ways that standing might influence sleep, think of sleep as fire and Factor S as wood. Sleep burns up Factor S; the deeper the sleep, the hotter the fire. The more of Factor S that is “unburnt” when you awake (when the fire goes out) the more tired you feel. One possibility is that standing affects sleep by increasing the build-up of Factor S. More standing causes more Factor S to accumulate by bedtime (like having more wood on the fire when it starts). But this is almost the same as the commonsense notion, considered earlier, that standing is tiring, which is inconsistent with several results. Another problem with this possibility is that standing increased rather than decreased rested ratings (Figs. 13 and 14). If more Factor S is present when you go to sleep, more (or at least not less) should be present when you wake up, given the well-accepted idea that the timing of sleep is partly controlled (gated) by a circadian oscillator that tends to make us awake during the day and asleep at night (e.g., Borbely & Achermann 1992; Folkard & Akerstedt 1989; Gillberg 1997). This oscillator limits sleep duration.

Consistent with all of these data is that standing acts on sleep like an accelerant. Accelerants, such as gasoline, cause wood-fueled fires to burn hotter and faster. A gasoline-soaked piece of paper burns in a flash; without gasoline it burns more slowly. By deepening sleep, standing makes Factor S dissipate more quickly. Because Factor S is part of what causes sleep, this shortens sleep (Fig. 16, lower panel). To explain the effects of standing on early awakening (Fig,
assumed that standing would provide a certain minimum amount of pressure to sleep. Without this minimal pressure to sleep provided by minimal standing (8 hrs would be minimal by Stone-Age standards), sleep is too shallow. This argument, although full of hard-to-check assumptions, does make a prediction: As standing duration increases from 8 hours to 16 hours, sleep duration should increase. Over a lower range, standing decreased sleep duration (Fig. 16, lower panel), so this prediction could plausibly be wrong. An alternative evolutionary explanation (suggested by Peter Totterdell) is that in the Stone Age the duration of standing acted as a measure of work to be done. The more work to be done, the more standing, and therefore the greater the need for fast, restorative sleep. This explanation predicts that as standing duration increases from 8 hours to 16 hours, sleep duration should decrease still further, or at least not increase.

Self-experimentation allowed me to test an unlikely idea (that standing causes weight loss), try a difficult treatment (standing 8 hrs/day for many days), and detect a change on a dimension far from the initial focus of interest (weight). It found a connection that previous research had not even hinted at.

I eventually got rid of the treadmill in my office, replacing it with a standing-level desk and an Orthomat (a mat designed for jobs that require standing).

2.5. Example 4: Morning light → Better sleep

2.5.1. Background. In 1997, I suggested to a depressed friend that he get more morning light, which has been used to treat depression (e.g., Wehr 1990a). He did so and felt a little better. I wondered if morning light would raise my mood.

2.5.2. Birth of the idea. To find out, I took morning walks during the summer of 1997. Over five weeks, I took 13 morning walks, irregularly spaced. They started at 6:00 a.m. and lasted a median of 60 minutes (range 30–80 min). My mood did not noticeably change. After a few walks, however, I noticed that the next morning I felt more rested than usual. For the 20 days before morning walks, the next-morning rested ratings had a median of 3.2 (interquartile range 3.0–3.6); after the first four walks, the next-morning ratings were 3.8, 4.0, 3.8, and 3.8. If these four ratings were independent, the probability that they were all outside the interquartile range in the same direction due to chance is 0.008.

The effect was not due to more standing because the walks (outdoors) had replaced walking on an indoor treadmill. When I noticed the effect, however, I did not yet know how long I had stood each day because I had not yet added up the many small times for each day to get daily totals. Figure 18 shows an analysis that takes standing into account. It compares ratings after 12 walks (one walk day was omitted because the standing duration was not available) with ratings from three sets of baseline days: (a) 50 days before the first walk, (b) days without walks between the first and last walking days, and (c) 50 days after the last walk. There was no systematic difference between the three sets of days, so the fitted line in Figure 18 is based on all of them. About half of the baseline points are above the line. However, 11 of the 12 walk ratings are above the line, reliably more than half (sign test, two-tailed \( p = 0.006 \)). Because of the well-
known effect of light on circadian rhythms, exposure to sunlight was probably the crucial feature of the walks.

2.5.3. Test. To test the idea that exposure to light was the crucial feature, I did an ABABA experiment, with A = added morning light and B = no added morning light. The experiment took place indoors. The light came from an ordinary fluorescent fixture with four fluorescent lamps covered by a diffuser. (See the Appendix for more information.) On light-on days the lamps were turned on at 7:00 a.m. and turned off when I finished watching television, a median of 2.3 hours later (range 1.6–2.6 hrs). On light-off days the lamps were off (light from a nearby window remained). Nothing else was varied between the two sets of days. During the experiment I avoided any activities that would cause me to go to sleep later than usual, but I did not restrict my activities in other ways. To measure how rested I felt in the morning, I wrote down how much longer I wanted to sleep when I woke up. Such ratings are easier to understand than the rested ratings used in Example 3, which I also made.

The main results are shown in the top panel of Figure 19. Sleep-wanted ratings were always zero after light on, but never zero after light off, sign test, \( p < 0.001 \) (top panel). (Rested ratings showed the same effect.) This was not due to differences in standing durations because those were roughly the same in the two conditions (Fig. 19, middle panel). The bottom panel of Figure 19 shows when the lamps were on. The light had no clear effect on when I went to bed, how long I slept, or when I got out of bed (Fig. 20).

The light from the lamps changed my mood (Fig. 21), which I had not noticed at the time. (Perhaps the change was too small to notice without a special effort.) The data in Figure 21 are fragmentary because they do not include data from days after I had face-to-face social contact after 7 p.m. and because on several days I forgot to make the ratings (I did not expect them to matter). The direction of the effect depended on the time of day that the ratings were made: The light increased mood at 11 a.m. by 3 points, \( t(14) = 3.72, \text{two-tailed } p = 0.002 \). It increased mood at 4 p.m. by 5 points, \( t(17) = 6.87, p < 0.001 \). In contrast, it lowered mood at 10 p.m. by 7 points, \( t(18) = 5.03, p < 0.001 \) (top panel). It also lowered mood at 7 a.m. The 7 a.m. ratings were made before the lamps were turned on (on light-on days), so the only comparison that makes sense is between the 7 a.m. ratings on the days after light on and the 7 a.m. ratings on the days after light off. For example, if Monday and Tuesday were light-on days and Wednesday and Thursday were light-off days, the comparison would be between Tuesday and Wednesday ratings and Thursday and Friday ratings. This comparison showed that the light lowered mood ratings by 4 points, \( t(20) = 3.12, p = 0.005 \).

After this experiment, I realized that the main result, that morning light made me wake up more rested (Fig. 19, top panel), resembled previous observations. As mentioned in the introduction to Example 1 (sect. 2.2.1), my early awakening had started around the time I put fluorescent lamps in my bedroom, timed to turn on early in the morning. This co-occurrence had led me to assume that light from the lamps caused early awakening. As stated earlier, I doubted that something as natural as sunrise would cause something as dysfunctional as early awakening, so I concluded that the early awakening was probably due to a difference between the artificial light and sunrise.

During sunrise, light intensity increases gradually, whereas the lamps in my bedroom produced an intensity-versus-time step function with only four levels, darkness and three levels of light. The light fixture in my bedroom...
was on the floor and light from its lamps did not reach my eyes directly. I placed a light meter at the position of my eyes, pointed it in the direction of the lamps, and measured the three intensities of light that would reach me as 3, 13, and 57 lux. It was hard to smooth the intensity-versus-time function during a single day but the average over days could easily be smoothed out by starting the lamps at a different time each morning (e.g., at 5:10 a.m. one morning, at 5:40 a.m. the next morning, and so on, at randomly chosen times).

I tried this but it failed to reduce early awakening. I began to question my assumption – the basis of years of self-experimentation – that light from the lamps caused early awakening. As a test, I did an ABA experiment, with A = light on and B = light off. The leftmost three points in Figure 22 show the results, which, to my great surprise, implied that the light reduced early awakening. Comparing the proportion of days with early awakening during Conditions 1 and 3 (light on) together to Condition 2 (light off), I observed a reliable difference, $\chi^2[1] = 12.61$, one-tailed $p < 0.001$.

These results were so unexpected that I repeated the test. The result was the same. Comparing Conditions 3 and 5 (light on) to Condition 4 (light off), I found a reliable difference, $\chi^2[1] = 5.65$, one-tailed $p = 0.01$. Still skeptical, I did the test a third time and again got the same result. Comparing Conditions 5 and 7 (light on) to Condition 6 (light off), I found a reliable difference, $\chi^2[1] = 6.50$, one-tailed $p < 0.01$. Because my ideas about the effect of the light on early awakening were clearly wrong, there was no longer any reason to randomly vary the starting time of the lights, and I stopped varying it. Then I tested the effect of the light again. The result was essentially the same. Comparing Conditions 8 and 10 (light on) to Condition 9 (light off), I found there was almost a reliable difference, $\chi^2[1] = 2.33$, one-tailed $p = 0.06$.

2.5.4. Related results. Thousands of experiments have shown that light affects the time of day that animals are active and several have shown that it can control when humans sleep (e.g., Czeisler 1995; Minors & Waterhouse 1986). Kohsaka et al. (1999) found that exposure to 1000 lux for 1 hour in the morning (time unspecified) improved a rating of sleep maintenance from the “OSA inventory” (Kohsaka et al., p. 240) of healthy elderly women. Kim and Tokura (1998) found that exposure to bright light from 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. increased the amplitude of the circadian body temperature rhythm; it became lower at night.

Bright light has been useful in the treatment of winter depression, but has failed to substantially reduce nonseasonal depression (Wehr 1990a; Wirz-Justice 1986). However, Leppämäki et al. (2002) found that bright light expo-
respectively. Vertical bars indicate standard errors. Conditions 1–10 was 87, 24, 44, 49, 75, 73, 164, 142, 99, and 291, respectively. Early awakening was defined as a sense of feeling more rested when I awoke. Though the later results (Fig. 19) could have been influenced by expectations, the initial discovery (Fig. 18) could not have been, and the earliest results (Fig. 22) were repeatedly the opposite of what I expected. Increasing sleep duration can make sleep more restorative (5 hrs of sleep will be more restorative than 4 hrs), but the light did not clearly change sleep duration (Fig. 20). Apparently the light made sleep deeper and therefore more efficient.

Given that light affects the timing of sleep, the phase of the sleep/wake rhythm, it is hardly surprising that it can also change the depth of sleep, the amplitude of the rhythm. Nevertheless, in spite of its commonsense nature, the notion that morning light can deepen sleep surprised me (more than once) and will be news to sleep researchers. In contrast to the thousands of studies about the effect of light on the phase of circadian rhythms, very few have measured its effect on amplitude, and the only ones I know of (Jewett et al. 1991; Winfree 1973) used light to reduce amplitude, rather than to increase it. One indication of the neglect of amplitude changes is that the term phase response curve (showing the change in phase of a circadian rhythm as a function of time of day of light exposure) has appeared in print countless times, whereas amplitude response curve has apparently never appeared in print. In a 76-page consensus report on the use of light to treat sleep disorders (the first chapter is Campbell et al. 1995), the possibility that amplitude changes might be helpful is never mentioned, in spite of the statement that “it is well accepted that bright light exposure can influence dramatically both the amplitude and phase of human circadian rhythms” (Campbell et al., p. 108). All of the beneficial effects mentioned are phase shifts. Yet the number of people who sleep at the wrong time (e.g., due to jet lag or shift work) is undoubtedly far less than number of people who would benefit from deeper sleep.

That early awakening – at least, mine – was an amplitude problem rather than a phase problem did not surprise me. The observation that standing much more reduced early awakening (Example 3), had implied this conclusion; because it was implausible that standing more, in bits and pieces over the course of day, could cause a phase change. However, early awakening has been seen as a phase problem by circadian-rhythm researchers. For example, Lack et al. (1996) concluded that “early morning awakening insomnia arises from phase advanced circadian rhythms” (p. 211). Based on this view, Allen (1991), Czeisler et al. (1989), and Lack and Wright (1993) used evening bright light to treat early awakening. Subjects woke up later, but whether they felt more rested when they awoke is unclear.

The mood changes produced by light (Fig. 21) were too small to be clinically useful, so they are consistent with the view that phototherapy is not helpful for non-seasonal depression. They have scientific interest, though, because they were bidirectional (better mood in the middle of the day, worse mood earlier and later). This pattern suggests that the light increased the amplitude of a circadian oscillator that controls mood, which is more support for the conclusion of Example 2 that such an oscillator exists.

2.6. Example 5: Standing and morning light → No colds

2.6.1. Background. American adults average 2 to 3 colds (upper respiratory tract infections) per year (Turner 1997). Research about the prevention of colds has tested drugs (Jefferson & Tyrrell 2001) and nutritional supplements (e.g., Josling 2001).

2.6.2. Birth of the idea. In the spring of 1997, I realized that during the winter I had not had any colds. The people around me had often been sick. The lack of colds continued till at least November 2002 (when this was written). Due to my sleep research, I had recorded every cold I caught since 1989. The top panel of Figure 23 shows the date and duration of my colds since then. The many connections between sleep and the immune system (see sect. 2.6.3) suggest that the decrease in colds began near January 16, 1997, the day I started to stand about 10 hours per day and as a result started to sleep very well every night (Example 3). Beginning in January 1998, I was exposed to about 1 hour of sunlight or artificial sunlight each morning, which reduced how much time I needed to stand to sleep well (Example 4). The lower two panels of Figure 23 show how much I stood each day and when I was exposed to morning light. Standing, as mentioned earlier, included both moving and standing still.

Is the decrease in colds reliable? The records include 2,518 days before January 16, 1997, and 1,799 days after that date, a total of 4,317 days. The records omit 409 days away from home, when conditions differed in many ways from home life. Over the whole recording interval I caught 19 colds. If the likelihood of colds were the same before and after January 16, 1997, then the probability that all 19 colds would occur before that date, which is what happened, is (2518/4317)^19 = 0.00004. Thus, the decrease is highly reliable. This analysis assumes that colds were equally likely all year, when in fact colds are more common in winter. My 19 colds were unequally distributed, with 13 during the colder half of the year, October–March, and 6 during

Figure 22. Effect of artificial morning light on the probability of early awakening. Day 1 = April 10, 1990. The number of days in Conditions 1–10 was 87, 24, 44, 49, 75, 73, 164, 142, 99, and 291, respectively. Vertical bars indicate standard errors.
All times are Standard Time.

Day 1

Bottom panel: Exposure to artificial morning light as a function of days away from home. The lines at the bottom of the middle panel indicate days away from home.

Middle panel: Duration of standing as a function of day. The lines indicate the duration of standing. The lines at the bottom of the middle panel indicate days away from home.

Top panel: Incidence and duration of colds (upper respiratory tract infections). The lines at the bottom of the middle panel indicate days away from home.

Figure 23. Health, standing, and morning light. Top panel: Incidence and duration of colds (upper respiratory tract infections). Middle panel: Duration of standing as a function of day. The lines at the bottom of the middle panel indicate days away from home. Bottom panel: Exposure to artificial morning light as a function of day. Day 1 = November 27, 1989, when record-keeping began. All times are Standard Time.

April–September. If the statistical test is adjusted so that days from October to March are given twice the chance of days from October to March, then the statistical test is adjusted so that days from October to March are given twice the chance of generating a cold as other days, p = 0.00003, essentially the same.

At the beginning of the cold-free period (January 1997 to November 2002) I noticed for the first time that sometimes I would be inexplicably tired for a day or two. It happened a few times per year. During these episodes I slept 2 to 4 hours per day more than usual and felt tired while awake. The extra sleep and fatigue were inexplicable in the sense that they had no obvious cause, such as poor sleep or exertion. In a few cases these bouts were preceded by a slightly “ticklish” throat, which before January 1977 had usually preceded full-blown colds. In all of these cases I may have been fighting off an infection. If so, it suggests that I was free of colds because my immune system did a better job of suppressing them. When persons are intentionally exposed to cold viruses, a large percentage of them do not catch colds (e.g., Cohen et al. 1997).

2.6.3. Related results. Sleep and the immune system are obviously connected. We sleep more when we are sick, and research has uncovered many other links (Benca & Quinteros 1997; Dingels et al. 1995; Krueger & Karnowsky 1987; Moldofsky 1995). Especially revealing is the work of Pappenheimer and his colleagues (Pappenheimer 1983), who isolated a chemical in the cerebrospinal fluid of sleep-deprived dogs that when injected into other dogs made them sleepy. The chemical turned out to be a muramyl peptide. Muramyl peptides are bacterial fragments whose concentra-

trations increase during a bacterial infection. This particular muramyl peptide was an immunostimulant and a pyrogen (Pappenheimer 1983). Viral fragments increase sleep as well (Krueger 1990), supporting the idea that my bouts of unusual sleepiness were due to fighting off cold viruses. Cohen et al. (1997) found that subjects who reported better sleep efficiency (percentage of time in bed spent sleeping) were less likely to come down with a cold when intentionally exposed to cold viruses.

2.6.4. Discussion. The decrease in colds was almost surely due to better sleep. My sleep dramatically improved (Examples 3 and 4) at about the same time I stopped catching colds. There were no other long-term changes in my life around that time (e.g., no changes in job, house, diet, or living conditions).

That better sleep can increase resistance to infection is not a new idea. The novelties here are (a) the size of the effect (complete elimination), which suggests that sleep that is sufficiently good can eliminate colds, and (b) what caused it (more standing and morning light). They suggest new explanations of some well-known facts:

1. Infectious diseases are more common in winter (e.g., Douglas et al. 1991). Upper respiratory tract infections are called colds, of course, because they are more common in winter. The new explanation is that the increase is due to less morning light. Example 4 suggests that a reduction in morning light will make sleep worse. In northern latitudes, such as Norway, it is well known that sleep gets worse during the winter (Hansen et al. 1998). Studying monthly rates of influenza around the world, Hope-Simpson (1981) found that the highest rates were associated with the sunlight minimum, not the temperature minimum, and concluded that the results “suggest a direct effect of variations in some component of solar radiation on virus or human host” (p. 35).

2. Physical activity is associated with good health (e.g., Blair et al. 1992). The earliest study usually cited to support the claim that physical activity is beneficial is a survey of London Transport employees working on buses and trams (Morris et al. 1953). The fare collectors (who stood almost all day) had much less heart disease than the drivers (who sat almost all day). Yet the fare-collectors did nothing that resembles current American conceptions of exercise (activities that produce a substantial and sustained increase in heart rate). Some of the fare collectors worked on double-decker buses with an open-air upper deck, so they would have experienced more morning light than the drivers, who were always inside. Morris et al. found similar differences between postmen and Post Office employees with sedentary jobs. The postmen were obviously outside more than the sedentary workers but whether this was early in the morning is not clear (mail is often sorted in the morning. Example 3 suggests that the workers who were on their feet all day slept much better than those who sat all day, and evidence is accumulating that infections contribute to heart disease (e.g., Danesh et al. 1997; Nieto 1998; Streblow et al. 2001; Weerasinghe et al. 2002). More recent epidemiological studies have emphasized that even moderate activity is associated with a large reduction in coronary mortality compared to being sedentary (Blair & Connolly 1996). The new explanation is that exercise is associated with better health (including less heart disease) because it increases standing and often increases exposure to morning light (e.g., walking or jogging before work), thereby improving
sleep and immune function. For instance, Nieman (1994) found that women who walked 40 to 45 minutes at least 5 days per week had half as many days with cold symptoms as women who walked much less. He did not measure exposure to morning light, which was probably confounded with walking – the more walking, the more morning light.

3. Depression is associated with poor health (Dinan 1999; Herbert & Cohen 1993; Vaillant 1998), including, at least in men, a much higher risk of heart disease (Dinan; Hippisley-Cox et al. 1998). Depression is also associated with poor immune function. Herbert and Cohen (1993, p. 481) noted that “depressed persons sleep less, exercise less, have poorer diets, smoke more, and use alcohol and other drugs more than do non-depressed persons,” and of course there are other differences between the two groups. The present results, by suggesting that a change in sleep can have a big effect on immune function, focus attention on the very strong correlation between depression and insomnia (e.g., Ford & Kamerow 1989) as an explanation for the poor health and poor immune function associated with depression. The depression/poor health association may help explain why standing and morning light managed to eliminate colds, rather than just reduce them. In this example, standing and morning light may have improved sleep and immune function that were already good because I was watching faces on television almost every morning, which had effects opposite to depression (Example 2). Figure 23 suggests that my health did improve after I began watching faces on television most mornings (Day 1,919 in Fig. 23). From Days 1 to 1,918, I caught 13 colds (mean duration 6 days); from Days 1,919 to 2,607 (start of standing 10 hrs/day), 6 colds (mean duration 3 days). The difference in mean duration is reliable, with a 95% confidence interval of 0.2 to 5.9 (based on bootstrap, 10,000 replicates).

Americans miss many days of work because of colds. When Verifone, a manufacturer of key pads, added many skylights to one of its buildings to save energy, absenteeism decreased 45% (Browning 1997). Workplace changes that increase morning light and make it easier to stand while working might pay for themselves.

2.7. Discussion of Examples 1–5

“Evolutionary psychology is in many respects a strangely inconsequential exercise,” wrote Horgan (1999, p. 194), because its adherents “cannot perform experiments that show that their view is right and the alternative view is wrong – or vice versa” (p. 194). In Examples 1–5, evolutionary ideas were consequential. An evolutionary interpretation of Example 1 led to Examples 2, 3, and 5, which included several experiments. The next section shows that evolutionary ideas were also helpful in the study of weight control. They provided initial support for a theory (see sect. 3.3.1, the Background section of Example 7) that eventually led to a very good way of losing weight (Example 10).

The mismatch idea – that many problems are due to differences between Stone Age and modern conditions – is easy to use: You point to Problem Y and say that it is (or, better, ask if it is) due to Absent-in-Stone-Age Element X. This may seem too easy to be helpful. For example, suppose I claim that obesity (Y) is caused by sugar consumption (X) (Steward et al. 1998). If I eliminated sugar from my diet and lost weight, would this support the mismatch idea? Yes, but only very slightly because almost our entire diet is non-Stone-Age. Why emphasize sugar? The connection between the mismatch notion and the specific recommendation is very weak. What about obesity (Y) and wearing socks (X)? This is not worth serious consideration. By itself, the mismatch idea is of little help because it points in too many directions. But when combined with (a) other ideas that narrow the possibilities (e.g., eliminate the socks idea), and (b) a cheap way to test the possibilities that remain, the mismatch idea can have considerable value, as Examples 2, 3, and 5 make clear.

Self-experimentation is not the only way to do this. Corruccini and Kaul (1983) measured rural and urban rates of dental malocclusion (e.g., crooked or crowded teeth), myopia, and chronic allergy and asthma in a genetically homogenous group of Punjabis living near Chandigarh, India. Much like the speculation behind Examples 2 and 3, they assumed that rural life was closer than urban life to the environment that shaped the human genome. For each disorder the rural rate was lower than the urban rate, which suggested possible causes. Using anthropological and quasi-experimental data, Corruccini (1999) persuasively argued that malocclusion is due to a too-soft diet, a very useful and non-obvious conclusion. According to the National Library of Medicine (2002), “malocclusion is most often hereditary” and “many types of malocclusion are not preventable.” Just as it is hard to imagine conventional research discovering the effect of viewing faces in the morning on mood, or the effect of standing on sleep and colds, it is hard to imagine mainstream health research discovering the effect of diet on malocclusion. Standard epidemiology will not detect it because in America everyone eats a soft diet.

Most evolutionary psychology has used evolution as a source of explanations – a way to explain important facts such as male/female differences. If these explanations are untestable, this is, as Horgan (1999) pointed out, a serious weakness. Corruccini’s work and Examples 2 and 3 illustrate a different use of evolutionary ideas – as a starting point. They combined the mismatch idea with basic anthropology to generate hypotheses worth testing. Example 2 used the conclusion that Stone-Age people lived in groups (anthropology at its most basic). Example 3 was partly based on the idea that Stone-Age people spent most of the day on their feet. In a way, anthropology and psychology need each other. Anthropology generates many ideas about human nature, but anthropologists have a hard time testing them. Psychologists do careful experiments and surveys, which are great for testing ideas but not so good for generating them.

3. Pavlovian weight control

3.1. Introduction

The set point theory of weight control (Kennedy 1950) assumes that adipose fat is regulated by a feedback system with a set point. Its core assumption is that when the amount of fat is less than the set point, changes occur (e.g., more hunger) that increase the amount of fat. This idea is widely accepted (e.g., Hirsch et al. 1988; Keese & Hirvonen 1997; Michel & Cabana 1999; Schwartz et al. 1999), with some dissent (e.g., Bolles 1990; Garrow & Stalvey 1975; Wirtshafter & Davis 1977). The set point theory was the starting point for the ideas developed here.

In 1996, when Examples 6–10 began, most researchers believed (and still believe) that the set point is not affected...
by the environment (Gibbs 1996; Kolata 2000). For instance, “although the set point may change with age, it does so according to a fixed genetic program; diet or exercise can move you away from your set point, at least for a time, but the target itself cannot change” (Gibbs, p. 91). Keesey and Hirvonen (1997) concluded that a half-year exposure to a high-fat diet could irreversibly raise the set point, but mentioned no other ways that diet can affect the set point. Michel Cabanac was the only person to take for granted environmental control. He and his colleagues had done brilliant work about how taste (Cabanac & Rabe 1976; Fantino 1976) and exercise (Cabanac & Morrissette 1992) affect the set point, but this had not been followed up.

Implicit in the set point theory is the assumption that it is hard to stay at a weight much less than your set point. If you lose substantial weight easily and stay at the lower weight, your set point must have decreased. Given this, the observation that eating less-processed food allowed me to lose weight without effort (Fig. 1, lower panel) and remain at the lower weight for years implied that the dietary change had lowered my set point. This was impressive confirmation of the Cabanac view, and it raised the question: By what rules does diet control set point? The processing observation was too complicated to help here. To induce the rules, I needed simpler dietary changes that affect the set point. Examples 6–10 describe how I found such changes and a theory that explains their effects. This section is called “Pavlovian weight control” because the theory (described in the introduction to Example 7) assumes that flavor-calorie associative learning is very important.

3.2. Example 6: Water → Weight loss

3.2.1. Background. It was not obvious what simple dietary changes might lower my set point (I did not want to gain weight). I already avoided the usual suspects, such as baked goods, candy, soft drinks, bread, and desserts. Because the search was difficult, I was willing to try dietary changes that could not be permanent.

3.2.2. Birth of the idea. In 1996, an acquaintance told me that when he lived in Japan he began eating a macrobiotic-like diet based on Diamond and Diamond (1985), a diet that included lots of fruit, vegetables, brown rice, and water, along with small amounts of fish and chicken (Tray Critelli, personal communications, June 5, 1996 and August 8, 2000). Starting at 86 kg and a body mass index (BMI, kg/m²) of 25, he lost 20 kg, ending with a BMI of 19, which is quite thin. At the time my BMI was 26. Except for the water, his diet resembled mine. Did water make a big difference?

3.2.3. Test. I began drinking much more water than usual. Within a few days my weight intake reached 5 liters/day (not counting water in food), close to the maximum I could tolerate. I had not measured my prior intake, but it had surely been less than 1 l/day. I did not measure my calorie intake nor consciously try to control it. I simply ate enough to feel comfortable. The set point theory came from rat experiments in which the rats ate ad libitum (as much or as little as desired).

I was already measuring my weight regularly. I used three scales, to ensure that any weight change was not due to a changing scale. Figure 24 shows the results. I lost about 2.5 kg over two weeks before my weight stabilized. After 4 months, tired of drinking so much water, I reduced my intake from 5 l/day to 3 l/day. My weight rose about 0.7 kg. In the middle of the 5 l/day period I changed my diet (see Example 7), which is why my stable weight at the end of the 5 l/day period (78.6 kg) was less than my stable weight near the start of that period (80.5 kg).

3.2.4. Related results. There are no similar results in the scientific literature, as far as I know. Studies of the effect of water on weight have used relatively small amounts of water and measured how much is eaten at the next meal.

3.2.5. Discussion. The practical value of these results is slight because easy-to-drink amounts of water (1–2 l/day) had only a small effect. However, they show that self-experiments about weight control can have interesting results and they challenge mainstream ideas on the subject (e.g., Keesey & Hirvonen 1997), which emphasize amount and source of calories (e.g., percentage of calories from fat). Drinking water changes nothing that mainstream theories say is important.

The results are not easy to explain. That the water was “filling” and therefore I ate less at meals (Brownell 1987; Tennessen 2000) is unlikely because I drank almost all the water between meals. Apart from the difficulty of drinking so much water, it was easy to stay at the lower weight, suggesting that the water intake lowered my set point. But, at the time, no explanation of why it should do so came to mind.
3.3. Example 7: Legumes → Weight loss

3.3.1. Background. After the weight-loss phase of Example 6, I happened to read Ramirez (1990a), who described experiments with rats that measured the effect of adding saccharin to a liquid diet. Rats that got saccharin weighed more than rats that did not. The commonsense explanation, that the sweetness of saccharin made the liquid diet taste better, was not consistent with the effect’s long latency (it took more than a week to appear) and fragility (it was eliminated by prior exposure either to saccharin or to the liquid diet).

That the two groups (with and without saccharin) weighed the same after one week suggested that learning was involved. The pre-exposure effects pointed to a particular type of learning: Pavlovian conditioning. Many examples of Pavlovian conditioning show a CS pre-exposure effect: Exposure to the conditioned stimulus (CS) without exposure to the unconditioned stimulus (US) reduces the effect of later CS-US pairings (e.g., Lubow 1973). Also common is a US pre-exposure effect: Exposure to the US without the CS reduces the effect of later CS-US pairings (e.g., Randich & LoLordo 1979). That prior saccharin exposure reduced the effect of saccharin resembled a CS-pre-exposure effect. That prior exposure to the liquid diet reduced the effect of saccharin resembled a US-pre-exposure effect.

The similarities suggested that an association between saccharin and the liquid diet was behind the saccharin-induced weight gain. The existence of flavor-calorie associations is well-established (Sclafani 1991), at least in rats. The saccharin would provide the flavor; the liquid diet, the calories.

Because the rats ate ad libitum, the weight difference implied a set point difference. So Ramirez’s (1990a) results suggested to me that the set point was sensitive to flavor-calorie associations. The results were easy to explain if I assumed that saccharin caused weight gain only when its flavor was associated with the calories in the liquid diet. It was a short step from this to a general theory. The theory adds two assumptions to the set point idea: (1) Flavors associated with calories raise the set point. The stronger the association, the greater the increase. (2) Between meals, the set point falls. It falls more slowly than the actual level of adipose fat. The greater its value, the faster it falls. For example, the set point might fall 1 kg/day when at a high value and 0.5 kg/day when at a low value.

To illustrate these assumptions, Figure 25 compares the effects of a carrot and a cookie. The two foods have the same number of calories (we’ll assume) so they increase weight the same amount. But because the flavor of the cookie is more strongly associated with calories than the flavor of the carrot, the cookie raises the set point more than the carrot. Figure 25 also illustrates the assumptions that (a) during periods without food, the set point falls more slowly than the actual level of fat, and (b) as the difference between the set point and the actual amount of fat increases, hunger increases (part of the original set point theory).

The set point will stabilize at the weight where its decrease between meals = increase at meals.

The left side of the equation depends on your weight – the greater your weight, the greater the decrease between meals. The right side of the equation – the increase at meals – depends on what you eat. Everyone needs to consume a certain amount of energy per day to fuel activity and metabolism. How much that consumption raises the set point depends on the source of the energy – some foods raise the set point more than other foods with the same number of calories. When the two sides of the equation are not equal, your set point will gradually move up or down – pulling your weight along with it – until they become equal.

Figure 26 shows why two foods with the same number of calories can raise the set point by different amounts. The strength of a flavor-calorie association depends on how much the flavor signal (the neural signal generated by a flavor) overlaps the calorie signal (the signal generated by the detection of calories). The more overlap, the stronger the association. This is surely true of any Pavlovian association: Its strength depends on the overlap in time and space between the neural events caused by the CS and the neural events caused by the US. Figure 26 indicates that there are
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**Figure 25.** Assumptions of new weight-control theory: How foods with the same effect on body fat vary in their effect on the body-fat set point. The decelerating decline in the set point is part of the theory. That the decline in actual body fat is linear is not part of the theory.
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**Figure 26.** How taste and calorie signals determine the strength of taste-calorie associations. The strength of the association depends on the amount of overlap—the more overlap, the stronger the association. CS = conditioned stimulus; US = unconditioned stimulus.
two ways to reduce the strength of association while keeping calories constant: reduce flavor, thereby reducing the size of the flavor signal; and delay detection of calories by slowing down digestion. The calorie signal cannot just be lowered because that would correspond to eating fewer calories.

This theory gained immediate support, at least in my thinking, from two of its features. First, it made evolutionary sense. Adipose fat stores energy. The logic of storage systems, such as grain elevators, is that you stock up when the price is low and "stock down" when the price is high. So we should have more adipose fat when food is plentiful than when it is scarce. That is what the mechanism that this theory describes makes happen. When food is plentiful, you have more choice of food. The more choice, the stronger the strongest flavor-calorie associations of the available food will tend to be (just as the larger a group of people, the taller the tallest person in the group will tend to be). In rat experiments, flavor-calorie associations have been detected with preference tests: Foods with a calorie-associated flavor are preferred to foods without such a flavor. Given a choice of several foods, then, we tend to choose the one with the strongest flavor-calorie association. So the more choices we have, the stronger the flavor-calorie associations of what we choose. (Famine foods — foods of last resort — illustrate this. They have low energy density and produce very weak flavor-calorie associations.) The stronger the flavor-calorie associations of your diet, according to the new theory, the higher your set point. The higher your set point, the higher your weight. Second, the theory easily explained the observation that eating less-processed food caused weight loss (Fig. 1, lower panel). The explanation is that processing usually increases the strength of flavor-calorie associations. This was quite plausible. As just mentioned, flavor-calorie associations have been detected with preference tests: the stronger the association, the stronger the preference. My dietary shift to less-processed foods (e.g., from orange juice to oranges) was also a shift to less-preferred foods, foods that, to me, tasted worse. For example, I preferred the taste of orange juice to the taste of oranges. Processing costs money, so the output (processed food) must be worth more than (must be preferred to) the input (the same food before processing). One way to increase preference is to increase the strength of flavor-calorie associations. Moreover, common forms of processing increase flavor (e.g., juicing, adding spices, adding fat) or cause physical or chemical changes that speed up digestion (e.g., mashing, shredding, heating). Increasing flavor increases CS intensity, a standard way to increase the strength of CS-US associations (Mackintosh 1974). Speeding up digestion reduces the CS-US interval, another standard way to increase associative strength (Mackintosh). So common forms of processing would be expected to strengthen flavor-calorie associations.

The new theory does not readily explain Example 6, that drinking lots of water seemed to lower the set point. However, the formation of a flavor-calorie association requires that the flavor be remembered until the calories are detected, which happens many minutes later. Drinking water may weaken the flavor memory. Studies of flavor-aversion learning have found that ingestion of food or drink between a flavor CS and a sickness-causing US reduced the effect of the CS-US pairing (e.g., Bernstein 1980; Fenner & Bernstein 1984).

The evolutionary argument and the theory's ability to easily explain the effect of less-processed food persuaded me to take it seriously. I wondered what it implied about how to lose weight. Too little is known about flavor-calorie learning to predict with confidence the effect of most dietary changes, such as eating fish instead of beef. However, the theory suggested where to look for ways of losing weight — namely, among dietary modifications that reduce flavor or slow digestion.

### 3.3.2. Birth of the idea

What dietary modifications slow digestion? The glycemic index of a carbohydrate-containing food indicates how quickly blood glucose increases after eating the food: the sooner the rise, the higher the glycemic index. Mashed potatoes and bread, for instance, have high glycemic indices (Miller et al. 1996). It is obviously a good measure of the speed of carbohydrate digestion. Low-glycemic-index foods surely generate slower calorie signals, and thus longer CS-US intervals, than do high-glycemic-index foods. This suggested that reducing the average glycemic index of my diet would lower my set point and therefore lower my weight.

Legumes, especially beans and lentils, have low glycemic indices. So the new theory predicted that eating more beans and lentils, in place of foods with higher glycemic indices, should cause weight loss. Hearing this prediction, a friend said her boyfriend had been much thinner in high school, when he ate a lot of beans and rice (Joyce Friedlander, personal communication, August 17, 1996).

### 3.3.3. Test

At the time, my main sources of protein were fish and rice. The next day, I started eating beans and rice instead of fish and rice. I also started eating lentils more often. Figure 27 shows the results. I lost weight quickly for a short time, about 3 kg in 20 days, not counting 7 days out of town when I went off the diet. I had no trouble following a low-glycemic-index diet and never regained the lost weight.

### 3.3.4. Related results

An interest in heart disease risk factors led Ludwig et al. (1999) to study about 3,000 adults for 10 years. During Year 7, the subjects filled out a diet questionnaire. Amount of dietary fiber correlated with weight at Year 10 (more fiber, less weight) as well as weight gain from Year 1 to Year 10 (more fiber, less weight gain). The difference in weight between white persons (I am white) in the
highest and lowest quintiles of fiber intake was 3.6 kg, close to the effect seen in Figure 27. Kronhout et al. (2001) found a negative correlation between fiber intake and BMI. Fiber content and glycemic index are negatively correlated (Wolever 1990); beans, for instance, have a low glycemic index and lots of fiber.

In an experiment, rats fed a high-glycemic-index diet for 32 weeks weighed more than rats fed a lower-glycemic-index diet (Brand-Miller et al. 2002). Roberts (2000) reviewed several studies that found that after a high-glycemic-index meal subjects ate more over the next 24 hours than after a lower-glycemic-index meal. Brand-Miller et al. (2002) reviewed other evidence suggesting a connection between glycemic index and obesity.

**3.4.2. Birth of the idea.** In 1997, while reading a list of diets" (p.264S). The need for long-term clinical trials of low-GI [glycemic index (five articles: four pro, one con), Ludwig and Eckel (2000) noted “on one thing all authors agree: There is a consensus –it is unlikely that any weight change has only one possible explanation – but because the theory had led me to try a low-glycemic-index, and because, like the effect of processing, it differed from the evidence that suggested the theory.

By 2002 (when this was written), the idea that a low-glycemic-index diet will cause or is likely to cause weight loss had gained many advocates, including scientists (Brand-Miller et al. 2002; Ludwig 2000; Roberts 2000) and authors of popular weight-loss books (Montignac 1999; Sears 1995; Steward et al. 1998). But even recently there was enough disagreement for Rolls and Barnett (2000) to state:

> The glycemic index is a poor guide for . . . weight management. The main reason is that there’s little correlation between an individual food's glycemic index and that of a whole meal. . . . Even if it were more reliable, the glycemic index wouldn’t help you lose weight or keep it off. "There’s zero evidence that the glycemic index affects weight,” says [Stanford University professor of medicine Gerald] Reaven. (Rolls & Barnett 2000, pp. 61–62)

In their introduction to a supplement about the glycemic index (five articles: four pro, one con), Ludwig and Eckel (2002) noted “on one thing all authors agree: There is a need for long-term clinical trials of low-GI [glycemic index] . . . diets” (p. 264S).

**3.4. Example 8: Thick pasta → Temporary weight loss**

**3.4.1. Background.** Example 7 made me believe that if I reduced the glycemic indices of my food even further, I would lose more weight. But it wasn’t obvious how to do so.

**3.4.2. Birth of the idea.** In 1997, while reading a list of glycemic indices (Miller et al. 1996), I noticed that thinner pastas had higher values. The glycemic index of capellini (45 with glucose = 100) was more than the glycemic index of fettuccine (32), and thin linguine (55) was more than thick linguine (46). This made sense. Thin pastas have more surface area/volume than do thick pastas and thus more contact area/volume for digestive enzymes. They should be digested more quickly. For the same reason, thin pasta cooks faster than thick pasta.

The two correlations – thickness and glycemic index, and thickness and cooking time – suggested that an especially thick pasta, with a long cooking time, would have an unusually low glycemic index, perhaps lower than lentils (26–30), chickpeas (33), black beans (30), and brown rice (55), my main sources of carbohydrate at the time. If thick pasta had a lower glycemic index, Example 7 suggested that eating a lot of it might cause weight loss. The slowest-cooking pasta available at a local store, according to suggested cooking times on the packages, was penne regate (13 min), much slower than fettuccine (7 min) or capellini (2 min).

**3.4.3. Test.** I made penne regate the main source of calories at every meal. I ate it with tomato sauce, along with a lettuce salad. Figure 28 shows the results. I lost weight quickly at first, about 1.5 kg in 10 days. Then I went out of town for two weeks; while away, I ate an ordinary range of foods (no pasta). When I returned, my weight was about the same as when I left. I resumed the pasta diet. Contrary to what I wanted to happen, I started gaining weight and in about a week regained the weight I had lost. At this point I returned to my original low-glycemic, legumes-and-rice diet.

**3.4.4. Related results.** In other cases the eventual effect of a change in an ad libitum diet has been different from the initial effect. Willett (1998) described studies of low-fat diets where subjects regained some of the lost weight while still on the diet. Rat experiments have found that a dietary change that did not cause weight gain at first caused weight gain after about 1 week (Ramirez 1990a; Sclafani & Springer 1976).

**3.4.5. Discussion.** After I began losing weight I expected the weight loss to last a long time, as had earlier weight losses (cf. Fig. 1, lower panel, and Examples 6–7). That the weight loss was temporary suggests that expectations have little long-term effect on my weight.

The results are easy to explain. I had eaten almost no pasta for five years; I had stopped eating pasta when I reduced the amount of highly processed food in my diet (Fig. 1, lower panel). It is reasonable to assume that I had forgotten the flavor-calorie associations involving tomato-sauce-flavored pasta. In the beginning, the flavor of pasta (with sauce) was not associated with calories, so my set point went down when I ate it (it failed to raise the set point as much as the more familiar foods it replaced). After about a week, I had relearned the association, causing my set point to go back to its previous level.

Figure 28. Effect of penne regate on weight. Arrows indicate days that I was out of town and not following the pasta diet. The pasta diet began September 26, 1997.
3.5. Example 9: Sushi → Weight loss

3.5.1. Background. Bland food should cause weight loss, the new theory predicts, because weak flavors should produce weaker associations than strong flavors (Fig. 26). But the prospect of eating bland food was unappealing, so I did not test this prediction.

3.5.2. Birth of the idea. One afternoon in 1998, at an all-you-can-eat Asian restaurant, I ate a lot of nigiri sushi (perhaps 20–25 small pieces), along with ordinary amounts of vegetables (string beans, mushrooms), and fruit. I ate the sushi plain, without soy sauce or wasabi (horseradish). I ate nothing the rest of the day. The next day I was surprised to notice that I wasn’t hungry at lunch time, my first meal of the day. I skipped lunch. I was astonished to notice that I was not hungry by dinner time. I ate a tiny dinner. The next day, I was still much less hungry than usual. Yet every day I was burning lots of calories. My exercise routine, which did not change, was walking uphill on a treadmill about 1 hour each day.

I realized that my weight-control theory could explain the lack of hunger. Sushi (without wasabi or soy sauce) has a weak flavor, so its taste should be only weakly associated with calories. I had been eating food with flavors stronger than sushi, so sushi might well raise the set point less per calorie. If a meal raises your set point less than usual, then at the next meal your set point will be less than usual, making you less hungry than usual. That was the short-term prediction: less hunger. The long-term prediction was that if I continued to get a large fraction of my calories from sushi, my hunger would remain diminished until my set point slowly rose.

3.5.3. Test. Sushi was appetizing, unlike my mental image of bland food. The sushi at the all-you-can-eat restaurants had about half the fish-to-rice ratio as the sushi from ordinary Japanese restaurants, but was still good. I continued to eat large amounts of sushi, along with vegetables and fruit. Before beginning this diet, I had been eating lots of legumes (with ordinary amounts of seasoning), rice, vegetables, and fruit (a very-low-fat diet), and no more water than needed to avoid thirst.

At the start of the sushi diet, I weighed 83 kg, over about 3 weeks, I lost 6 kg (Fig. 29). Although the diet was easy to eat, it was expensive, logistically difficult, and probably too narrow to be optimal. (And, I learned later, a high-fish diet can contain too much mercury; see Hightower & Moore 2003.) So I switched to a diet that emphasized Japanese-style soups (lightly flavored, lots of vegetables, small amounts of fish or meat) and brown rice. I hoped that this would sustain the weight loss, but it did not. My weight slowly rose.

3.5.4. Related results. Bland food has caused substantial weight loss in several cases where subjects ate ad libitum. Kemper (1944) used a "rice diet" (p. 125) to treat the kidney disease and high blood pressure of two patients. One of them started at 69 kg (BMI 25) and lost 10 kg in 15 days; 8 months later his weight was even lower (58 kg). Another started at 74 kg (BMI 26) and lost 10 kg over less than 8 weeks. The diet was not entirely bland; in addition to rice, it included "sugar, fruit and fruit juices" (p. 125). Herbert (1962) had his food finely chopped and boiled three times to remove all folate. Starting at 77 kg, he lost 12 kg over 19 weeks. Cabanac and Rabe (1976)’s four subjects got all of their calories from Renutril (a Metrecal-like liquid food) for 3 weeks. Starting at 60–70 kg, they lost an average of 3 kg.

Unlike other cuisines, Japanese cooking does not use any strong flavors (Suzuki 1994), presumably to preserve the variety in taste provided by different fish. And the Japanese are much thinner than people of other rich countries (Intersalt Cooperative Research Group 1988). A migration study showed that this is due to environment, not genes (Curb & Marcus 1991). At the time of the Intersalt measurements, the difference between the average American adult male and the average Japanese adult male was 10–15 kg. In this experiment I lost 6 kg. I had already lost 5 kg from eating less-processed food (Fig. 1, lower panel) and 2 kg from eating low-glycemic-index food (Fig. 27), which suggests that I would have lost 13 kg eating sushi had I preceded the sushi diet with a typical American diet.

3.5.5. Discussion. Because it is unwise to eat lots of sushi, the discovery that sushi causes weight loss has only modest practical value, but it does add credence to the theory. The theory easily explains the effect, as described earlier; and it is quite different from other evidence for the theory. The effect of sushi is not easily explained by conventional weight loss ideas. Sushi is not high protein, low carbohydrate – a popular weight-loss prescription (e.g., Sears 1995). Nor is it a low-glycemic-index food because white rice does not have a low glycemic index. Sushi is low fat, but my previous diet was also low fat and, in any case, fat content makes little difference (Willett 1998). It might be argued that the weight loss was due to a reduction in the variety of my diet, which can have a powerful effect on weight (Raynor 2001). However, Example 8 (pasta), where I ate a very monotonous
diet, suggests that reduction in variety is not powerful compared to other factors.

The weight gain while eating Japanese-style soups was unexpected and disappointing. I had hoped to stay at the lower weight. Perhaps the weak flavors were not weak enough. Whatever the reason, the weight gain was more evidence, adding to Example 8, that expectations and hopes had little effect on my weight.

3.6. Example 10: Unflavored fructose water → Weight loss

3.6.1. Background. The lessons of Example 1 (eat food that is less processed) and Example 7 (eat low-glycemic-index food) were useful, but they put me at a BMI of 26 (slightly overweight). It was unclear how to lose more weight without replacing foods that tasted good with foods that generated weak flavor-calorie associations, such as raw vegetables.

3.6.2. Birth of the idea. In June 2000, I visited Paris. The food was excellent. I wanted to eat three meals per day but to my surprise and disappointment I had little appetite, even though I felt fine and was walking a lot. I realized that the new weight-control theory suggested an explanation: It had been hot and I had drunk two or three sucrose-sweetened soft drinks each day, about 630 kJ (150 kcal) each. All of them had been new to me because they were brands not available at home. The novelty meant that their flavors were not yet associated with calories and therefore would not have raised my set point. They had been sweet, of course, a familiar flavor that presumably was associated with calories. But maybe sweetness was effectively a weak flavor, I thought, and what I had observed was another instance, similar to Example 9 (sushi), of bland food reducing the set point.

3.6.3. Test. After the trip, I tested this idea. During a baseline period of 10 days, I ate normally. Then I began drinking fructose-sweetened water in addition to normal food. The Parisian soft drinks had probably been sweetened with a mixture of sucrose and fructose, but I used fructose alone because in rat experiments it produces weaker flavor-calorie associations than sucrose (Sclafani et al. 1993) and because it has a much lower glycemic index (23) than sucrose (65; Miller et al. 1996). I made the fructose water by mixing crystalline fructose and filtered tap water. The water was unflavored apart from the fructose so that no flavor-calorie associations would form aside from sweetness-calorie associations. I drank the fructose water in several portions over at least 2 hours (drinking a lot of fructose at once can cause diarrhea). To prevent the calorie signal generated by the fructose from becoming associated with the rest of my diet, I never drank the fructose water at meals or within an hour of meals.

The upper panel of Figure 30 shows my weight and fructose intake. On Day 1 of the fructose phase (July 20, 2000), I drank 360 ml (12 fl. oz.) of crystalline fructose, about 4,200 kJ (1,000 kcal), dissolved in 2 l of water. My appetite disappeared so completely that even one meal seemed like a lot. That was too much appetite reduction, so on Day 2 I drank no fructose water at all. On Day 3 I halved the daily dose of fructose to 150 ml (6 fluid ounces) of fructose, about 2,100 kJ (500 kcal), keeping the amount of water (2 l/day) the same. I continued to feel no hunger at all between meals even though I was eating much less than usual. I stopped drinking the sugar water for several days and then halved the daily dose again, to 90 ml fructose (3 fluid ounces), about 1,040 kJ (250 kcal), and reduced to 1 l/day the amount of water I mixed it in.

My hunger between meals was zero or close to it. Eating seemed optional but plainly it was unwise to eat nothing so I ate about one small meal per day (in addition to the sugar water). After I started eating I developed some appetite and it was easy to continue, but not hard to stop. I tried to get adequate amounts of protein, fat, and calcium, and I took a multivitamin pill every day. I lost weight so easily that it seemed I could end up at whatever weight I chose. I decided to lose weight until I reached 68 kg (150 lb), a loss of 16 kg (35 lb). I thought that would be enough to convince everyone that it worked.

I reached the 68-kg goal and started eating enough to maintain my weight. After a few weeks, however, I noticed that negative comments (“are you sick?”) were more common than positive ones. My BMI was about 20.5; less than 20.7 has been considered underweight (Whitney & Rolfes 1999). I took advantage of a trip to New York to gain 5 kg (10 lb), raising my BMI to 21.9. A daily intake of 45 ml of fructose (about 520 kJ, 125 kcal) seemed to be enough to keep me there (Fig. 30).
At my final weight, about 12 kg (26 lb) below my initial weight, I ate much less to stay there than I had eaten to stay at my initial weight. Before losing weight, I had eaten about 11 MJ (2600 kcal) per day, two large meals. Afterward, I ate about 5 MJ (1200 kcal) per day, one normal-sized meal plus two pieces of fruit and the fructose. (My daily activity, which never changed, included 30 minutes of aerobic exercise plus about 2 hours of walking.) At the lower intake, I noticed two desires I had not noticed before: a desire for taste, which could be satisfied with calorie-free tea, and a desire for crunchy food, which could be satisfied with crackers, carrots, popcorn, and apples.

I had no difficulty staying at the lower weight. After 16 months, it appeared I would never regain the lost weight, so I began to test my explanation of the weight loss. According to the explanation described below, the crucial feature of the fructose was that it supplied calories with no flavor except sweetness. If so, other sugars should have the same effect. An alternative explanation was that something specific to fructose was responsible (e.g., Heacock et al. 2002; Watford 2002). If so, other sugars might not work. I tried sucrose. Of course, many people believe that sucrose causes weight gain (e.g., Steward et al. 1998). I stopped consuming fructose for 14 days in order to gain weight, then drank water with sucrose for 10 days (60 ml/day—three more than the maintenance dose with fructose). I stopped the sucrose for 5 days, then resumed it for 4 days (60 ml/day). Finally, I stopped it again for 31 days. The lower panel of Figure 30 shows the results. During the three no-sucrose phases I gained weight (0.29, 0.14, and 0.08 kg/day). During both sucrose phases I felt the familiar lack of hunger and I lost weight (−0.23 and −0.32 kg/day). The effects of no sucrose and sucrose were reliably different, t(3) = 5.15, one-tailed p = 0.007. That sucrose and fructose had similar effects implies that the low glycemic index of fructose was irrelevant. So does a comparison with Example 7, where a much larger dose of low-glycemic-index foods had a much smaller effect.

3.6.4. Related results. Two ad libitum experiments with humans have measured the effect of a large increase in sugar consumption. Tordoff and Alleva (1990) gave subjects cola-flavored soda sweetened with high-fructose corn syrup. The subjects consumed about 2200 kJ (530 kcal) of sugar per day for 3 weeks. They gained 0.5 kg compared to subjects given no soda or artificially sweetened soda. Raben et al. (2002) measured the effect of a large sugar intake for 10 weeks. Their subjects’ daily intake of sugar was about 3300 kJ (790 kcal), 70% from flavored drinks, the rest from solid foods such as yogurt and ice cream. They gained 2.6 kg compared to subjects who ate the same foods artificially sweetened.

Rat experiments have often found that making (unflavored) sucrose water available, in addition to regular chow, causes weight gain. Ramirez (1987) concluded that this was because the sugar increased water intake. Rat chow is dry and hard, and water may speed up its digestion (reducing the CS-US interval).

3.6.5. Discussion. There is no precedent for losing so much weight so easily (Fig. 30, upper panel). A reduction in energy intake usually increases hunger (e.g., Doucet et al. 2000), but I felt much less hunger than usual. Subjects in the famous Minnesota Semi-Starvation Study (Keys et al. 1950) lost about 16 kg over 24 weeks due to caloric restriction. I lost 16 kg more quickly, but started at a greater BMI. Near the end of their weight loss, the Minnesota subjects found the experience very unpleasant and debilitating. Mayer (1968), who recommended caloric restriction for weight loss, made the same observation obliquely: “The victim of obesity must deeply want to become and remain more lean” (p. 153). To lose 18 kg by running requires running about 24 km (15 miles) per day (Williams 1997). Intestine-shortening surgery can produce similar weight loss but is difficult and dangerous (Grady 2000).

My weight loss cannot have been due to expectations because it was unexpected. I originally expected unflavored sugar water to have roughly the same effect as bland food. In fact, it was far more powerful. After I stopped losing weight, sugar water provided about 10% of my calories (600 kJ/day, roughly the amount in one can of Coke©) yet my weight was 12 kg less than where it began. In contrast, Herbert (1962) got all his calories from bland food and lost 12 kg. In Example 9, I got about three-quarters of my calories from bland food (sushi) and lost 6 kg. The weight loss cannot be due to a desire to lose weight, or participation in an experiment, or tracking my weight, or any other feature shared with Examples 6–9 because in Examples 6–9 I lost much less weight or no weight at all.

The new weight-control theory can explain the results with one added assumption: Sweetness does not raise the set point. To distinguish sweetness from other flavors is less arbitrary than it might seem because sweetness is unusual in other ways. Most flavors we learn to like, but a liking for sweetness is innate (Ramirez 1990b). The usual view has been that sugars taste good to encourage us to eat carbohydrates, an energy source. But Ramirez pointed out problems with this idea, including the fact that sugars are not energy-dense (by weight, they contain about half the energy of fat). Sugars occur in all plants because they are the form in which energy is transported. A better evolutionary reason for sugar preference, Ramirez argued, is that it increases plant consumption. This is quite plausible, given the modern-day benefits of plant consumption (e.g., Campbell & Junshi 1994). Supporting Ramirez’s argument, Capaldi and her colleagues found that rats’ preference for sweetness decreases when their hunger increases (cf. Capaldi 1996). Lucas and Sclafani (1996) found that food deprivation caused rats to prefer a fatty flavor over a sweet taste. “Apparently there is something aversive or unpleasant about sweetness when food deprivation is high,” wrote Capaldi (1996, p. 67), which explain why dessert comes at the end of meals and why few cuisines include sweet main courses. When food deprivation is high, finding energy becomes more important. If sugars taste good for reasons unrelated to energy-seeking, it makes sense that sweetness would not affect the energy-storage system.

One prediction of this explanation was briefly confirmed: Unflavored sucrose water has an effect similar to unflavored fructose water (Fig. 30, lower panel). The theory’s most striking prediction, however, is that to cause weight loss the sugar water must be unflavored. The results of Tordoff and Alleva (1990) and Raben et al. (2002), who found that flavored sugar water causes weight gain, suggest that this prediction is true. So does common sense. If drinking Coke caused dramatic weight loss, surely this would be well known. More evidence that fructose in other forms does not cause weight loss comes from Anderson et al.
3.7. Discussion of Examples 6–10

The new theory derived more from Ramirez (1990a), a masterful piece of open-minded science, than from my simple self-experiments; but the self-experiments had a big effect. Examples 1 and 6 are why I learned of the Ramirez results – they increased my interest in weight control. Examples 7–9 made the new theory more plausible and suggested that the forces it describes are important in everyday life. Example 10 is impressive evidence for the theory. Because it predicts that foods with unfamiliar flavors will cause weight loss, it caused me, when faced with a profound loss of appetite in Paris, to search my memory for foods with unfamiliar flavors. What came to mind were the many canned sodas I had drunk. Subsequent research strongly implied that this was the right answer. No other weight control theory would have suggested it. “It is no success for Newtonian theory,” wrote Lakotos (1978, p. 6), “that stones, when dropped, fall towards the earth, no matter how often this is repeated. What really count are [confirmations of] dramatic, unexpected, stunning predictions.” Example 10 is not quite the confirmation of a stunning prediction but it is quite surprising. The theory helped me find it, and it is much easier to explain if the theory is true.

The theory suggests new explanations of well-known phenomena. Many rat experiments have found that an increase in dietary variety increases weight (Raynor 2001). The new explanation is that including two foods in one meal allows cross-conditioning: The flavor signal produced by one food can become associated with the calorie signal produced by the other. This will generally produce stronger flavor-calorie associations than when the two foods are eaten separately. Consider a pastrami sandwich. The pastrami generates a strong flavor signal but a weak calorie signal (assuming just a few slices of pastrami); the bread generates a weak flavor signal but a strong calorie signal. Eaten at the same time they produce a much stronger flavor-calorie association than if eaten a few hours apart. There seem to be no direct studies of the effect of dietary variety on human body weight but there are some curious facts. One is the claim of Diamond and Diamond (1985) – without any evidence – that eating foods separately, a few hours apart, promotes weight loss. Assuming that the taste signal is forgotten within a few hours, when foods are eaten a few hours apart there is no cross-conditioning. Another curious fact is that the French are much thinner than Americans (Shetty & James 1994). The French smoke more than Americans, true, but it may also matter that the French, unlike Americans, eat only one dish per course. For example, Americans generally eat meat and vegetable during the same course but the French eat them at different times, a practice that reduces cross-conditioning.

Explanations of the worldwide increase in obesity (Seidell 2000) have included less physical activity, more energy-dense food, and less fiber (Kromhout et al. 2001; World Health Organization 2000). The new theory suggests a broader explanation: the worldwide increase in wealth. Wealth brings choice. Judging from rat experiments, when we are given a choice between two otherwise similar foods, we prefer the one with the stronger flavor-calorie association – which is the more fattening one according to this theory. An increase in wealth allows the purchase of better-tasting foods, which will often be foods with stronger flavor-calorie associations. According to the evolutionary argument for the theory (introduction to Example 7), our body-fat regulatory system is designed, like any good storage system, to make us fatter when food becomes cheaper.

4. General discussion

4.1. Summary of results

Twelve years of self-experimentation suggested several new cause-effect relationships and a new theory. The most important cause-effect relationships were:

1. Seeing faces in the morning on television caused a bidirectional change (worse, better) in mood (Example 2). The change began a half-day after seeing the faces and lasted about a day. The effect was strongest when the faces
were life-size at a conversational distance. Evening faces reduced the effect the next day. Travel across time zones reduced the effect for a few weeks.

2. Drinking unflavored fructose water caused weight loss (Example 10). A small amount of fructose per day sustained a large weight loss for more than one year, with no sign of regain. More extensive dietary changes, which included eating less-processed foods (Example 1), drinking lots of water (Example 6), eating a low-glycemic-index diet (Example 7), eating thick pasta (Example 8), and eating lots of sushi (Example 9), caused less or no weight loss, ruling out placebo-like explanations.

3. Standing reduced early awakening and increased how rested I felt when I awoke (Example 3). To produce these effects required standing about 8 hours per day.

4. Standing and morning light eliminated colds for more than 5 years (Example 5).

5. Breakfast caused early awakening (Example 1).

6. Morning light decreased early awakening and increased how rested I felt when I awoke (Example 4).

The new theory (background of Example 7) is about how diet controls weight. It assumes that the body-fat set point increases when you taste a flavor associated with calories: the stronger the association, the larger the increase. At other times, the set point declines. Examples 1 and 6 helped suggest the theory and Examples 7–10, especially 10, made it more plausible.

4.2. Value of self-experimentation

The number of new ideas, the strangeness of some of them, and their practical value all argue that self-experimentation is worthwhile. A new source of happiness (Example 2) can have far-reaching consequences; so can a new and powerful method of weight loss (Example 10). Both involved unusual treatments. Better health (Example 5) and better sleep (Examples 1, 3, and 4) are other popular and elusive goals that this work achieved in unexpected ways.

Self-experimentation helped produce plausible new ideas not only by generating ideas but also by testing and developing them. All three activities (generation, testing, and development) were important because in most cases the newly-conceived ideas, whether suggested by self-experimentation repeatedly generated ideas. It did so by (1) producing “accidents” (unexpected observations) and (2) making me think. Accidents were behind most of the new cause-effect relationships. Thought-provoking results (the weight losses of Examples 1 and 6) helped me think of the weight-control theory.

Why did self-experimentation generate “accidental” discoveries at a high rate? Campbell (1960) proposed that creativity derives from a search process (trying many things, retaining just a few). Scientific discovery can be thought of the same way (e.g., Klahr & Simon 1999). To illustrate this, Figure 31 shows cause-effect space, with causes on the abscissa and effects on the ordinate. The space is mostly empty but here and there x causes y, marked by a point. Finding a new cause-effect relationship corresponds to finding a new point in the space.

Self-experimentation searched this space much more efficiently – that is, at a much lower cost/area searched – than conventional experimentation. The efficiency had several sources:

1. It was easier to try new things. Self-experimentation made it easier to test new treatments (new x values) and make new measurements (new y values). To discover and confirm a new cause-effect relationship generally requires novel experiments. In the present work many treatments were new, such as watching faces on television early in the morning (Example 2), standing many hours per day (Example 3), eating a great deal of sushi for weeks (Example 9), and drinking sugar water (Example 10). Doing such experiments with other subjects, even just one subject, would have been much harder.

2. Self-monitoring made me sensitive to many changes. Because we constantly monitor our behavior and feelings, we can detect many sorts of changes (sleep, mood, hunger, etc.) without effort. This allows self-experiments to detect changes on dimensions that are not the focus of interest. In contrast, conventional experiments can rarely detect change on a dimension not deliberately measured. In terms of Figure 31, this means that a self-experiment searches a column of cause-effect space, not just a point. The value of this feature was clear in Example 2 (mood), where some-
thing done to improve sleep in fact improved mood, with a surprising latency. Circadian-rhythm experiments sometimes measure mood (e.g., Boivin et al. 1997) but it is hard to imagine any conventional experiment detecting such an unlikely change. Examples 3, 4, and 5 also involved change on an unexpected dimension. Other researchers have had similar experiences. During a temperature-regulation experiment, Michel Cabanac sat in cool water for several minutes. Soon afterwards, when some hot water accidentally splashed on him, he was surprised to notice it felt pleasant. This observation began a long line of research about pleasure and homeostasis (Cabanac 1995).

3. **Long-term records (covering years) were kept.** Long-term records are hard to obtain without self-observation, and they help detect changes that might otherwise be missed. In Example 1 (breakfast), years of data were required to detect a change in sleep duration (Fig. 1). Likewise, long-term records made unexpected effects of standing (Examples 3 and 5) and morning light (Examples 4 and 5) easier to notice.

4. **Wisdom was cheaper.** Long-term research teaches what does and does not matter. Self-experimentation, because it is easier than conventional research, allowed such wisdom to be acquired more easily. Before Example 1, years of disappointing results had taught me that expectations had little effect on my early awakening. When I finally found ways to reduce early awakening (Examples 1 and 3), I knew that expectations were not responsible. In a similar way, Examples 6–9 acted as control experiments to show that the weight loss of Example 10 (sugar water) did not have a trivial explanation (e.g., more attention to what I ate).

Advantages 1 and 2 made it much easier to search cause-effect space, especially its unexplored regions. Advantages 3 and 4 made the detection process more sensitive (better able to distinguish signal from noise), so that fewer data were needed at each point.

Why was self-experimentation thought-provoking? Examples 1 and 6 put me in close contact with two cause-effect relationships that were not new to me. The results of Sclafani and Springer (1976) had made me believe that highly processed food is probably more fattening than less-processed food (Example 1). The notion that drinking water causes weight loss (Example 6) was one of many fringe ideas I’d heard about weight control. Learning that these cause-effect relationships held true for me was not a big surprise but merely made me think about them much more. They were hard to explain, so I was brought nose-to-nose with the inadequacy of current theory. Many have preached the value of direct experience. According to Halmo’s (1975) and others, “the best way to learn is to do” (p. 466), and the best way to learn a scientific finding may be to repeat or experience it. McGuire (1997), writing about idea generation, recommended “hands-on participation by the principal investigator in the research routine . . . rather than leaving these tasks wholly to assistants” (p. 26). An agronomist I know, while a graduate student, spent a great deal of time in his experimental plots. “My first couple of summers of experimentation, I would be either hoeing or crawling on my hands and knees through my fields, making measurements, for six to ten hours a day.” His advisor believed that this would help him generate ideas. His field experience each summer has indeed been his best source of new ideas (Adam Davis, personal communication, December 23, 2001).

The low cost of self-experimentation allowed testing of highly implausible (“crazy”) ideas. The notion that a diet high in water content would have wonderful effects (Example 1) was “crazy”; so was the idea that standing would cause weight loss (Example 3). Both were wrong, it turned out, but testing them paid off. I could never have tested them using conventional methods. The scientific literature, including textbooks, says little about implausible ideas, but they probably deserve more attention – after all, many “crazy” ideas (e.g., continental drift) have turned out to be true. Imagine all scientific ideas on a line, with each idea’s position determined by the sum of everyone’s belief in it. Ideas without a smidgen of belief are at one end; ideas that everyone believes completely are at the other end. The line has three regions: implausible, plausible, and true. Conventional research is almost always about ideas in the plausible region. Self-experimentation, this work suggests, is good for working with ideas in the implausible region. Long-term self-experimentation can find such ideas. Short-term self-experimentation can, via tests and development, push them to plausibility. At that point conventional research may take over.

A final virtue of self-experimentation, it might be argued, is that it showed the practical value of basic behavioral research. On the face of it, basic research has been of little help with the problems addressed here: happiness, depression, insomnia, the common cold, and obesity. Research about happiness, although quite interesting, has not yet led to experiments that increase happiness (e.g., Myers 1992). The common treatments for depression (antidepressants, ECT, psychotherapy) were developed by trial and error; understanding of the underlying mechanisms played almost no role (Valenstein 1998). Most instances of successful weight loss seem to owe nothing to research (Wing & Hill 2001), and similar statements could be made about insomnia and the common cold. However, the highly practical results reported here required, I believe, a great deal of conventional research, much of it from the past 30 years. When I was trying to understand why breakfast caused early awakening (Example 1), the results of Mistlberger et al. (1990) put me on the right track. Circadian-rhythm research (especially Wever 1979) and sociological research (Szalai 1972) led me to the strange observation that began Example 2; the many connections between depression and circadian rhythms (e.g., Wehr & Goodwin 1983) were one reason I took it seriously. The weight-loss method of Example 10 was found with the help of a theory that is so research-based (especially on Ramirez 1990a, and Pavlovian conditioning results) that I have yet to find a commonsense way to explain it. In terms of effort, the present work was a drop in the bucket compared to the previous work that made it possible. In this sense, self-experimentation was a catalyst that brought the prior work to fruition. The technology needed to do what I did became available long ago (with the exception of Example 2, which required cable TV and a VCR). But nobody did it, because the necessary ideas were missing.

### 4.3. Expectations

That expectations may influence results is an obvious worry with self-experimentation (Baer 1998; Rosenthal 1966). One way to address this concern is to equate expectations across conditions being compared (as in double-blind ex-
periments). This strategy has two subtypes: (1) Zero expectations. This applies to effects I had no reason to anticipate (i.e., surprises). Surprises can be fast or slow. The initial observation that began Example 2 (watching Leno and Letterman one morning made me feel very good the next day) took seconds to notice. The unusual loss of hunger produced by sushi (Example 9) took hours to notice. Within days I noticed that standing a lot seemed to reduce early awakening (Example 3). The loss of hunger produced by sugar water (Example 10) became more surprising as, over weeks, I reduced the amount of sugar and the absence of hunger persisted. The decrease in sleep duration shown in Figure 1 (upper panel) first came to my attention during data analysis many months later. (2) Some expectations. A subject in a double-blind experiment has some expectation of improvement, of course. The only work reported here that resembled a blind experiment was the portion of Example 3 (standing) that involved measurement of daily amounts of standing in tiny portions. At the end of a day I had little idea how long I had stood. Roberts and Neuringer (1998) describe another “blind” self-experiment, which compared caffeinated and decaffeinated coffee.

Another way to deal with the possible effect of expectations in self-experimentation is to measure the effect. When a treatment is given some chance of working is tried and has no effect, this implies that expectations have no effect so long as it can be assumed that the effect of the treatment and the effect of expectations were both not negative. In other words, if A (treatment) + B (expectations) = 0, and neither A nor B is negative, then B = 0. If you test a variety of treatments for which your expectations are equal, the effect of the expectations can be no larger than the smallest observed effect, if it can be assumed that no treatment effects were negative. This reasoning helped interpret Examples 1 (breakfast), 3 (standing), and 4 (morning light), where the previous long history of failure to find a solution to the problem of early awakening implied that expectations had no detectable effect. This reasoning also helped interpret Example 10 (sugar water) because Examples 6–9 had no significant effect here. Throughout the examples, the related results sections showed that the conclusions reached here were supported by other studies not involving self-experimentation. Table 2 summarizes this supporting evidence. It is more reason to think that expectations had no significant effect here.

This view of expectations agrees with what is known about placebo effects. Kienle and Kiene (1997) discussed the many methodological problems with the supposed evidence for the “power” of placebos. When those problems were taken into account, there was no longer any convincing evidence. “Having analyzed a total of 800 articles on placebo, we have not found any reliable demonstrations of the existence of placebo effects” (Kienle & Kiene 1997, p. 1316). Hrobjartsson and Gotzsche (2001) managed to find 115 studies that included a no-treatment control group in addition to a placebo control group, so that the effect of placebos could be measured. Combining these studies, they “found little evidence in general that placebos had powerful clinical effects” (p. 1594), although they detected small effects in the treatment of pain (where the concept of placebo effects originated) and with continuous subjective measures (such as the mood measurements of Example 2 and the rested ratings of Examples 3 and 4). They found no effect on objective measures (e.g., weight) or on binary measures (e.g., early awakening, colds).

### 4.4. Generality

Every study is n = 1 in countless ways (Tukey 1969) – one classroom, one set of materials, one time of day – so uncertainty about generality is not unique to self-experimentation.

One argument for the generality of the present results is

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Related results from conventional research</th>
<th>Section*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (breakfast)</td>
<td>Anticipatory activity generated by food</td>
<td>2.2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (faces)</td>
<td>Symptoms of depression; cyclical nature of bipolar disorder; links between depression and circadian rhythms; links between mood and circadian rhythms; social entrainment of circadian rhythms; correlation between isolation and depression</td>
<td>2.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (standing)</td>
<td>High rate of osteoporosis in the United States, composition of leg muscles</td>
<td>2.4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (light)</td>
<td>Effects of light on circadian rhythms</td>
<td>2.5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (health)</td>
<td>Sleep-immune connections; timing of flu epidemics</td>
<td>2.6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (water)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3.2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–10 (Pavlovian weight-control theory)</td>
<td>Evidence for the set point theory of weight control; Ramirez (1990a); Pavlovian conditioning experiments, especially CS and US pre-exposure effects; experiments that show flavor-calorie associative learning</td>
<td>3.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (glycemic index)</td>
<td>Fiber-intake survey; rat experiment</td>
<td>3.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (pasta)</td>
<td>Ad libitum diets where the initial effect differs from the long-term effect</td>
<td>3.4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (sushi)</td>
<td>Bland diets that have caused weight loss</td>
<td>3.5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (fructose water)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3.6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Refer to the text section for details and references.
basic biology. Examples 1–5 suggest that certain environmental events (morning faces, standing, morning light) resemble vitamins, in the sense that they are required for basic processes to work properly. Likewise, other events (breakfast, evening faces, east-west travel) resemble poisons, in the sense that they cause basic processes to malfunction. A great deal of biological research teaches that this sort of thing does not vary from person to person; the necessary dosage varies, but the basic effect does not. Different persons require different amounts of Vitamin A but everyone needs some of it. What poisons one person will poison another. Examples 7–10 suggest the existence of a certain weight-control mechanism. Again, a vast amount of biological research argues that different persons do not have different regulatory mechanisms.

Another indication of generality is that for each of the problems studied or alluded to (poor sleep, depression, colds, obesity) the prevalence of the problem roughly matches the prevalence of its suggested cause: both are common. For example, poor sleep is widespread; so are breakfast, jobs that require sitting most of the time, and little exposure to morning sunlight. Depression is widespread; so is little exposure to morning faces. If this research had implied that something common caused a rare problem, it would have meant that something about me or about my environment was unusual. Phenylketonuria is a case where something common (foods with phenylalanine) causes something rare (mental retardation), and, indeed, persons with phenylketonuria are unusual. They have two copies of a rare allele.

The related results given with each example and summarized in Table 2 – results that, of course, came from other people or from animals – are yet another reason to believe that conclusions from the present results will be widely true. The results of Example 1 (breakfast), for instance, can be seen as an instance of anticipatory activity. A wide range of vertebrates show anticipatory activity. If a result generalizes across species, surely it will generalize within a species (from one human to another). The generality of Example 2 is supported by circadian-rhythm research and psychiatric research. And so on.

4.5. Idea generation

The present work supports earlier notions about idea generation. Many scientists have stressed the importance of accidents, which led to Examples 1–5, 9, and 10 (e.g., Beveridge 1957; Medawar 1984; Roberts 1989; Shapiro 1986). Root-Bernstein (1989) listed 43 “strategies for discovering” (p. 407) and some of them describe quite closely what I did, including “action creates results” (p. 409; Example 1 derived from years of trudging on in spite of failure), “try many things” (p. 409), “do what makes your heart leap” (p. 410; I cared a great deal about getting rid of early awakenings), and, above all, “ignorance is bliss” (p. 417; when I began this research, I knew little about sleep, mood, health, and weight control, at least compared to experts). Likewise, some of McGuire’s (1997) 49 heuristics held true, including the value of evolutionary thinking and “participating actively in the research process” (p. 5).

The present work illustrates how one discovery leads to others, a kind of self-catalysis. Discovery of new cause-effect relationships helps one induce a good theory; a good theory helps one deduce where to find new cause-effect relationships. The region labeled “theory” in Figure 31 indicates a region of cause-effect space with an above-average density of points. Finding one of the points within a theory helps you find others. The breakfast effect (Example 1) reminded me of the idea that our brains and bodies were designed for Stone-Age conditions, which led to Examples 2–5. Likewise, the effects of processing (Example 1) and water (Example 6) led me to the Pavlovian weight-control theory, which led to Examples 7–10.

If we add self-experimentation to the (short) list of methods of idea generation (already containing exploratory data analysis and combinatorial chemistry), we can see more easily what they have in common.

Exploratory data analysis (Tukey 1977) emphasizes visual displays, which are an excellent source of new ideas. Oliver (1991) advised would-be discoverers to “go for the spatial pattern,” to look at the spatial pattern of almost anything (p. 78). An example is maps of county cancer rates in the United States (Jansson 1985). The colorectal cancer map revealed that “the northeast area with high colorectal cancer rates is very sharply separated along the Ohio River from the low-rate area to its south and less sharply but quite clearly along the Mississippi River from the low-rate area to its west” (Jansson 1985, p. 341). During the last Ice Age, glaciers stopped at this boundary. Perhaps sand carried by the glaciers buried protective nutrients deep underground. Tests of various possibilities led to a focus on the effects of selenium. This was not a wholly new idea (a few animal experiments had already suggested that selenium might be protective), but the discovery of wholly independent evidence gave it a great boost. Another thought-provoking observation was that Seneca County, New York, had much lower cancer rates than neighboring counties. Again, geological information helped generate the hypothesis that diets high in potassium reduce cancer, an idea supported by other comparisons.

Combinatorial chemistry consists of techniques that allow quick synthesis of a large number of chemicals with similar structures. It is now possible “to prepare in less than a week more compounds than were made in the whole previous history of chemistry” (Furka 2001, p. iii). The results are screened for the property of interest. Combinatorial chemistry has led to “the extreme acceleration of the process of discovery of active entities,” wrote Seneci (2000, p. xi).

Visual displays of data, combinatorial chemistry, and self-experimentation allow rapid search of new spaces. Visual displays of data allow the viewer to quickly detect any of many possible patterns – in effect, a very fast search through possible summaries of the results. To numerically test for each pattern, one by one, would take far longer. Combinatorial chemistry allows a quick search of many novel compounds for a property of interest. As discussed above, self-experimentation allows a rapid search of cause-effect space, especially unexplored regions. Rapid search, in these instances, means orders of magnitude faster than other methods. It is easy to believe that this property is the main reason each of the three methods generates discoveries at a high rate, and that any future method with this property will also be a good way to make discoveries.

Klahr and Simon (1999) noted that what scientists do when making discoveries often resembles a search process, which supports a connection between rapid search and idea generation. Another bit of supporting evidence comes from
the history of science, at least my nonexpert knowledge of it. New technologies often lead to scientific discoveries, of course, but in most cases years pass between the development of the technology and the discovery. Roentgen's discovery of X-rays, for instance, required photographic plates but occurred long after they became common. I know of only two exceptions to the long-latency rule: (1) Galileo was the first to use the telescope for astronomy and quickly discovered the hills and valleys of Jupiter. (2) Leeuwenhoek made much better microscopes than his contemporaries and quickly discovered bacteria, protozoa, and many other things. In both cases, the time between improvement and discovery was much less than a year. Telescopes and Leeuwenhoek's microscopes both allowed rapid search of new spaces.

When combinatorial chemistry began, in the 1960s and 1970s, “leading academic chemists [made] comments such as ‘this isn’t science,’” recalled Pavia (2001, p. 52). Given the paucity of methods for generating ideas (Table 1), it was different from the scientific methods they had been taught. We might assume that methods of idea generation are rare because idea generation is mysterious, but the opposite may be closer to the truth: Idea generation is mysterious because methods of idea generation have been rare. With three methods, idea generation does not seem so mysterious: The methods have an obvious common element.

### 4.6. Innovation

Scientific discovery is one type of innovation and, judging by the present work, it follows rules that also apply to other types. Innovation often results from mixing (e.g., Bartlett 1958, p. 58; Koestler 1964, p. 236; Simonton 1999, p. 123). In the present work, a simple example is that the weight-control work (Examples 6–10) brought ideas from animal learning to a different research area. The crucial mixtures may have more than two components. Jacobs (1984) argued that for cities to prosper and diversify their economic activity (generating new products and services) a number of economic conditions must coexist. The present work mixes anecdotes, self-experimentation, theory, and conventional empirical research, in the sense that it has been guided by all four. In some cases, the “mixing” that generates innovation is only a meeting, a coming together of things that do not intermingle. Biological diversity is especially high along boundaries between two different habitats (e.g., forest and meadow), a phenomenon called the edge effect (Harris 1988, p. 330). Self-experimentation is on the border between anecdote and multi-subject experimentation and has features of both: the range and flexibility of anecdote, the repetition and logical clarity of experiments.

Innovation has been curiously linked with coherence, all the way from lasers (coherent light) to political movements (coherent action), perhaps because coherence is hard to achieve but, when it is achieved, creates a new source of power. The work described here took the events of one person’s life, recorded day by day, and by imposing some uniformity pulled them together to answer scientific questions.

Other factors were also important. Smith (1981) noted that in a history of metallurgy he had written, “many of the primary sources . . . were objects in art museums” (p. 191) because many important metallurgical techniques were first used by artists. He attributed this to “the artist’s search for a continued diversity of materials” (p. 191). To an artist, in other words, a new material has value because it differs from familiar materials. Whether the material is better in a standard metallurgical way (stronger, more flexible) matters less to the artist than it would to an engineer, yet an artist’s interest in new materials has led to the development of materials that engineers have found useful. Likewise, a historian of art could be impressed by the effects of new technologies first used nonartistically – ceramics benefited from hotter, cheaper ovens, for example. That artists have different goals than engineers has helped engineers innovate, and vice versa.

In a small way, the present work suggests the same thing – that innovation benefits from diverse goals. I did not begin self-experimentation because I wanted to make discoveries. The main point of this article – that self-experimentation promotes discovery – was a surprise. The examples described here were preceded by 10 years of self-experimentation that, judged as science, produced nothing of value – no interesting discoveries, no publications. Had I thought of it as science, I would have been discouraged. But I didn’t; I thought of it as problem solving (how to sleep better), so the lack of a scientific payoff did not matter. Yet that “nonscientific” work was surely essential to the work described here. During that period I solved various practical and intellectual problems associated with self-experimentation. I learned what designs worked. I learned how to record, store, and study the data. What may scare others away from self-experimentation, the worry that expectations will distort the results, turned out to be not a big problem. I learned this when I saw that my expectations were often wrong. Diversity of goals increases innovation, it seems safe to say, because it causes development of new and useful skills and materials (essentially, new tools) whose application to a problem is not obvious when the development begins.

Business students learn that incubation (time in a protected environment) gives new things time to develop. Research universities provide incubation because the research they support need not be profitable. In my case, tenure provided incubation within incubation because it protected me from the usual demands (publications and grants) of a research university. Just as incubation, a kind of tolerance, promotes innovation, intolerance hinders it. Jacobs (2000) argued that caste systems and other forms of discrimination retard economic development because they prevent certain jobs from becoming the seeds of new businesses. In societies that oppress women, for example, “half of their populations, doing economically important kinds of work, such as cooking and food processing, cleaning and laundering, making garments, and concocting home remedies, are excluded from taking initiatives to develop all that work [e.g., open a laundry] – and nobody else does it, either” (Jacobs 2000, p. 33). Likewise, failure to do or publish self-experiments prevents them from acting as the seeds of new conventional research. As mentioned earlier, belief that something is bad makes it harder to learn what it is good for – including what it could become.
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APPENDIX: TECHNICAL DETAILS

A.1. Example 1 (Breakfast)

To measure my sleep, I used a custom-made device about the size of a book. At night, when I turned off the lights to fall asleep, I pushed a button (start). Five minutes later, the device beeped. If I was still awake, I pushed another button (awake) in response. The awake button was large, lit from within, and easy to push. If I pushed it within four minutes of the beep, indicating that I was still awake, the cycle continued: Five minutes after the first beep, the device beeped again. If I failed to push the awake button within four minutes of a beep, the beeping stopped. This measured my sleep latency in 5-minute units. If I awoke in the middle of the night and did not get out of bed (e.g., to urinate), I pushed the awake button. In the morning, when I got out of bed, I pushed a third button (stop). The device stored the times that the start and stop buttons were pushed, and counted the number of times I pushed the awake button before and after falling asleep (two separate counts). Similar measures of sleep have a long history (Blood et al. 1997).

A.2. Example 2 (Faces)

As an example of what I watched in the beginning, on July 20, 1995, starting at 9:43 a.m., I watched Politically Incorrect (13 minutes), The Real World (54 minutes), Road Rules (19 minutes), and The Simpsons (6 minutes); on August 16, 1995, starting at 9:24 a.m., I watched Newsradio (23 minutes), Frazier (23 minutes), and Comedy Product (standup comedy; 22 minutes).

After I determined that the crucial stimulus was a face looking at you, I mostly watched Washington Journal and Booknotes. Those provided a high density of such stimuli.

A.3. Example 4 (Morning light)

The light source I placed on my treadmill for the main experiment of this example was an ordinary fluorescent fixture with four standard-length (1.22 m) 40-W fluorescent lamps covered by a diffuser. The lamps were General Electric F40SP65, which emit light with color temperature 6500 degrees Kelvin, resembling skylight. I was exposed to the light while I walked on a treadmill watching television. The light fixture lay on the arms of the treadmill, shining upward. My eyes were about 0.6 m horizontal and 0.6 m vertical from the center of the diffuser. The television was directly in front of the treadmill at roughly eye level.

The treadmill was near a window, so the fluorescent light, to be effective, had to be substantially brighter than light from the window. Measured with a light meter (Gossen Luna-Pro sbc) at the position of my eyes pointed at the center of the diffuser, the intensity of the fluorescent light was 1600 lux. During the experiment, light from the window (measured by putting the light meter at the position of my eyes and pointing toward the center of the window) was about 40 lux at 7:00 a.m., and about 100 lux 2.3 hours later. On the days I had taken walks, the outdoor light intensity at 6:30 a.m., measured by pointing the light meter straight up, was about 1000 lux. Light from the television was 10–20 lux.
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Abstract: The design and interpretation of self-experimentation need to be integrated with existing scientific knowledge. Otherwise observations on oneself cannot make a creative contribution to the advance of empirical understanding.

Seth Roberts is right to argue that experiments on oneself are unduly neglected in contemporary science. Unfortunately, however, Roberts has misapplied scientific method in the studies that he describes running on himself.

There are four types of flaw in his claims to have evidence for some effects of visual exposure, movement practices, or food selection on expressed mood, perceived sleep, symptoms of a cold, and body weight.

1. Roberts’ self-observations are contaminated by effects of his knowledge of previous observations that he made of himself. There is little or no point in self-replication when the phenomena depend on perceptible stimulation or controllable action.

2. Roberts’ manipulations are confounded by known influences that may provide explanations of his observations that conflict with his hypotheses.

3. Contrary to the argument by Roberts, the unexpectedness of an observation makes no contribution to the strength of the evidence. This is because, if flaws 1 and 2 were avoided by considering only a single observation, the surprise becomes logically indistinguishable from mere coincidence. Worse, a lifetime spent looking for surprises will collect an increasing number of spurious concurrences. For example, this is the basis of the very high proportion of supposed intolerances for foods that, on testing, prove to be misperceived (Booth et al. 1999; Knibb et al. 1999).

4. In the case of his most “weighty” conclusions, Roberts’ theory has been refuted by extensive prior research.

It is with some grief that I see Roberts spoil his case for self-study, because I began my research in molecular neuroscience and my education in cognitive psychology with experiments on myself.

My initial brain/mind interest was the neurochemistry of psychosis. In that context, I once ate nothing but a large bar of chocolate for lunch and analysed its metabolic products, to show that the origin of a compound seen more often in hospital patients diagnosed with schizophrenia was less likely to be in their brains than in the boxes of chocolates which visitors gave to them more often than to the nurses who served as the control group in that project (Booth & Smith 1964). The printer’s block for the key figure still sits on my office shelf, labelled “In Memoriam: experimenter as his own subject” – although the nausea that I suffered after eating a half-pound of chocolate was clearly not fatal! Note that my metabolism (or the hospital visitors’ gifts) could not be affected by my perceptions or my actions, given that I kept the chocolate down.

Eight years previously, I worked by myself through a little book of experiments in psychology (Valentine 1953). My memory is of laboriously training out the Müller-Lyer illusion and replicating the primacy and recency effects in recall of lists of words. Later, however, I found that I had a capacity for direction of attention sufficient for observable dissociative effects as autosuggested movement. So I became aware that directed forgetting could modulate that curve of deficits in serial recall. No one these days should estimate the size of an effect without comparing performance between people who know and don’t know the correct hypothesis.
Some of my professional discoveries about hunger provide a basis for sympathy with Roberts' thesis but also for criticism of his examples. In some instances, I can't tell if personal experience stimulated the hypothesis, my theorising triggered the self-observations, both, or neither.

For example, Booth et al. (1970) provided the first (group) evidence that protein is better than carbohydrate in a meal at keeping hunger at bay some hours afterwards. The finding has been replicated several times (most recently by Long et al. [2000]); indeed, the original pair of experiments was limited, like all single studies, and so needed to be extended by different designs (very differently by French et al. [1992]). The effect, moreover, may be the key to low-carbohydrate diets (like Atkins'): weight loss occurs only when energy intake is lowered, and reduction of hunger by the raised protein content may enable this self-restriction to be better sustained (Bravata et al. 2003). The autobiographical twist on this is that I had gained the impression that meals based on rice, even when I had eaten enough to feel very full, left me hungry again little more than an hour later. For a long while now, I have believed that I can prevent this (other "Chinese restaurant syndrome") by including enough flesh food of some sort in the meal. Yet I can't tell if this effect is self-experimental evidence for the hunger-delaying effect of protein or autosuggestion from - or valid application of - my theory of late mobilisation and utilisation of assimilated amino acids through the alanine cycle.

On Roberts' ideas about sleep, he pleads that the basis of his anticipatory awakening is "surely not expectation." Yet it is likely that he was aware that he was not going to have his usual breakfast: I regularly wake early when I know I have something unusual to do when I get up. Quite apart from autosuggestion, Roberts fails to allow for some obvious mechanisms. For example, eating fruit in the evening could induce earlier waking because fruit fills the bladder more than drier foods do.

The most disastrous moves made by Roberts deploy the notion of a "set point" for body weight. This concept of a reference value is simply redundant when there are opposing negative feedback functions (Booth et al. 1976; Peck 1976). Furthermore, even for body temperature regulation, the hypothalamus has only counterbalancing networks for heat production and dispersal - no 37°C setting neurones. The urgent scientific issues about obesity are the mechanisms by which a person can most easily lose more energy than they gain during and between meals (Blair et al. 1989; Booth 1998): "set" points that move (!) divert attention from the real scientific problems. Similarly mind-numbing is the unoperationalised notion cited by Roberts that flavour-calorie associations increase "palatability" (Booth 1990; Conner et al. 1998).

Basic mistakes undermine these designs and interpretations. One example will have to suffice here: sucrose is a compound of fructose and glucose and so is useless as a control for fructose. Indeed, a lot of fructose without glucose is poorly absorbed and the resulting upset could reduce hunger (Booth 1989, p. 249). Roberts can swap anecdotes with his readers for a very long time, but scientific understanding is not advanced until a literature-informed hypothesis is tested between or within groups in a fully controlled design shown to be double-blind.

To conclude, personal experience can be a good way to get new ideas. Deliberate manipulation of the environment and keeping an eye open for unusual consequences may accelerate the generation of hypotheses. Yet the only way that science progresses with new ideas is to test novel hypotheses against existing theories in a competent design. Individualised analysis of complex performance (Booth & Freeman 1993; Booth et al. 1983; 2003) is also grossly neglected but requires adequate design and aggregated data. Don't compare conclusions; find out about mechanisms.
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**Abstract:** There are two sorts of scientists: Dionysians, who rely on intuition, and Apollonians, who are more systematic. Self-experimentation is a Dionysian approach that is likely to open new lines of research. Unfortunately, the Dionysian approach does not allow one to predict the results of experiments. That is one reason why self-experimentation is not popular among granting agencies.

The title of this commentary is borrowed from a letter to Science by the Nobel laureate Albert Szent-Györgyi (Szent-Györgyi 1972). In it, Szent-Györgyi recalled that the terms Apollonian and Dionysian, proposed earlier by J. R. Platt (in a personal communication), reflect extremes of two different attitudes of mind that can be found probably in all walks of life, but apply especially well to scientific research. Apollonians tend to develop established lines to perfection, whereas Dionysians rely on intuition and are more likely to open new, unexpected lines of research.

Self-experimentation, as demonstrated by Roberts, is evidently Dionysian. Roberts shows how the results of each experiment led to a new hypothesis, then to another self-experiment, and so forth. I can modestly confirm that I have also experienced a similar concatenation of ideas. For my M.D. thesis, I trained in the area of temperature regulation in relation to central nervous system physiology under J. Chatonnet (researching exclusively with dogs, which was still possible back then); then I did a post-doctorate under P. Dejours, a respiratory physiologist. Dejours proposed that I should check whether what he had discovered and termed "accrochage" - that is, the peripheral nervous signal for hyperventilation at the onset of exercise - would also take place with shivering. It did, but that is not my point here. Both of us served as subjects in an experiment with acute cold exposure aimed at arousing shivering. During these sessions, I experienced what J. Barcroft and F. Verzár had discovered and described as "basking in the cold": a sudden relief and relaxation between the bursts of shivering that accompany intense cold discomfort (Barcroft & F. Verzár 1931). This observation largely determined my future work in research, because after returning from Dejours' lab I started to study what caused "basking in the cold." This led to another fruitful experience. One day I had subjected myself to a hot bath in order to study the influence of core temperature on thermal comfort and was in a hurry because another subject was supposed to arrive in the lab any minute. While I was cleaning the bathtub with a hose, I became aware that the very cold water from the hose felt pleasant on my hand. The ice-cold water, usually unpleasant, felt good! It felt good because I was still hyperthermic and sweating. This was the beginning of a still-active line of research: first, on sensory pleasure, then, on other pleasures like taste: then, on phenomena like earning money or enjoying poetry. I have described the process of self-experimentation leading to new lines of research, and the sequence of events that determine lines of research in my book La Quête du Plaisir (Cabanac 1995).

Thus, my experience confirms Seth Roberts' experience. I congratulate BBS for giving a voice to such an unusual, and unpopular, view. The advantage of self-experimentation has been demonstrated in the target article. However, a profound disadvantage lies hidden in this type of approach, as recalled by Szent-Györgyi himself: the Dionysian approach of self-experimentation indeed favours "accidental" discoveries (by well-prepared minds), but it is impossible to predict what will be found, and what the next question will be. Yet, nowadays research is a profession, managed by professionals, with strict criteria. Large amounts of money are usually needed for research and this often comes from the public; hence, taxpayers must be confident that their contributions are well spent. In turn, granting committees tend to demand detailed descriptions of the research projects, with a cascade of experiments and their expected results predicted in advance. This is not
how the Dionysian brain works. Since the Dionysian approach is often undertaken when the outcome of experiments is unpredictable, self-experimentation is rarely popular with granting agencies.

Linking self-experimentation to past and future science: Extended measures, individual subjects, and the power of graphical presentation
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Abstract: The case for the value of self-experimentation in advancing science is convincing. Important features of the method include (1) repeated measures of individual behavior, over extended time, to discover cause/effect relations, and (2) vivid graphical presentations. Large-scale research on Pavlovian conditioning and weight control is needed because verification could result in easy and inexpensive mitigation of a serious public health problem.

Several years ago, Irene Grote, a former student of mine and now a research scientist at the University of Kansas, expressed her conviction that increasing the frequency of self-experimentation among behavioral scientists would contribute significantly to the scientific understanding of behavior. I was not convinced and countered that self-experimentation was a fine tool for personal development and self-understanding, but I doubted its relevance to advancing science. Roberts’ target article happily proves Dr. Grote right and leads the way in using a time-honored and powerful research method to bring experimental rigor to the task of integrating the principles of evolutionary theory and the principles of learning.

The first feature of Roberts’ research that demands my attention is his use of repeated measures, over extended time, of the behavior of an individual organism to experimentally analyze the variables affecting behavior. Roberts’ use of long baselines followed by systematic and repeated manipulations of independent variables is characteristic of the work of Pavlov, Skinner, and virtually all behavioral researchers whose work with nonhuman organisms led to our current understanding of behavioral processes operating during the lifetime of individual organisms.

Roberts’ use of this experimental method in self-experimentation has added to its usefulness in two ways. First, self-experimentation allows experimenters a kind of extended access to the behavior of adult human subjects that is difficult—if not impossible—to achieve otherwise. Most people simply will not participate for years in someone else’s scientific experiment, so the kind of long-term experiment that is usually possible only with nonhumans is now made possible with humans doing self-experimentation. Second, Roberts has extended the use of this experimental method to explore characteristics of human behavior that may have their origin in the history of the species. In doing so, he brings the experimental method to bear on hypotheses heretofore examined only in terms of correlational research, and his amazing graphs powerfully reveal the effects (or noneffects) of his independent variables. As pointed out by Smith et al. (2002b), “graphs constitute a distinct means of inference in their own right” and graphs “are uniquely suited for the coordination of scientific activities (experimental, numerical, and theoretical)” (p. 758).

The second arresting feature of Roberts’ article is the potential importance, both theoretical and practical, of his theory that the set point for weight maintenance can be (and often is) changed via Pavlovian conditioning. If the role of Pavlovian conditioning is supported in the case of weight control, the theoretical importance of this finding extends well beyond the realm of weight change. The theory offers an entrée into the vast and almost unexplored borderland between evolutionary biology and principles of learning, and it brings experimental rigor to the task of integrating the principles of evolutionary biology and the principles of learning.

On the practical side, Roberts’ data clearly call for a large-scale investigation under tightly controlled conditions to test the Pavlovian conditioning theory of set point. Should the hypothesis be confirmed, an easily implemented, inexpensive treatment will become available for losing unwanted weight and a major public health problem may be abated. The knowledge that conditioning accounts for some of the problems said to derive from “Stone Age” bodies living in modern environments should allow humans to engineer modern environments to make those environments work for them rather than against them, thus mitigating any mismatch between Stone Age life and modern life.

A third feature of the target article that stands out for this commentator is a sometimes subtle but pervasive message that our understanding of scientific method is limited by the grip of traditional formulations. As a graduate student, I was puzzled by textbooks on experimental psychology that proclaimed the researcher begins by “stating a hypothesis.” I wanted to know how the experimenter came by the hypothesis and I suspected that it usually derived from casual observation (unsystematic induction), or worse, from a “theory” that was itself based on casual observation. This seemed almost to guarantee a great deal of wasted effort. In the target article, Roberts shows that self-experimentation is on a short list of methods that have been shown to generate scientific ideas systematically. By a concatenation of data derived from such experimental analysis and correlational data consistent with theories already supported by converging lines of evidence (theories such as the theory of natural selection), Roberts shows us a way to begin filling the “missing methods” cell in his table of scientific activities. And the way he goes about doing it is entirely consistent with the way the great behavioral researchers have always generated the ideas that eventually led to new discoveries: by systematically investigating what appeared to be a cause/effect relation in the behavior of an individual organism—often discovered while collecting data on something else.

From methodology to data analysis: Prospects for the n = 1 intrasubject design
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Abstract: The target article is important not only for black-box studies, but also for those interested in tracing cognitive processing and/or subjective experience (via systematic self-observation). I provide two examples taken from my own research. I then proceed to discuss how best to analyze data from the n = 1 study, which has a factorial design.

Self-experimentation, or what some term systematic self-observation, has a venerable history in psychology, going back to the Würzburg school (Humphrey 1951) and even earlier to the work of Ebbinghaus. Roberts eschews a focus on subjective experience, discussing, as he does, cause-effect relationships in behaviour. Yet, I would argue that the importance of his target article is not only for black-box studies, but also for those interested in tracing cognitive processing and/or subjective experience. I provide two examples from my own research.

Schacter (1976, p. 475) presents the “entoptic explanation” of hypnagogic imagery, which states that entoptics serve as the raw data for hypnagogia. To test this, we manipulated awareness of both entoptics and hypnagogia in the same observers—my two co-authors, Friedland and Salach-Nachum, serving in time-locked single-subject designs (Glicksohn et al. 1990–91). Systematic self-
observation was conducted daily for 10 weeks, during which an experimental regime was followed: (1) exposure to a strong source of light for 10 minutes (week 2); (2) vigorous exercise (week 4); (3) cessation of smoking (week 6); exposure to drawings of entoptic phenomena (week 8). Vigorous exercise and cessation of smoking were incorporated because the observers had noted in the past that these factors tended to enhance the appearance of entoptics. The manipulations employed to explore hypnagogia were as follows: (1) use of an alarm clock to awaken approximately one hour after falling asleep (week 3); (2) exposure to monotonous sources of stimulation immediately prior to falling asleep (week 5); (3) exposure to unfamiliar surrealist pictures prior to falling asleep (week 7); exposure to monotonous sources of stimulation, and subsequent alarm-clock awakening (week 9). The entoptic hypothesis could not be supported: there was no correlation between the frequencies of incidence of the two. Furthermore, the content of the hypnagogic imagery was, in the main, not directly related to entoptics. In many respects, this study is similar to some of those described by Roberts. But note the difference in focus – not only on cause-effect relationships, but also on subjective experience.

My second example concerns the bipolarity of mood. One option is of reciprocal inhibition of polar opposites, whereby when one mood is dominant, its polar opposite is suppressed, but can later be released. To investigate the alteration of mood across time, two cooperative participants recorded daily mood (Glicksohn et al. 1995–96). Pleasant and unpleasant affect bore a lawful relationship, indicative of a cyclical, reciprocal inhibition of mood: assessed over the span of three months, they correlated negatively \( r = -0.64 \) and \(-0.71\), respectively). Furthermore, using spectral analysis, we found that the two were in opposite phase. In many respects, this study is similar to some of those described by Roberts. But note the difference in focus— not only on cause-effect relationships, but also on subjective experience.

My second example concerns the bipolarity of mood. One option is of reciprocal inhibition of polar opposites, whereby when one mood is dominant, its polar opposite is suppressed, but can later be released. To investigate the alteration of mood across time, two cooperative participants recorded daily mood (Glicksohn et al. 1995–96). Pleasant and unpleasant affect bore a lawful relationship, indicative of a cyclical, reciprocal inhibition of mood: assessed over the span of three months, they correlated negatively \( r = -0.64 \) and \(-0.71\), respectively). Furthermore, using spectral analysis, we found that the two were in opposite phase. In many respects, this study is similar to some of those described by Roberts. But note the difference in focus— not only on cause-effect relationships, but also on subjective experience.

Figure 1 (Glicksohn). Mean alpha power values (after log transformation) together with SEM of one participant, as a function of epoch size, task, hemisphere, and session.

EEG alpha is customarily quantified using spectral analysis. It is not clear, however, what should be the optimal length of sampling (epoch size). There is too wide a degree of latitude here, with different studies employing different epoch sizes, ranging from 1–4 seconds (e.g., Hoptman & Davidson 1998) to 15–30 seconds (e.g., Wackermann et al. 1993). I conducted a parametric study entailing three tasks (with eyes closed), with online EEG recording: (1) restful wakefulness; (2) mental arithmetic; (3) time estimation. Two participants provided complete test-retest EEG, exhibiting conspicuous, well-regulated alpha within each of two sessions. The EEG was subjected to spectral analysis, employing epochs varying in size from 2 to 10 seconds. Alpha power density was extracted, defined as total power within that band (8–13 Hz); this was subsequently log-transformed to normalize the distribution. I focus on the data of one of these participants.

An ANOVA with repeated measures on epoch size, task, hemisphere, and session, using the 12 profiles (Fig. 1), was run to assess the stability of alpha power as a function of epoch size. In this analysis, a common error term was created by pooling all interactions. The effect for epoch size was significant \( F(4, 51) = 4.33, MSE = 0.004, p < .005\). In short, for this participant alpha power was highest for the 2-sec epoch \((M = 3.39)\) and lowest for the 10-sec epoch \((M = 3.29)\). In addition, the main effect for both hemisphere and session was also significant \(F(1, 51) = 127.56 \) and
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113.21, respectively; \( p < .005 \), but that of task was not \([F (2, 51) = 1.37]\). (In a similar vein, Roberts has employed a one-way ANOVA with repeated measures, to determine whether standing had an effect on sleep latency.)

A second data-analytic approach is to employ a within-subject multiple-regression model (Lorch & Myers 1990), as has been previously implemented for the individual assessment of structural brain asymmetries (Glicksohn & Mylshobsky 1993) and for studying profiles of line-bisection performance (Soroker et al. 1994). Both hemisphere and session were dummy-coded, and task was defined by means of two dummy variables, using the eyes-closed baseline condition as a suitable reference. The regression was significant \([F (5, 54) = 47.76, \text{MSE} = 0.005, p < .0001, R^2 = .82]\), with significant contributions for epoch size \((b = -0.10, p < .005)\), hemisphere \((b = -0.19, p < .0001)\) and session \((b = -0.18, p < .0001)\), and no significant contributions of either dummy variable indexing task. These results essentially replicate the previous findings.

Roberts might well consider more extensively analyzing his \( n = 1 \) data base, using the methods described above.

Self-experimentation and self-management: Allies in combination therapies

Irene Grote
University of Kansas, LifeSpan Institute, Lawrence, KS 66044.

grote@ku.edu http://www.people.ukans.edu/~grote/

Abstract: Self-experimentation is a valuable companion to self-management in the benefit of pharmacocognitive-behavior combination therapies. However, data on individuals participating as active therapeutic agents are sparse. Smoking cessation therapy is an example. Roberts’ self-experimentation suggests trying more diversity in research to generate new ideas. This may inform current approaches to the cessation of smoking.

Self-management skills – usually referred to as self-regulation or self-control – are valuable tools relevant to nearly any setting where independence from medical, therapeutic, or teaching agents is a desirable long-term goal. Self-management can involve patients as decision-makers in the long-term outcomes of their treatment (see Grote [1997] for combination therapies of pharmacocognitive-behavioral dimensions).

Self-management skills emphasize prevention and, importantly, relapse prevention. Treatments which involve individuals as self-managing decision-makers, and therefore, as therapeutic agents, may empirically turn out to work better than those which do not do so. Given these premises, modern training of medical professionals and therapists seems to mandate instructor skills for teaching self-management, and to suggest that instructors practice self-study. Anecdotes, data, and conceptualizations in the history of science indicate that methodological self-study can contribute important outcomes to medical and other sciences (e.g., Altman 1987/1998; Neuringer 1984).

Where there is self-management, self-experimentation typically is not far away. Select academic programs started teaching students long ago the techniques of studying their own conduct or self-perception using scientific method (cf. Burkett 1987; Hoch 1987; Jacobs 1990). (For example: Jacobs exemplifies studying the effects of smoking, with self-experimentation, Burkett exemplifies studying ways to quit the habit, with self-management, and Hoch exemplifies combining both, studying effects and implementing cessation management.)

Self-experimentation motivates individuals’ curiosity to understand cause-effect relationships resulting from variables that they implement systematically, without necessarily wanting to change their lifestyle. Self-management teaches individuals to change some aspect of their lifestyle by systematically changing relevant variables, usually packages of variables, without necessarily wanting to understand or analyze which variable contributes to the outcome. A combination of both approaches, self-experimentation and self-management, motivates individuals to understand the systematic changes in conditions under which they may be able to manage realistic changes in their lifestyle. Thus, Jacobs (1990) is interested in the effects of smoking on the human heart. He does not tell us whether he is interested in self-managing smoking cessation as a result of the findings of his self-experimentation. Burkett (1987) demonstrates that she manages to stop smoking. She does not convey whether she wanted, or needed to understand which component of her package contributed to her success. Hoch (1987) finds that he can quit smoking – to change his lifestyle – and can gradually reduce his criterion, nicotine content, while he counts monies not spent on cigarettes. Carrying Hoch a step further with self-experimentation would have systematically reversed change in nicotine level and money counting. But in clinical practice, reversals for the sake of scientific curiosity can outweigh short-term cost versus long-term benefit.

For the point of Roberts’ self-investigations, in each of the three examples on smoking cessation offered in this commentary, some degree of control was in the hands of the individuals who studied themselves, as well as some degree of ingenuity. Therapies on smoking cessation may benefit from the three types of self-exploration to confer some degree of control to participating individuals, and to come up with new ideas for therapy.

Smoking appears to be one of the hardest habits to kick, particularly for individuals with a history of use of other addictive substances: Effective therapies are hard to find: Recidivism is typically considerably higher than maintenance of abstinence. Choosing the best combination remains controversial (Petry & Simic 2002; Shoptaw et al. 2002). The present comment proposes that the controversy may persist: Therapies may want to try to include smokers themselves as therapeutic agents and as decision-makers in their combination of pharmacological, physiological, and behavioral components. During self-experimentation, interesting findings may surface; at a self-management, level, participants may experience control over their own quality of life changes. Traditionally, individuals receiving therapy are not engaged as therapeutic agents, perhaps on account of the reluctance to accept any data from self-studies as a valid method. Roberts (1998) mentions this reluctance, and in fact likens it to the reluctance many have in accepting smoking as a hazard, despite evidence to the contrary (e.g., Centers for Disease Control [CDC] 1997). Roberts’ effective use of self-experimentation, his conceptual conclusions combined with traditional experimentation, may teach a valuable lesson for smoking cessation research: The persisting controversy about effective components of combination therapies may incite seasoned grant researchers, or any practitioner with an inquisitive experimental inclination, interested in research-based therapy, to invite individuals or groups of individuals to collect self-observation data and to brainstorm their observations and data in individual or in group settings, suggesting self-management, and spurring self-experimentation. Surprising new ideas may spring from such scientific adventure! Visual analysis of basic data designs for self-experimentation and for self-management can easily be taught, as results from self-experimentation replicated across individuals suggest (Grote 2003); accessible visual analysis may enhance motivation or self-analysis.

Roberts’ self-studies demonstrate that diversity in scientific method and conceptualizations may promote “selection” for unusual results, and for a richer fabric of results, as confirming or disconfirming traditional techniques by unusual scientific techniques. The history of science supports Roberts’ contention that observing diverse behavior with diverse methods is better than observing behavior of a limited group and with limited methods. Metaphorically speaking, based on evolutionary conceptions the strongest (data-based and outcome-effective) conclusions inform each other by way of different approaches, and may spur improved approaches. The criteria, based on diversity of approaches, become more stringent – similar to those operating in technology (Grote 1999).
I enjoyed seeing the visual presentations of Roberts' findings, in addition to the statistical formulae. The latter are useful for some scientific audiences, but esoteric to most individuals whom we might want to interest in data-based self-experimentation – or self-management in therapeutic combination technologies. Visual approaches are closer to common sense (Grote 2003). The presentation of Roberts' visual analyses would benefit if the scales of graphs were equal in units or maxima, where relevant, or if it were signaled to the reader when they are not and why they need to be; conventional techniques are available to this effect (see, e.g., Figs. 21, 24, and 30).

A tabular overview of the 10 years of self-experimentation in future reports by Roberts might help readers to catch up with him over several pages of text and references. For instance, it would help if his10 years of self-experimentation were organized by concurrent or subsequent data collections, represented by different figures and sections, and by categorizing what worked or did not work, compared to what did or did not confirm conventional beliefs and traditional scientific outcomes. Roberts' Table 2 in the target article serves as a nice example of this.
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NOTE
1. Coincidentally, I happened to be correcting the copyedited version of the present commentary while on a flight back from Washington D.C. where, across the aisle from me, sat an academic colleague who had just managed to lose 50 lbs of weight in a brief time span, in the course of a therapy that he considered more effective and successful than the typical reduction rates we hear about from weight and smoking cessation therapies. Upon my querying my colleague about his role in the successful outcome, data collection process, and analysis, he stated that he was not interested in an analysis of the variables which led to his success and that at 30% of his cohorts (though he did participate in data collection, and he found the daily feedback from his balance an important incentive). Perhaps my colleague provides an example of the degree to which “self-control” is separate from “self-management” (Grote 1997), and therefore from self-experimentation in Roberts' sense.

Self-experimentation chronomics for health surveillance and science; also transdisciplinary civic duty?
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Abstract: Self-surveillance and self-experimentation are of concern to everyone interested in finding out the factors that increase one's risk of stroke from <8% to nearly 100%; one also thereby contributes to transdisciplinary science.

Why chronomics? Whenever there are inter-individual differences in response, clinical trials on groups that do not consider such differences cannot solve what only the individual can do cost-effectively, such as finding out whether one’s blood pressure (BP) responds to an increase in sodium intake with a rise, with no change, or with a decrease. Eventually, special institutions may be designed for the support of each individual’s chronomics, that is, for the transdisciplinary monitoring of chronomes (time structures; from chronos, time, and nomos, rule) of biological variables, and for their interpretation, archivization, demographic analysis, and follow-up for outcomes. Recently, a particular individual's record sent to an international project on “The Biosphere and the Cosmos” (BIOCOS; corne001@umn.edu), coded to guard confidentiality, has become part of a promptly accessible database for both personal, individual needs and society’s requirements. What was started by individuals and small groups as a self-experimentation in chronobiology, is currently available as a service by BIOCOS and could become a public system of planned surveillance and archivization of a person's “womb to tomb” chronomes (Halberg et al. 2001; 2003). Alterations of a standard deviation of heart rate (HR) and/or of a BP circadian rhythm’s amplitude or acrophase can signal risk elevations, prompting countermeasures. Intervention prompted by risk elevation rather than by overt disease has been called prehabilitation.

Automatic ambulatory monitoring equipment is available at a 85% discount through the BIOCOS system; this project’s Minnesota center analyzes, manages, and exploits all the available information, thus rewarding all participants and not just the individual providing the data. BP and HR are monitored automatically, ambulatorily, without vexing electrodes; or they can be manually self-monitored and measured on the clock and calendar, for long spans. Some opinion-leading physician-scientists suffering from hypertension, including a head of the clinical center at NIH, self-monitored their condition for decades from diagnosis to the fatal event. For those who have an over-the-threshold BP variability or an under-the-threshold HR variability, the risk of strokes and other cripplers rises from less than 5% to about 40%, even when the 24-hour average BP is acceptable. When both outlying variabilities coexist, the stroke risk is 80%. The risk is very high also with a further coexisting over-the-threshold difference between systolic and diastolic BP (pulse pressure), as shown in Figure 1. Excessive BP variability can be reduced and its excess eliminated, sometimes by rescheduling the timing of a drug without altering the dose (Halberg et al. 2003).

Prehabilitation. Public concern for clean air and water and clean, safe streets can be matched by striving for a safe circulation, to save the cost of rehabilitation by self-experimentation. Self-surveillance, initiated and implemented by an educated public, benefits health and science and is cost- and litigation-free. Preventive health maintenance – prehabilitation that is neither a commodity for sale nor a birthright – is an obligation to oneself and to society. A governmental cartographic institution for chronomics by prehabilitation may eventually reduce the need for agencies and resources instituted by law for rehabilitation.

Science. With goals in health care, having one agency serving both chronomics and the individuals it involves could make a transdisciplinary contribution to science; for instance, by making physiological recordings to match routine monitoring in atmospheric and solar-terrestrial physics, which has been systematically going on for centuries on Earth, and for decades via satellites. Newest is a wobbly average near –1.3-year component in around-the-clock records for up to 35 years in the BP and HR of human “test pilots,” nearly matching Richardson’s also-wobbly ~1.3-year variation in the solar wind, recorded via satellites (Richardson et al. 1994). That a certain religious motivation shows an approximately 21-year cycle with latitude-dependent characteristics (Starbuck et al. 2002), with a period length found not only in homicide and war but also in Hale’s bipolarity cycle of sunspots, should prompt self-experimentation in order to clarify the underlying mechanisms. Time-varying amplitude-unweighed phase synchronization, as a method developed by one of us (Schack), reveals the novel phenomenon of transient multifrequency phase synchronization between a biomedical series (daily incidence of mortality from myocardial infarction) and a host of aligned putatively influential physical variables. This new time-varying multifrequency phase synchronization, illustrated in Figure 2, is of basic interest.
Excessive Blood Pressure Variability Increases Cardiovascular Morbidity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAT?</th>
<th>PP&gt;40mmHg?</th>
<th>Morbidity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHAT:** Circadian Hyper-Amplitude-Tension

**PP:** Pulse Pressure (= Systolic – Diastolic Pressure)

Results from 6-year prospective study of 297 patients.

Figure 1 (Halberg et al.). Altered blood pressure (BP) dynamics (chronomics) raise the risk of cardiovascular morbidity from 5.3% to 100%.

Figure 2 (Halberg et al.). Non-zero time-varying phase synchronization between the daily incidence of mortality from myocardial infarction in Minnesota during 1968–1996 (29 years) and different physical environmental variables, reflecting, among others, the influence of the sun and/or that of geomagnetism, determine any mediating (such as resonating) frequencies at any given time, and assess the extent of consistency of any frequency-dependent effect over time. Black rectangle on top left shows phase synchronization between the original and detrended data on myocardial infarctions, whereas the last three, mostly black rectangles show the also anticipated phase synchronization at most if not all tested frequencies among three geomagnetic indices, anticipated to be closely related.
in itself and may also provide useful applied information, for example, for shielding, replacing, and/or compensating magnetic fields as countermeasures. We had earlier learned that an approximate 7-day periodicity recorded in decades of around-the-clock measurements of HR is amplified in the presence and dampened in the absence of the same frequency in solar wind speed (Cornéllissen et al. 1996). We owe these findings to the least squares of Gauss, who developed the method— to all of Europe’s attention—to locate the “lost” asteroid Ceres in 1801. The method again proved useful to show that our heart and brain depend on our cosmos in more ways than sunlight and temperature (Halberg et al. 2003).

Conclusion. Self-surveillance and self-experimentation pertain to human health maintenance and the prevention of disease in its societal as well as classical aspects. A chrononomic analysis of data from self-experimentation reveals interactions (time-specified feedsideways) that account for the way we are affected by tangible physical environmental factors, so that one may try to elucidate mechanisms of diseases of individuals and of society for a broader-than-individual, also societal prehabilitation. Society has to ‘pay’: in one way, by the family of affected individuals or by insurance premiums, in more ways than financially, for the care of every massive stroke that leaves the unfortunate survivors unable to care for themselves. Society faces an even greater bill, again more than financially, after each act of terror or war. This is the main challenge. The purpose of chronomics is to stray far beyond the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects

Einstein said. As to the weather, the effect of at least some unseen “Things should be made as simple as possible but no simpler,” as spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects the scope of currently accepted limits for science and to tackle spirituality and “weather,” not only on Earth but, since it affects

...
His knowledge of various work in anthropology, and animal research concerning dietary conditioning, contributed to the birth of his ideas and the methodology for testing them. His university position, with tenure, provided support and a certain degree of liberty.

In conclusion, it seems worthwhile to distinguish two kinds of self-experiments in Roberts’ article. First, there are self-experiments in which a person tries different treatments, and varies more or less systematically the conditions to observe potential effects. Second, there are naturally occurring self-experiments, such as the change of beverages in Paris. These natural experiments happen all of the time. Most people do not notice the potential information offered by these “experiments,” which may be a result of “chance” events. Being in the self-experimental frame of mind helps one to notice, to analyze these natural experiments, and to make good use of them. As Pasteur once said, “chance favors the prepared mind.” Is it possible that self-experimentation serves creative thinking, in particular, because it leads a person to see the world in terms of a particular project, and to pursue this project actively or passively over a long period of time?

Self-experimentation as science

Harold L. Miller, Jr.
Department of Psychology, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602
harold_miller@byu.edu

Abstract: Examination of the target article for its relevance to the analysis of private behavior leads to three concerns: the absence of a new methodology for studying private behavior, the undisclosed possibility of interactions, and insufficient attention to the social context of idea generation. Regardless of these concerns, a larger issue remains: Can a science of $n = 1$ be credible?

Kudos to BBS for publishing a target article at once offbeat and provocative, and to its author for estimable perseverance. His decade-long efforts to solve the personal problems of early awakening and weight loss are ingratiating as is his canny ability to invoke references to the Amish, astronauts, sushi, and tenure, for example, without once mentioning serendipity (except in his references).

It is not readily apparent how the target article should be classified. Is it evolutionary psychology? Applied psychology? Learning? Motivation? Or does it belong to the philosophy of science? Roberts’ report drew me initially by its potential to illuminate a longstanding lacuna in the experimental analysis of behavior, namely, the analysis of covert (also termed “private”) behavior. B. F. Skinner’s recognition of overt and covert categories of behavior (and the further categories of respondent and operant behavior) placed them in functional relationships with the categories of overt and covert environments. Skinner averred that experimental analysis would ultimately reveal causal links between covert behavior and the overt environment. In that linkage, covert behavior and overt behavior were likely to be correlated at best, and not form the causal relationship that is intuitively appealing. The issue of how to access private behavior for the purpose of measurement and thereby functional analysis was left open and remains underexplored.

Self-experimentation of the sort Roberts exemplifies and extols is tantamount to a science of $n = 1$. The researcher and his (in this case) subject are the same person. Psychologists will recognize the precedent established by Ebbinghaus; Roberts cites others as well. Like Ebbinghaus’ interest in improving his memory, Roberts’ interest was personally practical. Whether Roberts’ two-cycle model of mood or his Pavlovian model of the set point for body weight will match the canonical status of Ebbinghaus’ model of serial memory remains to be seen. What drew my interest was his assertion that the models were evidence of the particular efficacy of self-experimentation for the generation of ideas. Having ideas is private behavior.

My reading of the target article as a contribution to the experimental analysis of private behavior produced three concerns. The first is that Roberts produced no methodological breakthroughs in measuring the private events that were his desire for sleep, his restlessness, his mood, his hunger, et cetera. He also utilized the A-B-A reversal designs familiar to experimental analysts, though never formally stating the stability criterion he invoked in moving from one condition to the next. Still, the extraordinary longitude of his data-gathering and its meticulous detail inspire awe. Together with clever procedures for presenting lights and faces, for recording wakefulness, and for instituting a lifestyle dominated by standing, not to mention a stoical submissiveness to flavor-impaired fare, they may even constitute heroic achievement.

The second concern pertains to Roberts’ apparent neglect of the possibilities for interaction between the consecutive phases of his research. This is surprising, given his admirable alertness to the possible confounds posed by expectation and his care in dismissing them. Though his experimental designs began with a baseline condition, there was never any chance to return to a condition sans the cumulative effects of earlier conditions. For example, is it possible that the striking effects of fructose water on appetite suppression, and weight loss were, at least indirectly, due to the effects of his earlier dietary experiments or, more remotely, to the fact that much of the waking day was spent on his feet and that he was sleeping soundly?

The inherently social context of the generation of ideas is my final concern. Several of the author’s examples begin with parenthesis reference to a friend’s comment or to some other incidental observation. An idea follows that soon takes on a life of its own and predates the ensuing experimental series. The fact that the author lives alone and can configure his home life as he will, seems a distinct boon to the success of his experimentation. His considerable freedom to style his professional life in ways conducive to the research lends further advantage. In my opinion, he has given too little attention to these factors. Nor does he adequately acknowledge his reliance on friends and other associates who can be assumed to share his interests and on whom he is reliant for nascent ideas—and, I suspect, for ongoing support and encouragement of his work, if only casually. It is also important to remember his reliance on the published work of other scientists whom he readily credits.

These concerns are not meant to fault the author’s exuberance or the promise of the kind of science he represents. Instead, they point up the possibility that self-experimentation is more complicated and less solitary than it might appear. It may also be more insular. The author’s confidence that what he discovered on his own about himself will generalize to others has three bases: shared biology, commonality of incidence and cause, and interspecific convergence. Whether generality will be achieved remains to be seen. The economy of scale that, for the author, underlies the potent efficiency of self-experimentation may also constrain its generality. Consistent with my concerns, the weight of nuance may ultimately prevent sucrose water from capturing the market from Atkins and others.

Should failure of generality detract from self-experimentation? Can there be a science of $n = 1$? If the research is resolutely performed in the interest of hypotheses, and painstakingly adheres to the conventions of design, analysis, and peer-review, can it be acceptable if its findings invariably apply only to the behavior of the single subject who happens to live within the same skin as the experimenter? Does that suffice as science? Or does science require that specific findings always be replicable in others? If so, can the credibility of self-experimentation as science consist in the generality of the method—that others will self-experiment with the same admirable fervor and rigor as Roberts and with comparably salutary results? Whatever the verdict, the author must be commended for carrying on in the spirit that Skinner (1976) celebrated in Walden Two, where the character named Rogers ex-
Can the process of experimentation lead to greater happiness?
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Abstract: We argue that the self-experimentation espoused by Roberts as a means of generating new ideas, particularly in the area of mood, may be confounded by the experimental procedure eliciting those affective changes. We further suggest that ideas might be better generated through contact with a broad range of people, rather than in isolation.

Roberts claims to have found a novel association between television watching and his affective state at a later time. Despite Roberts’ excellent experimental method, we would like to offer an alternative perspective that suggests the change in affect might be attributable to the process of experimentation itself.

Research into human affect has produced one seemingly robust and intuitive relationship: unexpected, rather than expected, increases in personal wealth elicit the greatest positive changes in one’s affective state. In the case of money, people who receive an unexpected windfall report greater levels of happiness for up to one year after the event (Gardner & Oswald 2001), and unexpectedly finding a dime on a vending machine also elicits an improvement in participants’ positive mood (cf. Schwarz & Strack 1989). To generalise, one could imagine that an unexpected increase in any valued commodity, be it money, status, even knowledge, could have the same effect. We argue that ideas represent high-value items for Roberts and that their discovery may lead to his greater happiness, rather than watching television in and of itself.

Roberts places a high value on ideas, as evidenced in his paper’s introduction. Therefore, it appears reasonable to assume that, for Roberts, ideas may be considered analogous to other high-value items such as money and, as with those who receive an unexpected windfall, one might imagine that the discovery of a potentially fruitful association, or idea, could also elicit feelings of happiness. Although there has been no specific research on how the scientific process might elicit affective changes in scientists, it would appear intuitive to make such a connection, one that might offer an alternative explanation of Roberts’ findings. Although our line of reasoning, that scientific discovery may elicit happiness, rests primarily on intuition and an analogous relationship between ideas and money, there is some indirect evidence supporting this claim. When the King of Syracuse instructed the mathematician Archimedes to investigate the material his crown was made of, it was not until Archimedes stepped into his bath and discovered that his bulk displaced an equal volume of water that he believed he had found a means of addressing the King’s request. Not only was this an important scientific discovery, but it has also become synonymous with the happiness scientific discovery can bring. However, and importantly, it was Archimedes’ belief that he had found a solution to the King’s problem that elicited his happiness; as he leapt from his bath, he had not formally tested his theory. Could the prospect of a “Eureka” moment also have elicited happiness for Roberts?

Roberts became aware of an increase in his positive feelings before seeking its cause. The only plausible event that might be associated with his elevated mood appeared to be his television viewing on the preceding day (for the sake of argument, we will assume this was a random fluctuation in mood). The hypothesis to be tested became the relationship between television viewing and happiness: If watching television does increase happiness then, “Eureka,” a new scientific discovery. This process, however, creates an important issue specific to the process of self-experimentation: Roberts, the participant, must have been aware of the hypotheses and aware of the manipulations he subjected himself to, and the value of such a finding. In other words, his anticipation of an important discovery may have led to an increase in positive affect, which was then falsely attributed to television watching (a similar argument can be applied to that period where positive affect was diminished, during the evening following watching television on day one, where there should be, according to Roberts’ expectations, no evidence for a discovery).

We argue that the fluctuations in Roberts’ mood may have been in consequence of the experimental process he engaged in, which, to generalise, may lead to questions surrounding the place of self-experimentation more generally. Being both observer and participant, we suggest, led Roberts the scientist to infer that feelings elicited by engaging in the scientific process were attributable to Roberts the participant, a claim that may go beyond research in mood. Are there means of generating ideas that might be less open to confounding? We now suggest that there is already an abundance of ideas and that seeking means of developing new ideas is unnecessary.

One option to generate ideas may be simply to talk to people (Simon & Kaplan 1989). Although some important work has been conducted in solitary (e.g., Descartes 1637/1931), one does not have to go too far before finding people in applied settings who have an abundance of ideas, generated through observing real world behaviour, that are eminently researchable, but who have neither the time nor the resources themselves to test these ideas. One area proving fruitful is research that uses a form of protocol analysis (Simon & Kaplan 1989) with criminal offenders (McMurran & Sellen, in preparation). For example, there has been no systematic study into the motivations behind habitual offenders’ decision to stop offending and their motivation to lead crime-free lives. McMurran and Sellen have started to examine, through interviews with offenders themselves and with practitioners in the forensic setting, the reasons behind offenders’ switching their behaviour. Although the qualitative data is wide-ranging and broad, it is already providing novel insights (ideas) as yet not addressed in the experimental literature and that will ultimately lead to future experimental work. An advantage of this approach over self-experimentation is that there is little involvement of the researchers in recognising and describing areas of inquiry, but it is still close to the real-world behaviours to be researched.

In sum, we argue that self-experimentation, in the area of mood, may be confounded by the experimental procedure. We further suggest that ideas might be better generated through contact with a broad range of people in an applied setting where there is a great need for research and an already established means of analysis.

Experimentation or observation? Of the self alone or the natural world?

Emanuel A. Schegloff
Department of Sociology, University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1551, schegloff@soc.ucla.edu http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/soc/faculty/schegloff/

Abstract: One important lesson of Roberts’ target article may be potentially obscured for some by the title’s reference to “self-experimentation.” At the core of this work, the key investigative resource is sustained and systematic observation, not experimentation, and it is deployed in a fashion not necessarily restricted to self-examination. There is an important reminder here of a strategically important, but neglected, relationship between observation and experiment.
Roberts’ target article makes for compelling reading. Aside from its intriguing substantive results, it is a striking story of dedicated inquiry. Unhappily, the number of readers who are prepared to commit themselves to such a path in the future is surely limited, to say the least. So, admiring recruits aside, what other benefits and lessons are to be derived from this article? To my mind, one important potential lesson is obscured by the title. Rather than self-experimentation being the hero of this tale, self-observation is, and in a fashion which extends to include much naturalistic observation without limitation to “self.”

As I read it, the text of the target article confirms the problematic observation with which it begins – that experimentation is best suited for testing new ideas, not for getting them. Most of the “experimenting” reported in the article is employed to test an observation or observed relationship, to chart its limits and variations, and so forth. But in most cases, a new direction is triggered not by the “experimentation” in the experiment, but by an observation (a “noticing” [sect. 2.5.2, para. 2], a “realization” [sect. 2.6.2, para. 1], a “noticing for the first time” [sect. 2.6.2, para. 3]), and, importantly, on a matter other than what the experiment was oriented to examining. Such telling observations which led to a reorientation of inquiry concerned not just the “value” of some variable or the strength of some relationship, but also the sort of variable or relation that turned out to matter in the first place – as, for example, during experimentation with the effect of standing on weight loss (which was not exciting), Roberts’ noticing that standing had an effect on sleep duration (target article, sects. 2.4.2, para. 3; 2.4.3, paras. 1–3, 11).

Roberts’ account of the efficacy of self-experimentation in generating new ideas is that it produced “accidents” (unexpected observations) and made him think. In what sense were they “accidents,” if they turned out to be naturally orderly phenomena? There are two senses:

1. Whereas “conventional experiments can rarely detect change on a dimension not deliberately measured” (sect. 4.2, para. 8), Roberts was able “to detect changes on dimensions that are not the focus of interest” (ibid.). Not having been measured, then, supplies one sense of “accident.”

2. The very act of being attentive to one’s surroundings and activities in a non-dismissive, open way allows anything potentially to “count.” Thus: “Because I was recording sleep and breakfast on the same piece of paper, the breakfast/early awakening correlation was easy to notice” (sect. 2.2.2, para. 4). Neither of these sources of “accidents” has fundamentally to do with self-experimentation, though that is how Roberts happened to encounter them.

Indeed, these are not accidents at all, they are surprises; their “extraordinariness” is not a feature of their occurrence but of their being encountered – and registered – and taken seriously in a scientific sense – by the investigator. They occur because of a sort of inquiry in which what one thought before does not limit what one is allowed to “see and count” now. What Roberts was practicing was a form of orderly, disciplined, careful, and thought-through naturalistic observation, in which the very fact of close, careful observation allowed the connections and orderness of everyday activities to become “remarkable.” In his case, it was self-observation, but that does not strike me as criterial. There is quite a lot in human behavior that lends itself to this way of proceeding; unhappily it is only rarely taken seriously in contemporary psychology and cognitive science. In the spirit of Roberts’ inquiry, I offer one episode from my own experience, with a suggestion for further reading.

Several years ago, a “friendly” psychologist/cognitive scientist refereeing a conference presentation of mine for a volume reporting the conference proceedings contrasted my “descriptive” and “post hoc” account with what more rigorous colleagues in cognitive science would want to see before having any confidence in it, but it seemed to me that the formal experimental testing that he proposed was insufficiently grounded in the target data, relied on the assessments of naïve (i.e., scientifically untrained) judges deploying the very “subjective” judgments for which trained, repeated, and systematic observation had just been called to task.

(The friendly referee’s comments and my responses to them appear in a postscript/appendix to my paper [Schegloff 1996], available at my website.)

The lesson to be learned from Roberts’ work is institutional and disciplinary. If disciplines which are largely experimental in method granted those which are largely observational the courtesy of serious attention and uptake, many such “accidents” might fall into our collective laps. Once there, experiments could be used to test them. Of course, nonexperimental methods – including observational ones – can also be used to test new ideas, not just get them. But that is another commentary.

I ideas galore: Examining the moods of a modern caveman

Peter Totterdell
Institute of Work Psychology, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, S10 2TN, England, p.totterdell@sheffield.ac.uk http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/~iwp

Abstract: A self-experiment by Roberts found that watching faces on early morning television triggered a delayed rhythm in mood. This surprising result is compared with previous research on circadian rhythms in mood. I argue that Roberts’ dual oscillator model and theory of Stone-Age living may not provide the explanation. I also discuss the implications of self-experiments for scientific practices.

One means of achieving good sleep, mood, health, and weight is to live life as you might have done in the Stone-Age. This is the key claim behind Roberts’ extraordinary set of self-experiments described in the target article. His examples of modern Stone-Age living include watching breakfast television, absorbing early morning daylight, delaying breakfast, eating sushi, drinking unflavored sugar water, and standing most of the day. I will comment on Roberts’ more general point concerning methods for idea generation. First, however, I will focus on the explanation for what is perhaps the least intuitive finding from Roberts’ set of experiments, namely, that watching faces on early morning television triggered a rhythm in his mood that commenced about 12 hours after stimulus and lasted approximately 24 hours.

An interesting feature of Roberts’ delayed mood rhythm is that it was triggered by exposure to faces in the morning but was wiped out by exposure to faces in the evening. This suggests that the rhythm would be masked under normal conditions, because the timing of exposure to faces would normally be unrestricted. Research indicates that circadian rhythms in happy mood are also masked under normal conditions, but that they are revealed in specific circumstances, such as during depression (Hang & Wirz-Justice 1993), early infancy (Totterdell 2001), and extended sleep-wake cycles (Boivin et al. 1997). Two factors that appear to be important in revealing the happy rhythm are reduced reactivity to external events and the misalignment of the circadian pacemaker with the sleep-wake cycle. Roberts’ abstinence from evening interaction and experience of sleep difficulties could therefore be relevant to his mood rhythm.

Closer inspection of Roberts’ mood data suggests that both morning and evening faces caused a trough in mood about 18 hours after the stimulus. It is therefore plausible that the mood oscillation was dependent only on the social zeitgeber rather than being gated by a light-sensitive clock, as Roberts suggests. Roberts also uses his mood rhythm to propose that sleep and wakefulness are controlled by the joint action of a light-sensitive oscillator and a face-sensitive mood oscillator. Other research would suggest a different model. It is known, for example, that behaviors regulated by a circadian clock can feed back on the pacemaker (Wehr 1990b). Roberts’ mood rhythm following the same time course as the endogenous circadian rhythm in happy mood described by Boivin et al. (1997), so perhaps face exposure amplified that...
rhythm. Models based on the joint action of a circadian clock and a sleep need process have also been very successful in predicting levels of alert mood at different times of day (Folkard et al. 1999). Mood researchers have usually differentiated between pleasure, arousal, and calmness in models concerning the structure of affect (Remington et al. 2000), and there is some evidence that circadian rhythms in happy and alert mood differ in form. Roberts’ combined measure of happy, eager, and serene mood may therefore have confounded separate rhythms.

 Roberts uses an evolutionary theory to explain his mood rhythm effect. Specifically, he proposes that seeing faces in the early morning resembles typical social interaction in the Stone Age and that a mood rhythm triggered by such interaction facilitated Stone Age communal living by synchronizing people’s sleep and mood. However, this post hoc teleological explanation is not entirely persuasive, and it raises difficult questions. For example, was seeing faces during Stone-Age sexual activity also confined to the early morning? Would it really have been advantageous for everyone in a community to sleep at the same time? Is a rhythm in irritability necessary to explain why people are usually irritable when woken? Why is a mood rhythm required to synchronize mood when there are many other more immediate unconscious and conscious processes known to bring about mood synchrony in groups (Kelly & Barsade 2001)?

 Nevertheless, the delayed mood rhythm is an intriguing finding worthy of further investigation. A cross-cultural study of the effects of different social interaction patterns on mood might be illuminating. For example, Mediterranean cultures typically socialize later in the evening and have different morning-evening orientations (e.g., Smith et al. 2002a), so how do their mood profiles compare? Interestingly, Roberts’ data on evening faces suggests that Mediterranean mood troughs might coincide with afternoon siestas. The faces and the other self-experiments on sleep, mood, and health also point to the value of conducting an epidemiological study to examine whether health outcomes in different jobs relate to exposure to light, faces, and standing at work.

 In relation to self-experimentation as a method for generating ideas, Roberts makes the important point that there is a lack of methods for idea generation in science. One unmentioned method is communication of ideas between researchers, because ideas from one researcher can be a useful stimulus for others. To this end, scientific journals are an important vehicle for communicating mature ideas, but they are not suited or designed for the communication of speculative ideas. It is rare to read articles discussing the personal nature of research ideas as well as personal autobiography of an avid experimenter. His contribution is extremely enjoyable to read, as it contains many innovative ideas as well as personal autobiography of an avid experimenter. It is rare to read articles discussing the personal nature of sleep, mood, health, and weight, especially in the fashion done by Roberts. Rather than focus on the content of the experiments and the subsequent theory development, here we will discuss two aspects of the target article: (1) the applicability of self-experimentation for generating new research ideas, and (2) particular design and data-analytic shortcomings of Roberts’ experiments.

 **Self-experimentation for the generation of new ideas.** According to Roberts, the generation of research ideas has been looked over in discussions of scientific methodology. He proposes self-experimentation as a useful way of filling this omission. However, idea generation is not necessarily a neglected topic. Research articles regularly include directions for future work which typically lead to new ideas and studies. As well, qualitative research is frequently used in psychology as a way of generating informed hypotheses for a given topic.

 Further, self-experimentation is a questionable method for generating ideas for many fields within psychology, excluding cognition and visual perception. For example, it is not possible to use self-experimentation to explore cross-cultural factors or to study individual differences. Roberts argues that self-experimentation should be incorporated into scientific methodology, but it is clear that until it can be generalized to a wide variety of disciplines, self-experimentation’s usefulness is diminished.

 The precursors used to support the value of Roberts’ self-experimentation seem to have been cumbersomely researched, and include no major or recent findings. The rarity of the approach is hardly surprising, given the limited application of any findings. Most of the inclusions are medical, and the application of self-experimentation to psychological issues beyond cognition and perception remains unclear.

 **Design and data-analytic shortcomings of self-experimentation.** We have several concerns with regards to design issues. First, our hesitation in accepting the presented experiments surrounds the potential for confounding factors and the resulting erroneously inferred causality. Roberts seems to have performed multiple experiments simultaneously, and therefore, the conclusions are suspect. This problem is compounded by the fact that the author must have had expectancy effects in spite of his claims to the contrary. Using daily changes in habits as his method of experimentation, Roberts would be hard-pressed not to be vigilant for daily changes in mood, sleep, eating habits, and so forth. Blinded experimentation is a useful way of eliminating bias, but self-experimentation does not allow for any form of blinded procedure. Second, we are perturbed with the use of the self-rating scales as a viable measure of mood. The presented scales appear to have poor reliability and lack several methodological factors such as external validation, accuracy, inter-observer reliability, and scale delineation (Spector 1992). As for the findings, many of them are explained in a post hoc manner, which we argue is not considered good practice. Third, the generalizability of the findings remains unproven, as none of the effects have been replicated in a second individual. One should not forget that there is a large history of errors through self-inspection and

**The birth of a confounded idea: The joys and pitfalls of self-experimentation**

Martin Voracek\textsuperscript{a} and Maryanne L. Fisher\textsuperscript{b}
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Abstract: According to Roberts, self-experimentation is a viable tool for idea generation in the behavioral sciences. Here we discuss some limitations of this assertion, as well as particular design and data-analytic shortcomings of his experiments.

Roberts has a fresh approach to experimental methodology. His contribution is extremely enjoyable to read, as it contains many innovative ideas as well as personal autobiography of an avid experimenter. It is rare to read articles discussing the personal nature of sleep, mood, health, and weight, especially in the fashion done by Roberts. Rather than focus on the content of the experiments and the subsequent theory development, here we will discuss two aspects of the target article: (1) the applicability of self-experimentation for generating new research ideas, and (2) particular design and data-analytic shortcomings of Roberts’ experiments.

**Self-experimentation for the generation of new ideas.** According to Roberts, the generation of research ideas has been looked over in discussions of scientific methodology. He proposes self-experimentation as a useful way of filling this omission. However, idea generation is not necessarily a neglected topic. Research articles regularly include directions for future work which typically lead to new ideas and studies. As well, qualitative research is frequently used in psychology as a way of generating informed hypotheses for a given topic.

Further, self-experimentation is a questionable method for generating ideas for many fields within psychology, excluding cognition and visual perception. For example, it is not possible to use self-experimentation to explore cross-cultural factors or to study individual differences. Roberts argues that self-experimentation should be incorporated into scientific methodology, but it is clear that until it can be generalized to a wide variety of disciplines, self-experimentation’s usefulness is diminished.

The precursors used to support the value of Roberts’ self-experimentation seem to have been cumbersomely researched, and include no major or recent findings. The rarity of the approach is hardly surprising, given the limited application of any findings. Most of the inclusions are medical, and the application of self-experimentation to psychological issues beyond cognition and perception remains unclear.

**Design and data-analytic shortcomings of self-experimentation.** We have several concerns with regards to design issues. First, our hesitation in accepting the presented experiments surrounds the potential for confounding factors and the resulting erroneously inferred causality. Roberts seems to have performed multiple experiments simultaneously, and therefore, the conclusions are suspect. This problem is compounded by the fact that the author must have had expectancy effects in spite of his claims to the contrary. Using daily changes in habits as his method of experimentation, Roberts would be hard-pressed not to be vigilant for daily changes in mood, sleep, eating habits, and so forth. Blinded experimentation is a useful way of eliminating bias, but self-experimentation does not allow for any form of blinded procedure. Second, we are perturbed with the use of the self-rating scales as a viable measure of mood. The presented scales appear to have poor reliability and lack several methodological factors such as external validation, accuracy, inter-observer reliability, and scale delineation (Spector 1992). As for the findings, many of them are explained in a post hoc manner, which we argue is not considered good practice. Third, the generalizability of the findings remains unproven, as none of the effects have been replicated in a second individual. One should not forget that there is a large history of errors through self-inspection and
self-experimentation — most notably from psychoanalysis, which started with Freud's self-analysis.

We also have several statistical concerns. Roberts claims that single-subject experiments do not require different inferential statistical analysis than typical, multiple-subject experimental and observational research. We object to this claim and approach to the analysis. It is contradictory to Roberts that favors visual display of data and exploratory data analysis, citing Tukey's (1977) seminal work, and at the same time reports numerous inferential statistical tests. On the other hand, the target article is silent about effect size indicators of treatments or interventions (Cohen 1988). Effect sizes are critical for exploratory data analysis and should be included. Also, the overuse of the loess procedure, locally weighted regression (Cleveland 1993), is problematic as the data are often noisy and may lead to dubious conclusions.

Further, there is a serious omission concerning the smoothing of time-series data, and appropriate time-series analyses are never performed. The loess procedure is not appropriate for time-series data which are necessarily serially correlated. Specifically, the loess procedure is a regression technique for serially uncorrelated data with independent realizations of a random variable.

Roberts' contribution represents 10 years of self-experimentation, and yet we remain uninformed about its reliability, confounds, generality, interindividual differences, and causality. Unfortunately, this approach is comprised solely of single-subject observations over time, and thus tells us nothing about the variability among persons that is the core of psychology. Nevertheless, the target article does incorporate one extremely useful reminder: Data is an encyclopedia for future research.

---

**Commentary/Roberts: Self-experimentation as a source of new ideas**

Daniel John Zizzo

Department of Economics, University of Oxford, Oxford, OX1 3UQ, United Kingdom. daniel.zizzo@economics.ox.ac.uk
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**Abstract:** Self-experimentation is uncommon in the decision sciences, but mental experiments are common; for example, intuition and introspection are often used by theoretical economists as justifications for their models. While introspection can be useful for the generation of ideas, it can also be overused and become a comfortable illusion for the theorist and an obstacle for science.

This commentary complements the target article by analyzing the role that self-experimentation and mental experiments play in research on decision-making. Whereas Roberts appears to claim that participation in one's own experiments is common in human experimental psychology, my expectation is that, as a rule, papers in the decision sciences fail to have the experimenters as part of the sample. Of course, exceptions exist, especially in consumer research (e.g., Earl 2001), although even then they are controversial and usually thought of in terms of researcher introspection (Gould 1995; Wallendorf & Brucks 1993). They also tend to be less systematic than Roberts' own work (e.g., Earl [2001] is just a case study).

Roberts' target article makes sufficiently clear that self-experimentation means to run an experiment with oneself as a subject, going through one or more experimental conditions on the basis of a carefully drawn experimental design. In the decision sciences, the researcher would gather behavioral data, such as those one could get from other subjects, but presumably in a more flexible way (one of the advantages mentioned by Roberts); she may also collect nonbehavioral data, the reliability of which lies in introspection, and which may be richer with herself as a subject. While self-experimentation is uncommon, mental experiments are common and even pervasive: the experimenter considers what choices she (or some other economic agents) would make in a hypothetical situation. Mental experiments "work" insofar as introspection works. As recognized by Hutchison (1938), they have a role to play in the generation of scientific ideas (Earl 2001), which fits well with the target article. Introspection was used to defend the concept of cardinal utility in the first half of the twentieth century (Lewin 1996). Even today, economists all too often refer to "intuition" and "reasonableness" as the great virtues of their theoretical models of decision-making, thus calling for their readers, and students, to rely on their introspection (e.g., Varian 1999, p. 3).

Unfortunately, introspection has limits. First, people differ in cognitive abilities and social preferences, and population heterogeneity cannot be captured in an experiment with size $n = 1$. Second, introspection may be marred by various judgement biases, such as confirmation and hindsight bias (see Camerer 1995). For example, Dawes and Mulford (1997) showed that conjunction effects in memory recollection may explain some purported evidence for alien kidnappings (conjunction effects occur whenever an agent ranks the conjunction of two events as more likely than the less likely of the two events: Stolarz-Fantino et al. 2003). Third, there is a dissociation between what people know and learn explicitly (e.g., the laws of physics enabling people to ride bikes) and what they can actually do and learn implicitly (e.g., actually riding a bike; see Shapiro & St John 1994). For example, Zizzo (2003) found a dissociation between verbal and behavioral learning in a conjunction effect task: verbal responses were sensitive, but actual behavioral choices were entirely insensitive to the amount of verbal instructions being provided. Introspection may give access to the first source of knowledge and learning, but not to the second. Introspection may give no answers, or the wrong answers, where implicit knowledge and learning are important; for example, in the conjunction effect task example, it may lead a researcher to think that with the right feedback the effect may disappear, even though it would not in relation to behavioral choices.

Fourth, the potential dependence of behavior on explicit knowledge is also a problem. Assume that a decision scientist said "people never commit conjunction fallacies" and as evidence she brought the fact that she does not commit them. The problem is obvious: the evidence for $P$ is weak if the agent can cause $P$ because of her beliefs about $P$. Elster (1983) made an important distinction between primary and secondary states. Primary states are what an agent can directly choose (one can go to bed at 10 p.m.); secondary states may occur as a by-product of other states, including primary states, but are not directly chosen (an agent may go to bed at 10 p.m., and this may help her get to sleep soon afterwards, but she cannot choose to fall asleep at exactly 10 p.m.). For secondary states, while concerns about expectations and placebo effects do exist, the link they have with the experimental variable being investigated is indirect. Conversely, in the case of primary states, a researcher directly chooses the value of the experimental variable: for example, she chooses what action to take in a social dilemma, or which lottery to play out if she is asked to pick one of two. This creates difficulties. First, whether consciously or not, having a theory about $P$ may modify a researcher's behavior to be more congruent with $P$. More important, to the extent that $P$ is ruled by one's own explicit knowledge, $P$ will be acted out if $P$ has normative value, for example, the researcher believes that it is rational for an agent to do $P$. One of the founders of expected utility theory, Savage (1954), did commit the so-called Allais paradox, thus disproving his own theory; but, when this was pointed out to him, he said that, on second thought, the normative appeal of expected utility theory was stronger and that he would now revise his choice accordingly. In another example, economists were very surprised that their intuition about behavior in so-called ultimatum games did not fit people's behavior (Roth 1995), even though non-economists would have thought the modal choice as the intuitive one. Because of their training, decision scientists may find it all too easy to consider, by introspection, their normative theories as having descriptive value for "normal" decision-makers, but that may only be because their intuition has
been honed and changed by years of training. Introspection can thus be overused to become a comfortable illusion for the theorist, and an obstacle for science. Experiments with oneself as subject may be easier in the decision sciences as implied by Roberts, but they are also of more limited value.

Author’s Response

Self-experimentation: Friend or foe?

Seth Roberts
Department of Psychology, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720-1650. roberts@socrates.berkeley.edu

Abstract: The topics discussed in this response are in four broad areas: (1) Idea generation, including the failure to discuss and teach idea generation and how to nurture new ideas (sect. R2), sources of ideas worth testing with self-experimentation (sect. R3), and unusual features of the situation that may have increased the discovery rate (sect. R4); (2) Miscellaneous methodological issues, such as the value of mental experiments (sect. R5) and the limitations of double-blind experiments (sect. R6); (3) Subject-matter issues, including the relationship of this work to other evolutionary psychology studies and a new way to test evolutionary explanations (sect. R7), as well as questions about the mood results (sect. R8) and the weight results (sect. R9); and (4) Self-experimentation, including its difficulty (sect. R10) and future (sect. R11).

R1. Introduction

Because self-experimentation is unfamiliar, commentators on the target article resemble early adopters, the first to consider buying new products, in their willingness to take it seriously. I am grateful for their thoughtful remarks.

R2. Missing traditions

The target article begins by noting the absence of data-gathering methods designed to generate ideas (see “Missing methods”) but Glenn and Cabanac point out that this is part of a larger gap. Glenn saw in the target article “a sometimes subtle but pervasive message that our understanding of scientific method is limited by the grip of traditional formulations.” One of those traditions is not discussing the origin of ideas. Glenn notes how, when she was a graduate student, discussions of scientific method began after the hypothesis had been formulated. This state of affairs has persisted; there is little discussion of idea generation in recent textbooks (e.g., Cozby 2004; Stangor 2004) and scientific articles that introduce a new idea rarely explain its source (Feynman 1972). Moreover, as Cabanac says, granting agencies have no place in their budgets for idea generation. Their attitude seems to be: If it happens, fine, but don’t expect us to pay for it. This tradition, as Glenn says, creates missed opportunities – discoveries that could have been made but were not.

A closely related tradition is no discussion of how to nurture new ideas. If you have a new idea, what should you do? Test it, sure, but how? The target-article research made me vividly aware that I could not answer this question nor find anything written about it. Trial and error led to one answer: Take baby steps, that is, do the simplest, easiest test that could increase or decrease the plausibility of the new idea (Roberts 2001). In other words, raise the bar slowly. The larger the step – the larger the difference between what you plan to do and what you have already done – the more untested assumptions you are making. The more untested assumptions, the more likely one of them is wrong. This might seem obvious, but most research proposals I encounter involving new ideas do not abide by it. The result, as Glenn says, is a lot of wasted effort. A few years ago, I attended a research meeting at a leading school of public health. The eight or ten persons at the meeting (almost all professors or persons with Ph.D.s) were deciding how to do a study of asthma. They were about to begin a large and expensive experiment, involving about 100 families, to measure the effect of an apartment cleaning on the incidence of asthma and allergies. They had done a pilot study with two or three families; the next step was the study itself. I suggested that they first do a larger pilot study, pointing out that the existing pilot study had not tested several assumptions that the larger study was based on. No one agreed with this suggestion, and two of the persons with doctorates said they disagreed with it. The study went ahead with no additional pilot work and was a disaster. Recruitment of families turned out to be far more difficult than expected. Funding had come from the National Institutes of Health, supporting Cabanac’s doubts about the wisdom of granting agencies.

R3. Sources of ideas to test

The target article might have been titled “Self-experimentation as a source of new ideas for conventional research” or “Self-experimentation as a growth medium for new ideas,” because, in each example, self-experimentation made a new idea more plausible. Lubart & Mouchiroud wonder where the nurtured ideas came from. “Being able to test ideas cheaply [via self-experimentation] allows one to entertain a wider set of ideas,” they write. “But these ideas need to be generated.”

How were these ideas generated? For each idea that led to or was supported by self-experimentation, Table R1 gives the precipitating event (what caused me to think of it) and states whether written records helped generate it. The line between experiment (done to see what happens) and natural experiment (a change that happens for other reasons) is blurry, because actions may have more than one goal. I ate less-processed food to lose weight (Example 1), but I also did it to find out if what I had been telling my students, based on research with rats, was true for humans. Table R1 calls it a natural experiment, because my main goal was to lose weight. Table R1 distinguishes between short experiments (lasting a few days or less) and long experiments (lasting longer), because a short experiment may be nothing more than trying something new.

Table R1 supports several commentators’ views about how to generate ideas worth testing. Schegloff believes that “sustained and systematic observation” is under-appreciated. Indeed, Table R1 shows that written records were helpful in three or four cases. Lubart & Mouchi-
Table R1. Sources of tested ideas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>New idea</th>
<th>Precipitating event</th>
<th>Records helpful?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Eating less-processed food causes weight loss</td>
<td>Published research (Selafani &amp; Springer 1976)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Weight loss reduces sleep duration</td>
<td>Natural experiment (change of diet to lose weight)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Water-rich diet causes weight loss (not confirmed)</td>
<td>Listening (student's experience)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Breakfast affects early awakening</td>
<td>Short experiment (change of breakfast)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Watching TV has the same effect as human contact on circadian oscillator</td>
<td>Published research (Szalai 1972)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Morning TV influences mood</td>
<td>Short experiment (morning TV)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Evening faces influence mood</td>
<td>Natural experiment (dinner with friends)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>East-west travel eliminates faces effect</td>
<td>Natural experiment (trip to Europe)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Standing causes weight loss (not confirmed)</td>
<td>Listening (many hours/day of walking associated with weight loss)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Standing improves sleep</td>
<td>Long experiment (standing more)</td>
<td>Probably</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Morning light improves mood</td>
<td>Listening (friend's experience)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Morning light improves mood</td>
<td>Short experiment (outside walks)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Better sleep can eliminate colds</td>
<td>Long experiment (more standing and morning light)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Water causes weight loss</td>
<td>Listening (weight loss on unusual diet)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Weight control theory</td>
<td>Published research (Ramirez 1990a)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Low-glycemic-index food causes weight loss</td>
<td>Prediction of theory</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Low-glycemic-index pasta causes weight loss (not confirmed)</td>
<td>Published research (list of glycemic indices)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sushi causes weight loss</td>
<td>Natural experiment (all-you-can-eat sushi meal)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sugar water causes weight loss</td>
<td>Natural experiment (soft drinks in Paris)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Experiment = Self-experiment. Short = Lasted a few days or less. Long = Lasted more than a few days. Records helpful? = Did written records of mine help inspire the idea? Not confirmed = Self-experiment made idea less plausible.

R4. What else mattered?

According to the target article, the rate of discovery of new cause–effect relationships was high because the work combined (a) self-experimentation and (b) new or unexploited theories. The theories narrowed the possibilities. Self-experimentation made it possible to test many of the remaining possibilities. Because a self-experiment measures many things at once, these tests often generated new ideas.

Several commentators suggest that other features shared by the examples helped raise the rate of discovery. For example, Lubart & Mouchiroud suggest that I was unusually motivated because I was studying “problems that I considered to be personally important” (para. 5). One way to determine what else mattered is to examine other discoveries. The discovery that the n-3 fatty acids found in fish are heart-protective is a convenient comparison, because Burr (2000) used it to derive the following seven rules about scientific progress.

1. “Seek out populations that have unusual disease patterns and unusual diets and visit them” (Burr 2000, p. 397S, italics added). Hugh Sinclair, a British physiologist, visited the Eskimos and noticed their lack of heart disease in spite of a diet very high in fat. This agrees with Scheffold’s belief in the value of observation and Halberg, Cornelissen & Schack’s (Halberg et al.’s) and Grote’s views that science and everyday life (including travel) can be profitably mixed.

2. “Look out for natural experiments” (Burr 2000, p. 397S), a principle which Lubart & Mouchiroud mention. During World War II, there was a sharp change in the Norwegian diet (less meat, more fish) and a sharp decrease in heart disease at the same time. This is more support for Schegloff’s belief in observation.

3. “Use data that were originally collected for another purpose” (Burr 2000, p. 397S). Data collected for another purpose were used to test the hypothesis that fish consumption reduced heart disease. Likewise, data collected for another purpose were useful in Examples 1–5 of the target article.

4. “Look out for observations that do not fit in with the received wisdom” (Burr 2000, p. 397S). When Sinclair visited the Eskimos, all fat was supposed to promote heart disease. This too supports Scheffold’s view of the value of observation. All of the target article examples, except perhaps 4 (morning light) and 5 (colds), contain observations that did not fit with received wisdom.

5. “Look outside your field of research for ideas” (Burr 2000, p. 398S). Lubart & Mouchiroud and Miller make similar points about the value of contact with other people and other areas of knowledge. The target article strongly supports this view. In Example 1 (breakfast), an animal-behavior fact (anticipatory activity) helped explain something about sleep. In Example 2 (faces), a sociological study (Sza-
Kai 1972) suggested a circadian-rhythm experiment. Examples 7–10 show how Pavlovian-conditioning research led to new ideas about weight control. Glenn notes that I used operant-conditioning designs (e.g., long baselines) to study other topics.

6. “If you can, be a subject in your own study.” Sinclair put himself on a diet of seal meat and fish for 100 days in 1976 and achieved record bleeding times as a result (Burr 2000, p. 398S, from Holman 1991). This helped to show that the Eskimo diet made a difference.

7. “Research can be enjoyable” (Burr 2000, p. 398S). I think Burr means that you should try to combine research and pleasure (such as travel to exotic places). This is not far from Lubart & Mouchiroud’s point that one reason for the success of my self-experimentation was its personal value.

So Burr (2000), discussing an unrelated discovery, agrees with several of the commentators’ points. Perhaps the clearest agreement is about the value of: (a) Contact with other people and other areas of knowledge, (b) Observation, and (c) Personal involvement and/or enjoyment.

R5. What’s worse than self-experimentation?

Zizzo writes well about a type of evidence that some psychologists question even more than self-experimentation namely, mental experiments, whose basic datum is what the data gatherer says he would do or feel in a certain situation. To many experimental psychologists, the hierarchy of data goes like this (from best to worse):

1. Property of action. Reaction time or percent correct, for example.
2. Verbal report of an internal state (Miller’s “private events”). Rated mood or certainty, for example.
3. Verbal report of a hypothetical action or hypothetical internal state. Statement of what one would do with lottery winnings, for example. Many decision-making studies gather this type of data (Thaler 1987).

With each type of evidence one can (a) study oneself (worse) or other people (better), (b) study one person (worse) or several people (better), and (c) make one measurement (worse) or multiple measurements (better) per subject — a total of four dimensions. Most experimental-psychology research is on the “better” side of all four: It measures actions, studies other people, studies several people, and makes multiple measurements per subject. Mental experiments are usually on the “worse” side of all four. The target-article research falls in between these extremes.

Zizzo’s point, that even mental experiments – the lowest of the low – have value, agrees with common sense. We do mental experiments every day. For example: “How would I feel if I ate that?” (I am in a café). Their outcomes guide our actions. Plainly they are more accurate than chance. To treat them as worthless is to lose information that might be useful. In a subtle way, Zizzo is saying about behavioral science what Jacobs (2000) said about economies, that a society that treats certain people as outcasts loses the ability to have their work (e.g., toilet cleaning) be the seeds of economic growth (e.g., a cleaning business). Just as ostracism can slow economic growth, demands for methodological “correctness” can slow scientific progress. Over the last 20 to 30 years, few new treatments for bipolar disorder have been developed. Post and Luckenbaugh (2003) attributed this to too-high standards of evidence. “Many of us in the academic community,” they wrote, “have inadvertently participated in the limitation of a generation of research on bipolar illness . . . in part by demands for methodological purity or study comprehensiveness that can rarely be achieved” (Post & Luckenbaugh 2003, p. 71).

R6. Miscellaneous methodology

Booth recommends double-blind studies. Voracek & Fisher recommend some sort of blinding (to eliminate bias). However, none of the target-article treatments, like many medical treatments, allows such experiments. Double-blind experiments are still used to obtain Food and Drug Administration approval of new drugs, but, as far as I can tell, they are being replaced in the research literature by experiments that compare the new treatment to one or more accepted treatments. An example is Jenkins et al. (2003), a study that measured the effect of three treatments (two accepted, one new) on cholesterol: a low-fat diet, a low-fat diet plus lovastatin, and a low-fat diet plus several foods that individually lower cholesterol.

Double-blind experiments have serious limitations. These include: recruitment difficulty (because potential subjects have a 50% chance of receiving a worthless treatment); compliance difficulty (why take a pill that does nothing?); trouble maintaining ignorance about the treatment (when the new treatment has noticeable side effects, as powerful treatments often do); the difficulty of implementing blinding and correcting mistakes in the implementation; failure to reproduce the conditions under which the new treatment would be used, if it works (if used clinically, recipients would know what they are getting); and failure to answer the question of most interest to clinicians and patients: What works best? Post and Luckenbaugh (2003) made similar criticisms. The new style of experimentation has none of these limitations. No design is perfect, but, as evidence increases that most placebos have little effect (Hrobjartsson & Gotzsche 2001; Kienle & Kiene 1997), double-blind experiments become even less desirable. Examples 6–10, taken together, are a single-subject version of the new style of experimentation: Five ways of losing weight, all believed and hoped to work, were compared. One of the diets (eating low-glycemic-index food), although new at the time, is now common.

Voracek & Fisher disagree with what they describe as my claim that “single-subject experiments do not require different inferential statistical analysis than typical, multiple-subject experimental, and observational research.” Unfortunately, they do not say why. As Tukey (1969) emphasized, all experiments are n = 1 in many ways. One of their concerns is serial correlation (“appropriate time-series analyses are never performed”). It would be more accurate to say that they are not reported. As far as I could tell, serial correlations were too small to matter. In some cases, the data are given in enough detail so that this conclusion can be checked. When they are not, I am happy to supply the data to interested readers. As with n = 1, the issue is not restricted to self-experimentation. Few human experiments study all subjects at the same time. Rather, one person is tested on Monday, another on Wednesday, and so on. The time-series aspect is almost always ignored in the published analyses. Voracek & Fisher also say “the loess procedure is not appropriate for time-series data which are necessarily serially correlated.” The statistical tests based on the loess
fits shown in Figures 14 and 15 assume uncorrelated resid-
uals. In those figures, the abscissa is not time. The loess fits
to time series (e.g., Fig. 1) do not assume zero serial corre-
lution. They are just a way to draw a line.

According to Voracek & Fisher, “it is contradictory that
Roberts favors visual display of data and exploratory data
analysis, citing Tukey’s (1977) seminal work, and at the same
time reports numerous inferential statistical tests.” Tukey
(1980) emphasized the need for both sorts of analyses.

Voracek & Fisher wonder about confoundings: “Roberts
seems to have performed multiple experiments simultane-
ously, and therefore, the conclusions are suspect.” Unfortu-
nately, they do not give examples. Dates given with the
figures can be used to establish when various changes were
made and thereby reassure oneself that one experiment did
not interfere with another.

Miller says that I “produced no methodological break-
thorugh in measuring” mood and how rested I felt. Quite
true. Economy of means (one subject, simple designs, sim-
ple measurements, low cost, low tech, no lab) is no break-
through, but it is a virtue.

R7. Evolutionary psychology

Miller asks: Is the target article evolutionary psychology?
Glenn notes that many of the core ideas are evolutionary,
but that it differs from previous evolutionary psychology
because “the experimental method [is brought] to bear on
hypotheses heretofore examined only in terms of correla-
tional research.”

What is evolutionary psychology? Buss et al. (1998) pro-
vided a definition by listing “thirty recent examples of em-
pirical discoveries about humans generated by thinking
about adaptation and selection” (p. 544). The target article’s
Examples 2 (faces) and 3 (standing) were generated by
thinking about evolution. The key concept, however, was
not adaptation or selection, but mismatch, the idea that our
way of life can change much faster than our genes. An ev-
olutionary idea was some of the initial support for the weight-
control theory proposed in Example 7, and that theory led
to Examples 7–10.

The target article differs from Buss et al.’s (1998) “thirty
recent examples” in several ways:

1. As Glenn says, it is experimental. Almost all of the
Buss et al. examples are correlational.

2. The theory of Examples 1–5 assumes maladaptation,
that what happens now (e.g., early awakening) is not what
happened in the Stone Age. The theories behind all of the
Buss et al. examples seem to assume the opposite: What we
currently observe is more or less what happened in the
Stone Age.

3. Examples 2 and 3 and the weight-control theory have
obvious practical applications, unlike any of the Buss et al.
examples.

So the target article offers new support for evolutionary
theorizing.

Questioning my evolutionary explanation of Example 2
(faces), Totterdell asks, “Why is a mood rhythm required
to synchronize mood when there are many other more im-
mediate unconscious and conscious processes known to
bring about mood synchrony in groups (Kelly & Barsade
2001)?” My argument that the mood rhythm developed be-
because it helped synchronize mood does not assume this
rhythm was needed to synchronize mood; it just assumes
such synchrony was beneficial.

Different mechanisms with the same effect are common,
even ubiquitous, in biology. The hedonic shift noticed by
Cabanac (water that usually felt unpleasantly cold felt
good when he was hot) helps cool us when we are hot; so
does the fact that we sweat more when hot. Many enzymes
repair DNA (Sancar & Sancar 1988). Multiple mechanisms
help us adjust to dim light (Woodhouse & Campbell 1975).
We locate sounds using more than one mechanism (Middle-
brooks & Green 1991). Because multiple mechanisms
with the same effect are common, they can be used to as-
cess evolutionary explanations. In the examples just given,
the outcomes (constant body temperature, DNA repair,
and so on) are obviously beneficial. If there are multiple
mechanisms that produce Outcome X, it is more plausible
that X was good (beneficial under Stone-Age conditions)
than that X was bad. So the existence of multiple mecha-
nisms that produce X can be used to argue that X was good.
For example, suppose women prefer rich husbands to poor
ones. An evolutionary explanation is that this preference is
genetic and evolved because it gave the children of women
with such genes more resources—supposedly a good thing.
The assumption that more resources for one’s children is
good becomes more plausible if there are other mecha-
nisms with the same effect (more resources for one’s chil-
dren). It becomes less plausible if other mechanisms have
the opposite effect (less resources for one’s children). Ac-
cording to this reasoning, the existence of other mecha-
nisms that synchronize mood (Kelly & Barsade 2001; Tot-
erdell et al. 1998) supports my assumption that the
synchonization was beneficial. As far as I know, this is a new
way to judge evolutionary explanations (see Buss et al. 1998
and Andrews et al. 2002 for the usual ways) — for which we can
thank Totterdell.

R8. Mood

Totterdell is perhaps the ideal commentator on the mood
results. He has studied mood with great sophistication (e.g.,
Totterdell et al. 1994), and his observations of his infant
daughter (Totterdell 2001) resemble self-experimentation
in several ways. “Both morning and evening faces,” writes
Totterdell, “caused a trough in mood about 18 hours after
the stimulus” making it “plausible that the mood oscillation
was dependent only on the social zeitgeber rather than be-
ing gated by a light-sensitive clock.” One reason for assum-
ing gating by a light-sensitive clock is that changing the tim-
ing of morning faces by just one hour in either direction
diminished their effect (target article Fig. 8, upper panel;
Roberts & Neuringer 1998). Faces in the late morning and
afternoon had no effect, something I noticed many times
but did not show in an experiment. More evidence for the
involvement of a light-sensitive clock is that travel across
time zones temporarily eliminated the effect (target article
Fig. 9).

Totterdell wonders whether “seeing faces during Stone-
Age sexual activity [was] also confined to the early morn-
ing.” I suspect, but did not show, that seeing a face very
close has little effect. Viewing distance clearly matters (Fig.
7; Roberts & Neuringer 1998).

Totterdell points out that “models based on the joint ac-
tion of a circadian clock and a sleep need process have also
been very successful in predicting levels of alert mood.” I measured not alertness but happiness, serenity, and eagerness. Alertness is about noticing stimuli; eagerness is about initiating action. As far as I can tell, I was quite alert almost the entire time I was awake, while my eagerness varied greatly (target article Fig. 5, lower panel).

I think I understand Moore & Fisher’s proposal: The very first morning I felt unusually happy (the morning of the accidental discovery), my mood was high due to chance. I was happy on subsequent days due to the (false) belief that I had discovered something. It is unclear to me how this idea explains other findings, such as the biphasic shape of the effect (Fig. 5, lower panel).

Moore & Fisher would presumably predict that the effect would not be repeatable with anyone else because it would not be a discovery. Other commentators have other doubts. Booth believes repetitions of the basic effect are “contaminated by . . . [my] knowledge of previous observations.” Totterdell wonders if the effect depends on my “abstinence from evening interaction” and “sleep difficulties.” Voracek & Fisher say “there is a large history of errors through self-inspection and self-experimentation” and wonder about generality and individual differences. For information about replications of the basic results, see http://psychology.berkeley.edu/pdf/roberts-replications.pdf.

**R9. Weight**

Booth believes that the set-point idea is wrong, or “redundant.” He prefers to think of opposing negative feedback functions, which is what I think of when I try to imagine how a set point is produced. For more about the set-point concept, see Cabanac and Gosselin (1996) and their 26 references, both pro and con. The broader problem for Booth is that, in spite of what he considers my mistakes, I found a very effective and counterintuitive way of losing weight (Example 10). About this, all he says is “a lot of fructose could reduce hunger.” I do not recall any upset stomachs, the daily amount of fructose was neither large nor considerable lower” than my lowest dose, the fructose caused “pain in joints that were ordinarily pain-free.” The reviewer had recorded joint pain for 20 years and had found that “distinctive patterns of pain accompany certain additives in food.” The pain went away when each additive was avoided and returned within hours when it was consumed again. “Using a standard design of fructose, no-fructose, etc., in a matter of two weeks it was clearly demonstrable that I have a strong sensitivity to fructose (at least in the powdered form I used),” the reviewer wrote, which was “quite surprising.” The reviewer concluded that self-experimentation by “an informed citizenry,” plus aggregation of the results, similar to what Halberg et al. do with blood pressure, “may be the only way for us to ever recognize the full range of differences among individuals on health and psychological dimensions.”

**R10. How difficult is self-experimentation?**

At least two of the commentators believe that self-experimentation similar to what the target article describes is very difficult. “The number of readers who are prepared to commit themselves to such a path in the future,” writes Schegloff, “is surely limited, to say the least.” Miller says the same thing obliquely when he kindly states that the work “may even constitute heroic achievement” and that some parts “inspire awe.”

Perhaps it was heroic to drink 5 liters of water per day (Example 6). Aside from Example 6, however, none of it seemed like much trouble. Almost all the treatments took advantage of what was going to happen anyway. In Example 1 (breakfast), I was going to eat breakfast anyway; I just varied what I ate. I was going to sleep anyway; the sleep measurements took only a few seconds per night. For Example 2 (faces), I watched the faces while I walked on a treadmill, which was exercise; I was going to exercise anyway. The average reader probably cringes at the thought of standing 8 hours per day (Examples 3 and 5), but I was already going to do several things, such as work and watch TV, that could be done standing rather than sitting if I changed the environment (e.g., raised the TV). After my legs became stronger, standing 8 hrs/day was not painful. Fluorescent light exposure (Examples 4 and 5) happened while I walked on a treadmill, which was exercise; I was going to exercise anyway. The review concluded that self-experimentation can be seen as a blend of previous self-experimentation, which was more lab-like (e.g., Ebbinghaus 1885/1913), and epidemiology, which takes advantage of preexisting differences.

On the other hand, most of the target-article treatments were more difficult than what is asked of most experimental subjects. Standing 8 hrs/day (Examples 3 and 5), drinking 5 liters of water per day (Example 6), and eating diets of pasta (Example 8) or sushi (Example 9) for weeks are considerably more difficult tasks than what subjects do in a typical sleep or weight experiment. Lubart & Mouchiroud correctly say that the problems I studied were “personally important,” so I was “highly motivated to solve [them].” But it was more than that. A big reason why I persisted, and did relatively difficult things, was that prior self-experimentation had been successful. Success of the weight-loss treatment of Example 1 (eating less-processed food) motivated Examples 6–10. That skipping breakfast in Example 1 reduced early awakening motivated Examples 2 (morning faces), 3 (standing), and 4 (morning light). The short-term successes of Examples 3 and 4 motivated the
long-term changes and record-keeping of Example 5. Compared to the benefits, in other words, the research was not hard at all. I slept much better (Examples 1, 3, and 4). My health greatly improved (Example 5). My mood improved (Example 2). With little suffering, I reached a weight I considered ideal (Examples 1, 6–10). I went from eating three meals a day to eating one a day, saving about 2 hrs/day. In some ways, the large benefit/cost ratio is the most surprising feature of this work.

Bernstein (1997) experienced a similar benefit/cost ratio—a lifetime of much better health and freedom from diabetic complications, at the cost of about a year of not-difficult self-experimentation. In both cases, Bernstein’s and mine, earlier work by others was crucial to our success. Bernstein could not have done what he did without the discovery of insulin, not to mention the blood-glucose meter he used and basic research in nutrition and physiology; and in a similar way, my work depended on the creative work of many people. Example 2 (faces) could not have happened without Weyer (1979) and Szlai (1972). Example 10 (sugar water) could not have happened without Ramirez (1990a), not to mention Pavlov, Sclafani, and Cabanac. In Bernstein’s case and mine, it is hard to avoid concluding that our self-experimentation (small, quick, flexible) had a large benefit/cost ratio because it found the last piece of a puzzle, a piece that (big, slow, inflexible) conventional research could not easily find.

R11. The market for self-experimentation

According to Christensen (1997), advances in technology have often caused the leading companies within an industry to lose their lead. It happened several times in the disk drive industry as drives became smaller. The most profitable companies when most drives were 14 inches in diameter lost their lead when 8-inch drives became popular. Several folded. The same thing happened when 5.25-inch drives were introduced and again when 3.5-inch drives came along. In the mechanical-shovel industry, starting around World War II, there was a shift from cable-driven shovels to hydraulic ones. Few of the firms that made cable-driven shovels survived the transition. In these and other examples, Christensen identified a common thread: The industry-leading firms were “held captive by their customers” (p. 18). They failed to appreciate the new technology because the new technology did not—in the beginning—do what their customers asked for. At first, the capacity of 8-inch drives was inadequate for the mainframes owned by the buyers of 14-inch drives. When they began, makers of 8-inch drives (and 5.25-inch drives and 3.5-inch drives) had to find new customers for disk drives, such as makers of minicomputers, desktop computers, and laptop computers. As the smaller drives improved (as the capacity of 8-inch drives increased, for example), they came to dominate the market previously occupied by the larger drives. When hydraulically driven mechanical shovels were first introduced, they were too small for most construction jobs. They were sold as tractor attachments; they did very small jobs previously done by hand, such as digging ditches from water lines in the street to the foundations of new houses. To the makers of big shovels, digging tiny ditches seemed like a trivial market. They saw no threat. But the maximum size of hydraulic shovels slowly increased. Eventually they could dig much larger holes and this spelled doom for the makers of cable-driven shovels. In these and other examples, the new product was seriously deficient when it first appeared. The first 8-inch disk drives did not store enough data. The first hydraulic shovels held too little dirt. But with the help of new customers, who wanted different features than the customers for the older product, the new product survived and improved and eventually replaced the older product. Christensen concluded it is unwise to dismiss a new version of a familiar product just because you (or your customers) do not want it. Others may want it. With experience, it may improve.

Self-experimentation, it is safe to say, is considered of little or no importance by the vast majority of behavioral and biomedical scientists (e.g., Jasienski 1996). Judging by publications, it is very rare. It has serious limitations compared to more traditional experimentation. The commentators sum up these limitations: the possible influence of expectations and desires (Booth, Voracek & Fisher), lack of information about generality across persons (Miller, Voracek & Fisher), and a limited range of application (Voracek & Fisher). But if self-experimentation can find even a small market, then experience can lead to improvement.

For many years, the scientific uses of self-experimentation were mainly medical. Doctors tried dangerous or difficult treatments on themselves (Altman 1987/1998). Booth’s half-pound-chocolate lunch is in that tradition. To an experimental psychologist, one person doing something once to see what happens is hardly science (just as digging tiny ditches is hardly construction work). Science or not, it persisted. Surely it will never be common, any prominent doctor or scientist would have said. But in 1969, as the target article mentions, Richard Bernstein, concerned about his own diabetes, obtained a new blood-glucose meter that required only one drop of blood. He used it to intensively study the effect of insulin and diet on his own blood glucose levels. This is closer to an experimental psychologist’s idea of “good science,” that is, there was a lot of repetition and careful study of cause and effect. Of course, it could be dismissed as therapy, not science, with results helpful only to Bernstein. But the second half of this dismissal would be wrong. His work led to the current use of blood-glucose meters by millions of diabetics, who practice a simple form of self-experimentation when they use meter readings to adjust their diet and insulin use. I know four people who use these meters. One said it was the greatest advance in diabetes treatment since the discovery of insulin. Few researchers have helped more people than Bernstein. Voracek & Fisher’s diabetic friends would not agree that the precursors I cite “include no major or recent findings” and that the results of self-experimentation have “limited application.”

Christensen (1997) distinguished two ways that sales can expand: downmarket and upmarket. Going downmarket means finding entirely new customers for the product, who are inevitably less profitable and prestigious than the old customers, at least initially. For example, selling tractor attachments was less profitable and prestigious than selling giant shovels; selling 8-inch disk drives to minicomputer users was initially less profitable and prestigious than selling 14-inch disk drives to computer centers. Going upmarket means capturing customers from the older version of the product (e.g., when a cable-driven shovel is replaced by a hydraulic one). Going downmarket always happens first, according to Christensen; experience gained with the new customers helps penetrate the older market. Bernstein took
self-experimentation downmarket. He found entirely new users of experimentation (persons with diabetes). This had no effect on the usual users (scientists), but it greatly reduced doctor’s visits, just as hydraulic-shovel tractor attachments had no effect on big contractors, but greatly reduced muscle-powered ditch-digging. One indication of the lack of profit and prestige in what Bernstein did is that hardly anyone has heard of him. The target article takes self-experimentation upmarket, in the sense that it is published in a mainstream journal (displacing an article based on traditional methods) and deals with mainstream scientific questions.

Totterdell and Glicksohn propose ways that self-experimentation might move further upmarket (further replacing more conventional science). Totterdell suggests that journal space be devoted to “new ideas,” which would probably mean more space for self-experimentation. Glicksohn shows how self-experimentation can be used to answer important methodological questions; in his particular case, the optimal epoch size for analysis of EEG data. His example is from an experiment with two subjects rather than one, but that hardly matters. His broad point is that an experiment with one subject can help you do a later experiment with several subjects. The first experiment (with \( n = 1 \)) can choose a procedural parameter or method of analysis; it can also generate a prediction. In these cases, to present only the second experiment (with \( n > 1 \)) is to substantially underestimate the evidence. Any result is more impressive if predicted, but the basis of the prediction needs to be spelled out.

Halberg et al. and Grote propose ways that self-experimentation could move downmarket (into lower-prestige areas where many scientists would not deign to go). The first disk drives were found mostly at large companies and colleges – places with computer centers. Now they are in millions of places, an expansion made possible by smaller disk drives. Halberg et al. and Grote suggest the expansion of experimentation (or at least science-like observation) into the lives of millions of non-scientists. The expansion is possible because of the small “size” of self-experimentation. Halberg et al. emphasize prognosis. They show that long-term ambulatory measurement of blood pressure, done outside of medical settings, has predictive value. It is a small step from using such measurements for prognosis to using them to guide treatment. Grote emphasizes treatment. She extends what Bernstein did to more behavioral problems, especially those involving self-discipline, such as smoking cessation. To prevent relapse, Grote says, it may help to give individuals more control over their treatment. Just as a diabetic adjusts diet and insulin dose based on blood-glucose readings, so someone who is trying to stop smoking might adjust her activities based on self-measurement of her desire to smoke. No one believes that one size fits all in the treatment of diabetes or, probably, anything else; Grote argues, as Bernstein successfully argued, that a lot of the fitting is best done by the person being fit.

History is on the side of Halberg et al. and Grote. Several scientific activities have spread into the general public: (1) Literature searches. Non-scientists make heavy use of Medline, the National Library of Medicine’s online retrieval system (Cline & Haynes 2001). (2) Result sharing (emphasized by Totterdell). Support groups and Internet discussion groups for diseases and other problems include considerable sharing of experience – how well a certain treatment worked, for instance. (3) Sophisticated and systematic measurement. Blood glucose meters, blood pressure meters, and cholesterol meters are available to the general public. A BBS reviewer of the target article mentioned BirdSource, described on its website (http://www.birdsource.org) as “a revolutionary partnership between citizens and scientists.” BirdSource allows bird-watchers in different parts of North America to combine their observations to learn about bird migration, population, and conservation. All three activities (literature searching, result sharing, and sophisticated and systematic measurement) are growing, as far as I can tell; for example, Medline searches by the general public have greatly increased in recent years (Cline & Haynes 2001), the price of cholesterol meters is decreasing, and BirdSource began around 1997.

Another step in the direction of more self-experimentation (and possibly another example of the “first downmarket, then upmarket” pattern) is the growth of n-of-1 trials, which are randomized controlled clinical trials with just one patient. The original idea was that clinicians would use such trials to find the best treatment and dosage for a patient (Guyatt et al. 1990; Johamessen et al. 1990), an improvement over simple trial and error (which is how I originally viewed self-experimentation – as an improvement over simple trial and error). N-of-1 trials were, among other things, a way to follow-up large randomized controlled trials, which “all too often . . . are carried out on populations so ill-characterized that clinicians cannot be sure whether it is appropriate to extrapolate results to the individual patient confronting them” (Price & Evans 2002, p. 227). More recently, though, n-of-1 trials have been proposed to replace large randomized controlled trials (Post & Luckenbaugh 2003).

Human nature is also on the side of Halberg et al. and Grote. Before science was a profession, it was a hobby, which means some people enjoy it for its own sake (and which BirdSource takes advantage of). If a hobby has tangible benefits, such as lower blood pressure or reduced risk of relapse, so much stronger the motivation to do it.
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